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In the years immediately following World War II, an unaccredited college in 
rural Appalachia became a vital hub of cultural innovation. Black Mountain 
College was an unlikely place for a naissance: usually it could offer little more 
than train fare and a bed for its faculty, and it never had more than a few dozen 
students enrolled at a time. Yet it was the site of a crucial transatlantic dialogue 
between European modernist aesthetics and pedagogy and their US counter-
parts, a conversation whose roster of participants—the faculty and students of 
the College—now reads like a Who’s Who of postwar American art.

Artistic experimentation was one of the key themes of this conversation. 
Seemingly everyone who attended Black Mountain College shared a desire to 
experiment, though they did not necessarily agree on what this meant. In par-
ticular, competing and even incompatible approaches to experimentation were 
advanced by three of the College’s most notable faculty members in its heyday 
of the mid-1940s to early 1950s: artist Josef Albers, composer John Cage, and 
architect-designer R. Buckminster Fuller.

The language of experimentation continues to play an important role in 
contemporary artistic practice, and the ideas and terms advanced by Albers, 
Cage, and Fuller serve as important reference points. And yet the conflicts that 
arose among their competing ideas of the “experiment” have not been clarified. 
This book asks, among other things, what do we mean when we talk about 
experimentation in art? And why is it important? It moves toward answering 
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these questions by returning to that far-flung corner of North Carolina where 
decisive arguments about experimentation took place.

Black Mountain College was founded in western North Carolina on the 
grounds of a YMCA summer camp on the outskirts of a small mountain town 
by the same name, about twenty miles from Asheville (fig. I.1). In the aftermath 
of a faculty governance dispute at Rollins College, Florida, nine fired faculty 
members, including Black Mountain’s first rector, John Andrew Rice, had gone 
before an American Association of University Professors mediation panel that 
vindicated them but ultimately could not reinstate them. Soon after, the dis-
charged professors and a contingent of sympathetic staff decided to establish 
an educational institution that would avoid the pitfalls of autocratic chancel-
lors and trustees and allow for a more flexible curriculum, thereby resolving 
the key issues in their clash with the Rollins administration. Black Mountain 
College was established immediately afterward in 1933, with the holistic aim 
“to educate a student as a person and as a citizen.”1 Inspired by the work of 

Figure I.1
Claude Stoller, Studies Building across Lake Eden, Black Mountain 
College, 1941. Gelatin silver photograph. Courtesy of the State 
Archives of North Carolina.
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philosopher John Dewey (who soon joined the College’s advisory board), 
its pedagogy emphasized arts training, and its founders hoped to loosen or 
altogether abolish the types of separations between student and faculty, and 
faculty and administration, that usually served to specialize roles and bolster 
hierarchical distinctions.2 With minimal structure, born of both ideological in-
clination and economic necessity, Black Mountain’s experiment in education 
was groundbreaking, though relatively brief. In 1957, when the College closed 
its doors, it had dwindled to less than a half a dozen paying students, with a little 
over a thousand students having attended since its inception.

Despite its short life and modest size, Black Mountain assumes a promi-
nent place in the genealogies of widely disparate fields of thought. It has been 
heralded as one of the influential points of contact for European exiles emigrat-
ing from Nazi Germany; as a standard-bearer of the legacy of intentional (or 
planned) communities such as Brook Farm in Massachusetts; as the bellwether 
campus of Southern racial integration; as an important testing ground for pro-
ponents of progressive education; and, as this book takes up, as a seminal site 
of postwar art practices in the United States.3 Adding to the College’s legend, 
the number of famous participants—in addition to Albers, Cage, and Fuller, 
faculty included Albers’s wife Anni, Merce Cunningham, Clement Greenberg, 
Franz Kline, Willem de Kooning, Robert Motherwell, and Ben Shahn; among 
the students were Ray Johnson, Kenneth Noland, Robert Rauschenberg, Dor-
othea Rockburne, Kenneth Snelson, and Cy Twombly—and the breadth of 
their artistic diversity have garnered it an impressive reputation, if an uneven 
historical treatment.

Among the many stories that could be told of Black Mountain College, this 
book follows the thread of a single concept: experimentation. It can be traced 
in the spirit of radical innovation at the core of the College’s educational phi-
losophy; for example, in a 1938 campus bulletin, weaving professor Anni Albers 
implored her students and other artists to employ “free experimentation . . . and 
leave the safe ground of accepted conventions.”4 She wasn’t alone in espousing 
the rhetoric of experimentation; it is one of the terms most frequently applied 
to the College.5 As with other repeatedly used concepts at Black Mountain such 
as “community,” “experience,” “innovation,” or “freedom,” “experiment” was 
and continues to be treated as a generically positive attribute, at once a broad 
endorsement of the College’s progressive history as well as an encapsulation of 
its specific history and merits.6 Whether in the context of education, communi-
ty, or visual art and music, many aspirations became attached to experimental 
practices: collaboration and interdisciplinarity, countercultural ambitions, 
artistic avant-gardism, cultural improvement, and political progressiveness.7 
Experimentation was in fact a complicated and contested concept defined by 
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projects as varied as geometric abstraction, serialized and mass production, 
dome architecture, chance-based musical composition, and explorations of 
monochromatic painting.

Yet a broad notion of experimentation in effect became a kind of glue bind-
ing the often-fragmented interdisciplinary discussions about the College. At 
the time the idea was used to rethink underlying assumptions that separated 
various disciplines into realms of discrete specialization. Prior interdisciplinary 
modernist explorations such as those practiced at the Bauhaus were revisited 
and expanded at Black Mountain: art merged with concerns of visual per-
ception and environmental design; music composition flirted with arbitrary 
sounds and background noise; architecture and shelter design were pushed 
to redefine the conditions under which individuals, increasingly understood 
as members of wider communities, experienced space. Experimentation thus 
provided a shared terminology for College members to view their specific 
endeavors in relation to different though allied efforts in other disciplines. At 
Black Mountain, experimentation was professed to be a practice that could be 
shared by all creative producers.

The frequent invocation of “the experiment” by key Black Mountain figures 
cannot disguise the fact that the concept to which they appealed was, and re-
mains, deeply contradictory. In large part, the contradiction reflects the com-
pound meanings of the word experiment, and the historically shifting relation 
between concepts such as innovation and tradition, or originality and routine. 
Experiment shares with empirical and experience a common root in the Latin 
experiri, “to try or to put to the test.” Until the eighteenth century, experience 
and experiment were interchangeable in English usage, though subsequently 
experience came to indicate that which has been previously tested, a past accu-
mulation of knowledge or skill—“lessons as against innovation or experiments,” 
in the words of Raymond Williams.8 Yet experience continued to carry a second 
nuance, that of a full and active consciousness or awareness that may allow the 
experimenting with, testing, or trying of something. The complexity in the defi-
nition of experience as either the past (tradition) or that which is freshly carried 
out (innovation) had the effect of splitting the meaning of experiment into two 
definitions: “testing under controlled circumstances,” as distinct from “innova-
tive acts or procedures” more generally. Although experimentation is sometimes 
associated with systematic procedures such as the scientific method, which im-
ply previously formulated hypotheses under test, the term is also invoked (both 
in art and in science) in trials of new or different experience in which results 
are not forecast beforehand. At Black Mountain, debates about the degree of 
freedom or control inherent or permitted in practices considered experimental, 
and not merely chaotic or improvisational, turned on this ambiguity.
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Focusing on the rival methodologies of experimental forms as elaborated 
and practiced by key teachers Albers, Cage, and Fuller is not to say they were 
the only Black Mountain faculty that appealed to experimentation, but study of 
their work will help excavate three of the most clearly articulated positions of 
the period. For Albers, an experiment “embrace[d] all means opposing disorder 
and accident.”9 It represented a careful procedure of testing socially and histor-
ically constructed perceptual understandings in art against deceptive optical 
stimuli. To Cage, experimentation exceeded patterns of reasoning so as to un-
leash greater indeterminacy. As he stated, “The word ‘experimental’ is apt, pro-
viding it is understood not as descriptive of an act to be later judged in terms of 
success or failure, but simply as an act the outcome of which is unknown.”10 To 
Fuller, experimentation was the nearly opposite procedure of aligning specific 
failures of a method with the regularities of his holistically conceived system of 
“total thinking,” a teleological process of discovering empirical truths.11 Experi-
mental procedures were those by which the “valid data” of “what is really going 
on in nature” could be formulated conceptually and tested by artists or other 
“comprehensive designers,” thereby exposing the conventionalized knowledge 
claims or “myths” of an overspecialized society that inefficiently managed its 
resources.12 Each of these men laid claim to a practice of experimental produc-
tion stressing innovation without personal expression, and their rigorous pro-
cedures of testing—through both methods of chance and investigations of order 
and design—resulted in thorough redefinitions of what art could be.

If one considers the College in terms of its geographical locale, two of the 
most unlikely Black Mountaineers were Josef and Anni Albers. Exiles from Nazi 
Germany, both had been on the faculty at the Bauhaus, a school whose radical 
pedagogy encouraged new considerations of the function of art with respect 
to industrial production and modern society.13 As it turned out, the Bauhaus—
closed in 1933—and Black Mountain—opened that same year—shared many 
characteristics as progressive educational institutions and as zones of experi-
mental art practice. Upon his arrival in Black Mountain, Albers famously de-
clared, “I want to open eyes.”14 His pronouncement indicated a desire to create 
an audience—for his art, and for practices of abstraction more generally—that 
would be educated by the new perceptual strategies he was advancing. In the 
drawing, color, and design courses he taught at the College (from 1933 until 
his departure in 1949), Albers proposed an ordered and disciplined testing 
of the various qualities and appearances of readily available materials such as 
construction paper and household paint samples. His approach emphasized the 
correlation between formal arrangement and underlying structure, and placed 
a high value on economy of labor and resources. But understanding the material 
and appearance of form was part of a broader project; to him, art was the exper-
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imental arm of culture, an investigation of the better forms that precondition 
advanced cultural production and progress. He encouraged a reflexive relation 
between art production and a better society; as he stated, “For me studying art 
is to be on an ethical basis.”15 Albers’s ethics of perception maintained that the 
arrangement of a work of art could mirror the way one organizes events outside 
what is traditionally called art, but only by testing received conventions with 
carefully controlled sets of visual and material experiments.

Chapter 1 takes up how Albers stressed the experience, rather than any 
definite outcomes, of a laboratory-like educational environment, and pro-
moted forms of experimentation and learning in action that could dynamical-
ly change routine habits of seeing.16 As he insisted, “Art is not an object but 
an experience”—an experience in and of perception that facilitates complex 
understandings of the visual world.17 With his systematic exploration of sub-
tle variations of form, he attempted to construct new techniques of pushing 
visual perception beyond habit. In this process of experimentation, he tried 
to influence patterns of transmission—transmissions of artistic tradition and 
of social pattern—by introducing the model of the perceptual test. The final 
section of chapter 1 traces Albers’s work on tests of the contingency of form 
by charting the epistemology of the concept of experiment he drew from, po-
sitioning it within College sympathizer John Dewey’s discussions about using 
experimentation as a test of the mutability of experience.18

The celebrated summer programs and institutes at the College supplement-
ed regular faculty such as the Alberses with guests of tremendous energy and 
talent, often at very early stages of their careers.19 One of the most significant 
of these sessions occurred during the summer of 1948, attracting John Cage, 
Merce Cunningham, Elaine and Willem de Kooning, and Buckminster Fuller, 
among others. Frequently these summer sessions produced unexpected and 
enduring collaborations, though just as often participants shared a language 
of experiment to effect vastly different projects. In particular, the Albersian 
definition of experimentation as a test of tradition—as a training of the eye 
and mind to recognize illusions by meticulously testing socially and histori-
cally constructed perceptual understandings—was being redefined by Cage as 
simply an act with unexpected results, without need for discursive or other 
interpretations.

Cage arrived at the College in 1948 as dance choreographer Cunningham’s 
accompanist. His interest in French musico-aesthetic models of disorder and 
disruption antagonized many of the College’s German émigrés, deeply invested 
as they were in the twelve-tone music of Arnold Schoenberg and the ordered 
architectonics of Bauhaus theater. Very schematically, the shift at Black Moun-
tain from a model of experimentation as attention, order, and observation to 
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dispersal, chance, and fragmentation can be understood as Cage’s introduction 
to the College of his varied sources: his growing interest in Zen Buddhism, 
Dada, and surrealism, and in particular his often-expressed attraction to the 
writings and works of Erik Satie, Marcel Duchamp, and Antonin Artaud. Incor-
porating ideas and actions that had previously been explored by these figures, 
Cage increasingly viewed experimentation as a terrain of chance procedures 
and indeterminate outcomes. In his time at the College, he devised techniques 
to test the relationship of natural forces to human intention, privileging the 
former over the latter in a way that, some argued, forestalled art’s potential to 
influence broader social practices.

Cage’s 1948 theatrical production at Black Mountain of Satie’s The Ruse of 
Medusa, characterized by absurd monologues and unrelated musical inter-
ludes, alerted him to the possibility of arbitrary relationships between actions 
within a performance. On his next extended visit to the College, in 1952, in a 
radical departure from existing traditions of performance at the College and 
elsewhere, he introduced overlapping activities and narrative fragmentation 
in the production of Theater Piece No. 1, also known as the first “happening.”20 
In this later work, Cage recruited faculty and students to perform short, timed 
scripts, resulting in many unrelated events scattered throughout the perfor-
mance space that could not be apprehended simultaneously. To Cage, the event 
represented “the centricity within each event and its non-dependence on other 
events,” though he had in fact established strict time brackets and organized the 
event with particular temporal and locational guidelines.21 Cage’s employment 
of what I discuss as a “chance protocol” in Theater Piece No. 1, which involved 
particular parameters (duration, assignment of specific tasks to performers, or 
an agreed-upon use of certain tools or instruments) governing the execution of 
the work, represented an attempt to sever experimentalism from determining 
factors such as artistic intention or interpretive argumentation.

Chapter 2 addresses how Cage’s version of the experimental test—the for-
mulation of the chance protocol—was, as he termed it, a “purpose to remove 
purposes.”22 This directly contradicted Albers’s project of experimentation as a 
rigorous and rational testing of carefully controlled and evaluated outcomes. To 
Cage, experimentation ruptured patterns of reasoning in which testable condi-
tions were hypothesized; procedures of close attention and observation such as 
those proposed by Albers were impediments that served to control results and 
impose a restrictive order of calculated effects. The history of the changing na-
ture of experimentation at Black Mountain therefore hinges on a comparison of 
Cage’s efforts in exploring chance-derived scoring and events of indeterminate 
performance with the work at the College of European émigrés, who tended to 
share Albers’s approach to experimentation. A principal one of these émigrés 
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was Xanti Schawinsky, previously a student and collaborator of Bauhaus theater 
master Oskar Schlemmer in the 1920s. The Schlemmer-Schawinsky tradition of 
experimentation brought to Black Mountain at Albers’s invitation emphasized 
ordered vision as a way to defamiliarize viewers in their habitual relation to 
space and its larger social context. Yet like Cage’s 1948–52 events at the College, 
it, too, represented a larger shift in which experimental theater commingled 
with what came to be known as performance art, in that both models probed 
nonnarrative performance situations, employed experimental music, broke 
with strict theater in their use of spontaneous or unscripted events, and dis-
rupted traditional spatial relationships of audience to stage.23

Buckminster Fuller, in contrast, was only obliquely interested in the condi-
tional or accidental. His method of experimentation was oriented toward the 
acceptance of unforeseen tactical failures in the interest of long-term strategic 
goals.24 Experimentation was the process of aligning specific faults of a tested 
form with the regularity of a holistically conceived system, a system he termed 
“comprehensive” or “total” design. The goal of design, to Fuller, was to convert 
traditionally compensatory political thinking into what he termed “anticipating 
and laboratory experimenting.”25 These experiments toward comprehensive 
knowledge—proposed and tested by Fuller and other nonspecialists—were 
ostensibly set forth for the greater good of society.26

This model of experimentation played out in the late 1940s through his 
research on the structural properties and social benefits of geodesics, defined 
as the arcs of great circles. Because they mirror the form of the earth itself, 
spheres were a main component in Fuller’s argument that he was discovering 
the universal laws of nature on “Spaceship Earth.”27 His initial, unsuccessful 
attempt to assemble a geodesic dome took place during his first summer at 
Black Mountain in 1948. Then he became energized by College sculpture stu-
dent Kenneth Snelson’s innovations in what Fuller termed “tensegrity”—an 
engineering principle of discontinuous compression and continuous tension 
that reoriented Fuller from what he called “energetic geometry,” physical 
models of energy and tension seen in closely packed spheres, for example. 
The geodesic dome, eventually prototyped to employ tensegrity, became a 
touchstone for Fuller’s notion of holistic planning, an efficient ur-structure 
central to his reconsideration of postwar housing, transport, and communi-
cations as networked systems.

Yet the articulation of “total thinking,” culminating in the successful erec-
tion of a geodesic dome on campus in 1949, was perhaps not the lasting con-
sequence of Fuller’s time at Black Mountain. It was his paradoxical stance of 
self-declared success in the face of apparent setback—his proposal of a model 
of experimentation that accommodated failure in the name of the larger holistic 
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program—that proved Fuller’s greatest contribution to the College, particularly 
in its selective adoption by Cage. In Cage’s case, the acceptance of failure was 
enthusiastically embraced, and the programmatic element abandoned.

Chapter 3 addresses the implications of Fuller’s “total thinking” as a model 
of experimentation. Though the comprehensive designer was charged with 
thinking expansively about social problems, the wider, more inclusive breadth 
of society was not necessarily invited to participate in the design process. 
Fuller’s heady proposition of artist-scientists seeking truths beyond organized 
politics was a self-described “design revolution,” the parameters of which could 
be understood only years into the future.28 His utilitarian version of experi-
ment as a test and proof of total systems found company with many postwar 
iterations of pattern and network theory emerging from the New Bauhaus in 
Chicago (later renamed the Institute of Design), where Fuller taught before 
Black Mountain. The middle part of this chapter, then, takes up Fuller’s relation 
to his Institute of Design colleagues László Moholy-Nagy and Gyorgy Kepes. 
Design for these men was not a product but a social process (a distant echo, 
to very different effects, of Albers’s “art is not an object but an experience”); 
experiment proved that “structures are not things” but patterns.29 Design pro-
cesses should reveal underlying, universal truths hidden in patterns and net-
works. The final portion of chapter 3 addresses how Fuller’s still-controversial 
version of experimentation presented a picture of total design—contingency, 
alternative platforms, and even human agency itself eliminated—in a world of 
self-sacrificing nonspecialists risking failure to improve unproductive habits in 
society. Whereas Cage and Albers argued over degrees of contingency, Fuller 
regarded experimentation as a process moving knowledge toward a compre-
hensive, technocratic global order.

These three models of experiment initiated at Black Mountain College—the 
methodical testing of the appearance and construction of form in the interest 
of designing new, though ever-contingent, visual experiences (Albers); the 
organization of aleatory (chance-generated) processes and the anarchical ac-
ceptance of indeterminacy (Cage); and “comprehensive, anticipatory design 
science” that tests traditional artistic and architectural forms, and embraces 
temporary failures, in order to teleologically progress toward a utopia of effi-
ciently managed resources (Fuller)—represent incipient directions of postwar 
art practice and social praxis, elements of which would be sampled, if not whol-
ly adopted, by Black Mountain students and subsequent practitioners.30

Despite their different proposals for experimental art practice—from ex-
plorations of contingency to schemes of total design—the cases presented here 
all attempted to establish experimentation in opposition to self-expression or 
immediacy. To explore this difference, consider the case of Charles Olson, 
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Black Mountain’s final rector and its guiding influence in the 1950s. Expression-
ism at the College, embodied in visual art practices such as those of teachers  
de Kooning, Franz Kline, and Robert Motherwell, and paralleled in expressive 
literary modes such as those of poets Olson and Robert Creeley, counterposed 
(in ways that came to define the postwar artistic scene in the United States) the 
experimental models represented by Albers, Cage, and Fuller.

Olson advocated a quixotic form of rapid collaboration in the interest of 
immediacy, spontaneous production, and personal expression. His student 
at Black Mountain, poet Jonathan Williams, quotes him as saying—and one 
could imagine similar words spoken by de Kooning, Jackson Pollock, or any 
number of postwar expressionists—“You’ve got to take hunches, you’ve got to 
jump and then see what [happens]—you’ve got to operate as though you knew 
it.”31 Discussions at Black Mountain about the complicated nature and effects of 
experiment must be seen as themselves in dialogue with such countertenden-
cies toward direct action and expression. Expressionists’ condensation of self 
with presence and immediacy was anathema to experimentalists’ methods. For 
Olson, the velocity of a creative process reflected the hope that the individual 
could become the prime agent for exploration of what he termed the “kinetics 
of experience . . . the kinetics of themselves as persons as well as of the stuff 
they have to work on, and by.”32 In his 1950 essay “Projective Verse,” he praised 
composition born of spontaneity. Believing that impulsive invention presented 
an unmediated path to unconscious thought, he was reluctant to either premed-
itate or revise his work, and claimed that speed effected the direct transcription 
of the purer material of the unconscious. As he proclaimed: “It is spontaneous, 
this way . . . at all points (even, I should say, our management of daily reality 
as of the daily work) get on with it, keep moving, keep in speed, the nerves, 
their speed, the perceptions, theirs, the acts, the split second acts, the whole 
business, keep it moving as fast as you can, citizen.”33 In proto-Beat fashion, 
spontaneity was a process of unveiling the essential expression of subjectivity; 
Olson was verifying the fidelity of the textual form to the “truth” of the uncon-
scious. He and his cohort of expressionists at Black Mountain weren’t alone in 
trying to find a form of uncorrupted immediacy in the postwar moment. It is a 
testament to Albers, Cage, and Fuller that they attempted to generate models 
of experimental process through their work and pedagogy which, however 
conflicting, sidestepped the growing tendency to define the project of art as 
untrammeled, self-revelatory immediacy.

The chapters that follow are each aligned along axes of methodology and place. 
The discussion of place maps a trajectory of spatial and discursive moves from 
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Europe to America—though sometimes from America to Europe—in partic-
ular, a cross-circulation of Bauhaus ideas and their stateside reception, as well 
as a consideration of the German audience for John Dewey’s theories.34 As the 
phrase “chance and design” in the book’s subtitle indicates, the line of meth-
odological inquiry in this book charts a continuum of experimental practices 
from the chance-derived to the highly ordered, designed, and, in the case of 
Fuller, technophilic. Plotting the routes these different men traveled toward 
their respective visions of experimentation in postwar America results in a 
particular organizational logic to this project. Such an exploration is suited to 
a case-study basis for the chapters’ mostly monographic treatments of their 
subjects. In turn, the chapters relate to one another directly and interweave 
certain threads, though they are largely focused examinations of three dispa-
rate methodologies that characterized experimental practice at the College. 
Albers, Cage, and Fuller, though they returned to the concept repeatedly, 
were addressing radically different procedures when they invoked the matter 
of experimentation. For example, Cage can be seen as a wedge against Albers, 
moving his (Cage’s) explorations of indeterminacy as a process beyond human 
agency toward Fuller’s total design as a process beyond political means.

The coincidence that concepts and practices employing a notion of the 
experimental test took root at Black Mountain College, at the same early 1930s 
moment during which many European models of experimental social and aes-
thetic practice were being foreclosed upon by political persecution and the 
ensuing “call to order” of a return to artistic tradition, is also an implicit theme 
of this book. The Bauhaus project in particular—a utopian vision of aesthetic 
form integrated with society (art, architecture, design, and performance seen 
contextually and as part of modernist industry, transport, infrastructure, com-
munication and media, housing, and education)—in its US reception fractured 
at times into a depoliticized notion of experimentation as mere interdisciplin-
ary conversations. In recent years, art and architectural historians have been 
rethinking how form is taught to students and meaning is communicated in 
artworks, regrouping after years of cultural relativism in which criteria for eval-
uating projects of modernist innovation were deeply shaken. Above all, the 
Bauhaus was a program, or at least a series of competing programs, that offered 
students training in the observation of form and its creative rearticulation. It 
presented students with a persuasive sense of order and design as a means to 
think about the social stakes of form in a collaborative, interdisciplinary fashion 
and to rework outmoded, routinized production that led to repetition and stag-
nation. The minimization of explicit links between aesthetics and social praxis 
at Black Mountain, in contrast, left the College open to criticisms of its being 
a communitarian venture of artistic practitioners living a kind of enlightened 
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social experiment of interdisciplinary affinities as social progress, divorced 
from earlier avant-gardes’ aspirations to link developments in aesthetic form 
to wider, socially transformative ramifications.35

The specific post-wartime context of Black Mountain College’s most pro-
pitious, creative years also has manifold implications for the rhetoric and prac-
tices of experimentation nurtured there. Not only did the College benefit from 
a bevy of talented veterans who brought generous GI Bill funding—students 
Kenneth Noland, Robert Rauschenberg, and Kenneth Snelson among many 
others took advantage of the US government’s few-strings-attached cash pay-
ments for tuition and living expenses to attend the unaccredited, art-focused 
Black Mountain—but the widespread association in postwar society between 
experimentation and cultural value, following the immense technological ad-
vances of the war-driven economy, no doubt influenced the frequency of the 
term’s invocations on the campus. In this light it is easy to see the invitation to 
Buckminster Fuller to head the College upon the Alberses’ departure as en-
dorsing his sense of the horizon of experimentation as opening onto questions 
of scientific truth and advancement.

If we can think of the experimental test in its postwar context through a 
range of meanings, from planned hypothesis to trials of experience more gen-
erally, it is indeed a productive term. While this expanded definition of exper-
iment was being rethought at the College as a model of artistic practice that 
connected activities occurring in various disciplines, testing was simultaneous-
ly invoked as a technique to link practices to one another historically. Distinct 
methods of experimental practice along the continuum of chance and design 
must also be understood as not simply a triangulated configuration (Albers 
and Cage, Cage and Fuller, Albers and Fuller). Instead, the work of each figure 
must be positioned, as they are in this book, in relation to prior and contem-
poraneous explorations of experimentation they connected to their respective 
disciplinary practices. Cage’s attraction to chance is appreciated only when his 
seemingly eclectic interests in Zen, Dada, and Antonin Artaud are linked to his 
developing notion of “void” spaces and experiences in performance; Fuller’s 
technocratic design can be best elaborated by probing network and pattern the-
ories developed at the New Bauhaus in Chicago by Moholy-Nagy and Kepes; 
and Albers’s version of contingent design can be clarified when seen as a part of 
a broad conversation of geometric abstraction with Bauhaus concerns of visual 
apperception, Viennese logical positivism, and Theodor Adorno’s contempora-
neous theorization of experimentation. Each figure at Black Mountain defined, 
in his own practice, a particular, historically grounded method of experiment, 
and then attempted to chart its effects on his audience. Experiment as a single, 
unified practice never existed at Black Mountain, but Albers, Cage, and Fuller 
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shared aspirations about testing new visual, theatrical, and structural forms and 
measuring their effects, however different the specific means that characterized 
their practices.

The analysis that follows thus posits a close interrelationship of experi-
mentation and politics, suggesting that working “experimentally” in a cultural 
practice (in these cases, art, architecture, and music) casts a shadow venture, 
a project of posing models of how to test and organize new forms of political 
agency and social life, though sometimes in microcosmic fashion. For Albers, 
the “ethics” of a careful, trained visual attention to the world of form often 
substituted pedagogy and personal growth for forms of collective politics or 
social transformation. For Cage, indeterminacy in musical composition mir-
rored his idea of a fundamentally uncontrollable and anarchic world, though 
he created meticulous chance-protocol structures to eliminate personal bias 
and the crust of habit. And finally, for Fuller, total design in architectural form 
extended toward types of efficient technocratic social and political organization 
that, at times, shaded into forms of libertarian utilitarianism. Yet the attribu-
tion of a common experimental basis to their works and inventions, and their 
reinterpretations of tradition, bring to the fore a common impulse to change 
present and control future conditions. Experiment as a testing of the past or as a 
moving toward unforeseen experiences was nevertheless a quest for new, more 
adequate, and politically progressive and inclusive understandings of the world. 
One would not experiment if the current state of affairs—the status quo—was 
perceived as satisfactory. This extension of the project of artistic experiment to 
a redefinition of life conditions was of course as fraught as those preceding it in 
earlier moments of twentieth-century modernism.

The works of these three major teachers at Black Mountain College exem-
plify methods of experimentation that cannot, nor could they ever, harmonize, 
given their imperative to define, determine, and delimit quite differentiated 
life conditions beyond cultural practice. Each chapter of this book accounts 
for how these practitioners articulated distinct and nuanced procedures of ex-
perimentation; yet sometimes so great were the dissimilarities that they united 
merely in their mutual hostility toward expressionism and the subjectivization 
of creativity in its productive process as well as in its reception. In the case of 
figures such as Cage and Fuller, who were at Black Mountain intensely and 
briefly in the late 1940s and early 1950s, their elaborations of experimentation 
should be seen contextually in the traditions they displaced at the College (Bau-
haus theater, in the case of Cage), or in practices that represented alternative 
genealogies of the Bauhaus theory so central to the College’s educational mis-
sion (the Institute of Design, in the example of Fuller).

Ultimately, this book analyzes perhaps the crucial midcentury modernist 
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practice—experimentation—that has not been studied in depth elsewhere, 
though the concept was explored to a nearly unparalleled degree at Black 
Mountain during these years. The legacy of Black Mountain College is precisely 
bound up with these figures’ contradictory visions of modernism as inextrica-
bly interwoven with the logic of experimentation—the interest in testing as 
an exploration of a paradoxical “fact of contingency,” to use Louis Althusser’s 
phrase.36 This book investigates what chance, design, and the unforeseen mean 
when a fertile and disputed term like experimentation is the site of discursive 
struggles as well as historic collaborations.

It should be clear that the Black Mountain idea of experimentation, when 
treated critically and differentially rather than descriptively, elucidates a 
crucial conflict surrounding American artistic purpose in the late 1940s. In 
proposing experiment as a model for understanding art practices at Black 
Mountain College, a clearer understanding can emerge of the College’s role 
in generating new methods and objects of artistic production, and also inno-
vative critiques about the constitution and uses of form in its time, to develop 
working means to effect those critiques. Black Mountain participants’ am-
bitions to transform habits of perception, systems of intention, and patterns 
of tradition have essential implications for understanding not only modernist 
but subsequent art practices.
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chapter
one

josef albers 
and the ethics 
of perception

Experimentation means learning by experience.

Josef Albers, 19411

A most poignant document of Black Mountain College’s early years is the snap-
shot of Josef and Anni Albers’s arrival, published in North Carolina’s Asheville 
Citizen on December 5, 1933 (fig. 1.1). “Germans to Teach Art Near Here,” the 
caption reads, though “Fresh Off the Boat” would do just as well; the grainy 
newsprint depicts the couple posed tensely in formal attire—he in tie and jack-
et, she in fur, cloche, and veil. Tightly angled in a corner, they look very much 
the anxious, recent immigrants. While Anni’s mild gaze seeks out the viewer, 
Josef averts his eyes, his stiff bearing and tightly clasped hands registering trepi-
dation, even strain. Fleeing the Nazi regime, the couple left Berlin for the site of 
a newly founded experimental school in rural Appalachia, a quite improbable 
relocation under other circumstances. Though they came from the Bauhaus, 
one of the most radical art institutions of the era, to what was vociferously an-
nounced as its successor in the United States, this evidence of a nervous arrival 
is testimony to their unexpectedly providential exile from Europe.

Josef knew but a few words in English, though Anni was fluent. In their 
first years, she would serve double duty as both faculty member at the recently 
founded college and as his patient translator. The newspaper article does not 
mention this, nor does it quote his famous response to their welcoming cer-
emony. Rallying his scant English when asked what he hoped to accomplish 
in the United States, Josef declared simply, “I want to open eyes.”2 Typical of 
his plain and frank manner, Albers’s pronouncement nonetheless encapsulates 
two concerns that characterize his years in the United States. Most obviously, 
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it indicates the centrality of his pedagogical commitment (the same newspaper 
article proclaimed Albers as “internationally known . . . for his unusual method 
of art instruction”). His statement also foregrounds the preeminence of a study 
of vision in his pedagogy and in Bauhaus teaching more generally—it is eyes he 
wants to open, after all.3 Pedagogy and vision: together, his words represent a 
desire to craft an audience for abstraction and, more particularly, for his art, an 
audience that would be tutored in the perceptual strategies he was developing 
in his teaching.

The key elements of these perceptual strategies were set out in Albers’s 
three-pronged Preliminary Course, or Vorkurs, brought from the Bauhaus to 
Black Mountain and later to Yale University. In these drawing, color, and design 

Figure 1.1
“Germans on Faculty At Black 
Mountain School,” Asheville 
(NC) Citizen, December 5, 1933. 
Photograph by Tim Nighswander. 
Courtesy of The Josef and Anni 
Albers Foundation / The Asheville 
Citizen-Times.
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Figure 1.2
Josef Breitenbach, Josef Albers’ Color Class, Summer 1944. Gelatin 
silver photograph © The Josef and Yaye Breitenbach Charitable 
Foundation, New York. Courtesy The Josef Breitenbach Archive, 
Center For Creative Photography, University of Arizona, Tucson.
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classes, he proposed an ordered and disciplined testing of the various qualities 
and appearances of readily available materials such as construction paper and 
household paint samples. His approach brought out the correlation between 
formal arrangement and underlying structure, and placed a high value on econ-
omy of labor and resources. He stressed the experience, rather than any definite 
outcomes, of a laboratory educational environment and promoted forms of 
experimentation and learning in action that could dynamically change routine 
habits of seeing.4 He began his drawing and design courses with mirror writing, 
a simple exercise in defamiliarization. He invited students to draw their names, 
for example, backward and in cursive, as if reflected in a mirror, and then asked 
them to render this script using their nondominant hand. Drawing by automatic 
motor sense invariably becomes a crutch, overwriting any direct consciousness 
of how the actual forms of a signature are produced. Mirror exercises provided 
students with a sure way to begin challenging sterile habits of observation, “to 
develop awareness of what we do out of habit as opposed to choice.”5

To grasp Albers’s proposal of what he came to term a “new visual expres-
sion” through acts of experimentation, it is crucial to understand the discursive 
field he produced around geometric abstraction, that is, how he explained the 
importance of a continuous study of the constitutive elements of form.6 The first 
section of this chapter will undertake a close reading and analysis of Albers’s 
large body of unpublished texts written in his budding English, which can shed 
light on the process of testing variations in form that his pedagogical strategies 
elaborated. (One could argue that given its minimal denotation of form and 
its refusal of naturalistic representation, geometric abstraction always relied 
heavily on discursive interpretations, offered both in the artists’ own writings 
and by critics.) He redesigned the experience of looking at art as one of “direct 
seeing,” whereby attention to perceptual habits marks routine cognitive asso-
ciations as social constructions and allows these associations to be influenced 
and possibly transformed.7 In that vein, the second section of this chapter will 
connect Albers’s pedagogy with his own work. With careful study of his sketch-
es, studies, and paintings undertaken at Black Mountain (and a few from his 
subsequent decades in the United States), it will be possible to address how 
Albers developed methods of articulating form that highlighted its contingency 
and endless mutability.

The final section of this chapter will explore how Albers went further to find 
in form an ethics of perception, which he developed in theories of progressive 
pedagogy concerning experimentation and social change. Drawing on the work 
of John Dewey, Albers presented the methodology of the experimental test as 
a forceful corrective against stagnant perceptual habits in the culture at large, 
bringing attention to the tremendous stake of progressive education in com-
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bating forces of social reproduction, that is, the tendency of dominant cultural 
values to be reproduced as the privileged traditions of a society. He maintained 
that learning to observe and design form made an essential contribution toward 
cultural transformation and growth. In brief, in Albers’s ethics of perception, 
careless habits—habits that inhibit self-actualization and social progress—can 
be overcome with the disciplined study of the constitution of forms, forms that 
themselves compose the ubiquitous, though often overlooked, material and 
appearance of our surroundings.

pErcEptIon bEtwEEn scIEncE anD IntuItIon

Elements of Josef Albers’s teachings have become so familiar and ingrained 
in current art curricula that it is difficult to recall how radically art education 
was altered by the widespread adoption of his methods. Developed at the Bau-
haus in the early 1920s through 1933 and continued at Black Mountain College 
from 1933 to 1949 and at Yale from 1950 to 1958, Albers’s Preliminary Course 
consistently challenged conventional art teaching. Indeed, it is important to 
remember the great influence of Black Mountain’s teaching methods general-
ly—especially during Albers’s nearly two decades at the College—in position-
ing invention and experiment as central elements of educational practice in the 
United States, and to bear in mind that in the years preceding its implementa-
tion elsewhere, “it was heresy,” according to Albers, “to consider art a central 
part of a college curriculum or a means of general education.”8

Visual arts training in the early twentieth century, in Europe as in the United 
States, took place in specialized art academies modeled on classical Beaux-Arts 
instructional models or in technical institutes featuring drawing for industrial 
design, rather than in liberal arts colleges such as Black Mountain. In acade-
mies, distinctions among various media were reinforced, and the rendering 
from life, above all the study of the nude, was central. The emphasis was on 
repetition (in life studies) and duplication (in copying past works). Advance-
ment was secured by a review process that paradoxically assessed a pupil’s fi-
delity to precursors and his (rarely her) departure from precedent in an “orig-
inal” work—the academy study of the male nude. In its technical application, 
drawing accentuated the repeatability of objective nature by creating a strict 
geometry of form (and in this sense, to use M. Norton Wise’s phrase, “drawing 
is the language of engineering”).9 This language of reproduced form, as Molly 
Nesbit contends, was routinized by drills in elementary and higher education 
toward “blueprints of production” in industrial product design.10 Even attempts 
to devise hybrid guild-workshop models of art education spawned by the Arts 
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and Crafts movement, as Howard Singerman has noted, tended to attach more 
importance to craft traditions than to creative work in art and design.11 What-
ever the model—academy, technical college, or workshop—visual art training 
beyond high school was not closely integrated with liberal arts concerns or with 
experimental or progressive approaches.

Albers bemoaned the persistence of such models in the United States:

I believe dominating education methods in this country are not at all typically 

American with their stereotyped requirements, standardized curricula and 

mechanized evaluation of achievements. Why do we still have the belief in 

academic standards while our living reveals variety, youth and freshness . . . ? 

Why must exploration and inventiveness, two American virtues, too, play such 

a minor part in our schools?12

He found particularly grating the assumption in standardized art education that 
talent and an aptitude for art were inherent gifts and prerequisites to creativity. 
Instead, he fostered a general training in the fundaments of art as “more demo-
cratic [and] . . . giving a chance to many more people,” not just to the exception-
al or advanced student.13 In this sense, Albers was a good fit for Black Mountain; 
the centrality of art education was emphasized in the College’s 1933 inaugural 
publication shortly before his arrival: “Fine Arts, which often exist precariously 
on the fringes of the curriculum, are regarded as an integral part of the life of 
the College and of importance equal to that of the subjects that usually occupy 
the center of the curriculum.”14 The goal was not to produce professional artists 
but to consider all individuals as possible creators and to offer training for what 
Albers termed a “flexible and productive mind that wants to do something with 
the world . . . we are on the way to the researcher, discoverer, to the inventor, in 
short to the worker who produces or understands revelations.”15

Art practice offered the ideal site in culture from which to encourage 
broad-minded thinking, as training in experimentation steered a course to-
ward “coordination, interpenetration . . . conclusions, new viewpoints . . . for 
developing a feeling or understanding for atmosphere and culture.”16 The as yet 
unrealized prospect of education thus could consist of a richer understanding 
of “action or life,” not a stockpiling of mere information or knowledge.17 De-
veloping an attuned visual sensibility involved testing, dynamism, and action, 
not the passivity and stasis of education based on study of precedent alone.18 
Albers’s series of foundational courses promoted independent thinking and a 
close study of the mutable nature of form. On a visit to Black Mountain in 1944, 
Walter Gropius praised Albers’s innovation: “He has discarded the old proce-
dure to hand over to the student a ready-made formulated system. He gives 
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them instead objective tools that enable them to dig into the very stuff of life. . . . 
This ever-changing approach seems to me pregnant of life, present and future.”19

Albers’s battery of courses constituted a broad foundation in the “stuff of 
life”: a general education in the fundamental elements of visual perception, 
broken down into a sequence of three classes covering the “main provinces 
of form”—drawing, color, and design.20 Yet “fundamental” and “foundational” 
should not be understood as merely elementary. Rather, through the observa-
tion of form’s shape, material (in its structure, surface, and appearance), and 
coloristic qualities, Albers offered a basic training in articulating form, and pos-
sibly in rearticulating it creatively. As Peter Galison has observed, this program 
of “building up from simple elements to all higher forms” was perhaps the cen-
tral feature of Bauhaus pedagogy.21

Albers’s first course—Basic Drawing—concentrated on shape through the 
exact observation and transcription of form in space. Drawing was conceived 
as a “test of seeing” that graphically reported visual data honed by exercises 
in foreshortening, overlapping, distance, and nearness.22 Albers encouraged 
students to observe the disposition of line in various contexts; in one study 
(fig. 1.3), the depiction of repeated bent and scrolled planes tested the precise 
spatial translation of two dimensions into three. Such trained observation ex-
cluded what Albers termed “expressive drawing” as a beginning, that is, the 
depiction of conditions that could not be assessed with some objectivity; the 
length of each mark in figure 1.3 maps the real behavior of a line in space with 
respect to qualities of depth and movement.23 His teaching exercises employed 

Figure 1.3
Unknown artist, Drawing Study, n.d. Reproduced in J. Albers, Search Versus Re-Search 
(Hartford, CT: Trinity College Press, 1969), 51. © Trinity College Trustees. Courtesy of 
the Watkinson Library, Trinity College, Hartford, Connecticut.
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uncomplicated geometric forms such as squares, triangles, and ellipses, as well 
as simple figures such as letters and numbers, to perform changes in perspec-
tive and to create anamorphic effects that demonstrated a mastery of spatial 
representation. He avoided studies of the nude or classical model, “because 
that’s the hardest thing to do and you come maybe only for the nudes and not 
for the drawing.”24

Basic Design (the key Werklehre—handicraft, or literally, the study of how to 
work—portion of the Preliminary Course) involved explorations of the material 
constitution of form. Albers divided the subject into two components, which 
he termed matière and material, and focused on exploration using commonly 
found materials and the fewest possible tools. Matière studies concerned the 
appearances of materials, distinguishing among structure, facture, and texture, 
and sought to characterize materials by their tactile or optical perception.25 For 
example, a trompe l’oeil representation of wood grain on paper gave the optical 
appearance of wood but the tactile experience of paper (fig. 1.4). Essentially, 
the practice of combining and confusing the superficial qualities of materials 
tested (mis)perceptions of the appearances of surfaces.26

Material studies concerned the immanent capacities of materials, evaluated 
structurally and analyzed according to features such as compression, elasticity, 
and firmness, tested through folding and bending. Here, Albers concentrated 
on the internal organization of forms and their relation to one another, en-
couraging dynamic relations rather than strictly symmetrical or mathematically 
predictable ones. An understanding of the dimensional, spatial, and volumet-
ric qualities of form was accomplished through construction exercises, whose 

Figure 1.4
Unknown artist, Matiere Study, n.d. Reproduced in J. Albers, Search Versus Re-Search 
(Hartford, CT: Trinity College Press, 1969), 77. © Trinity College Trustees. Courtesy of 
the Watkinson Library, Trinity College, Hartford, Connecticut.
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parameters were defined through formal economy, that is, the “ratio of effort 
to effect.”27

Albers believed the disciplined study of the material organization of form 
to be a necessary condition of art production. As he reasoned, “Every art work 
is based on a thinking out of the material.”28 And in pre-Columbian sculpture 
he found the signal example of a sophisticated understanding of the techni-
cal potentials and limitations of medium. Once Albers relocated to the United 
States, he amassed an extensive collection of Mexican pre-Columbian pottery 
and figurines; he felt such work amplified the characteristic tendencies of its 
material, establishing a reflexive relation between an object’s structure and 
appearance. In contrast to many uses of clay in Western art, in which it is ap-
plied over a hidden armature, pre-Columbian art keeps “clay clay-like,” build-
ing “cake-like flat elements or little globular or sausage-like forms”29 (fig. 1.5). 
Stonework commonly uses compact forms lacking delicate protrusions that 

Figure 1.5
Henri Cartier-Bresson, Josef Albers with Pre-Columbian Figurines, 
1968. Gelatin silver photograph. Courtesy Magnum Photos.
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can break. This construction is “proof that the artist has not overaimed and that 
the material has not been over-charged.”30 Rather than simulating something 
else, the materiality of pre-Columbian art evokes the constructivist credo: it 
“teaches us [to] be truthful with materials.”31 Though the appearance of any 
material can mimic another, its underlying structure and technical capacity 
can never be successfully imitated. The trompe l’oeil woodgrain drawing on 
paper, however naturalistic, cannot be mistaken for actual wood in its strength 
or durability (fig. 1.4).

Color study was conceived as the foundational technique of painting, each 
brushstroke or application of the palette knife the bearer of a dab of colored 
paint. Albers’s color course encouraged students to tackle the process of paint-
ing with clear intentions and proper execution—“to prepare for a disciplined 
use of color and to prevent accident, brush, or paint-box from taking author-
ship.”32 Again, as in his other courses, Albers emphasized active “laboratory 
study” over the theoretical study of color systems, since “the ability to see color 
and color relationship is more important than ‘to know about’ color.”33

Despite the renown Albers later won through his influential 1963 manual In-
teraction of Color, the study of color was relatively undeveloped in his repertoire 
upon his arrival in the United States. At the Bauhaus, he had radically shifted the 
Preliminary Course away from explorations of expression and gestural improvi-
sation to rigorous material studies. The increasingly unpopular fixation with the 
subjective and emotional potential of color demonstrated by Johannes Itten, his 
predecessor, hastened his departure (triggering perhaps the most productive 
schism in Bauhaus ideology, one concerning the role of expression as opposed 
to design in art).34 Though diverging from Itten’s methods, Albers well under-
stood the subjective dimension of color perception. When presented with ir-
refutable physical evidence—for example, the demonstration of a particular 
red shade—“all group members will have the same visual perception. But still 
the individual associations and emotional reactions will differ vastly.”35 Color 
is always relational; its perception is influenced not only by neighboring colors 
but by the surrounding light and atmospheric conditions. In addition, “visual 
memory is amazingly poor” as compared with, say, auditory memory, and sug-
gests that “color is deceiving us all the time”; these influences on vision have the 
effect of converting “the optical (physio-physiological) susception [‘stimuli’] 
into a psychological effect (perception).”36 Because optical impressions and 
reactions are highly susceptible to manipulation or error, our understanding 
of and reflection on visual data—that is, the way we “image” or represent the 
world in the process of perception—must be carefully trained. This education 
in vision works to prevent the ease and apparent lack of mediation of optical 
vision to stand in for a more robust process of challenging meanings commonly 
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assigned to forms. The fallibility of perception, its reliance on deceptive optical 
registrations, indicates the mutability of cognitive (that is, abstract/conceptual) 
comprehension, built as it is on those self-same illusions. “Color is the most 
relative medium in art,” Albers asserted, and this relativity puts into question 
how cognitive understandings of the world are founded, maintained, and pos-
sibly altered.37

Deliberate evaluation of the data of perception marks habits of cognition 
as such, denaturalizing them and making them receptive to change. In the long 
history of aesthetic discourse, theorizing perception as indebted to habit was 
early proposed by British empiricists. John Locke was forcefully skeptical about 
the “naturalness” of perception; he contended that reactions to the testimony of 
the senses organize knowledge and experience in ways that become ingrained. 
Casual relations to such sensory stimuli generate “habitual customs” that refor-
mulate new visual appearances into familiar cognitive patterns: “We are further 
to consider concerning perception, that the ideas we receive by sensation are 
often, in grown people, altered by the judgment, without our taking notice of 
it.” Previous experiences of events—traditions and precedents—model subse-
quent experiences in their image; therefore, it is important “to consider how 
much [one] may be beholden to experience, improvement, and acquired no-
tions.”38

Locke’s recognition that perception is “beholden to experience” and sus-
ceptible to routinization became a touchstone of late nineteenth-century phil-
osophical debates about the nature of attention under conditions of growing in-
dustrialization and mechanization. Positivists such as Hermann von Helmholtz 
problematized the “apparentness” and immediacy of visual comprehension 
with tests of the enervation of visual attention in situations of optical fatigue, 
citing Johann Wolfgang von Goethe’s experiments with the vulnerability of vi-
sual evidence in the phenomenon of afterimages. Nonetheless, von Helmholtz 
was prey to the conceit, according to Jonathan Crary, that “habitual repetition 
was part of what maintained an orderly social world and affirmed the validity 
and durability of existing relations.”39 For Crary, Henri Bergson’s arguments 
about the close connection between habit, repetition, and automation in mo-
dernity (as against forms of personal memory) best corrected von Helmholtz’s 
tendency toward functionalism. Crary detected in Bergson’s work that “the 
more ‘determined,’ that is, the more habitual and repetitive one’s perceptual 
response to one’s environment is, the less autonomy and freedom characterize 
that individual existence.”40

Citing Bergson’s work, Russian formalists developed theories of vision that 
focused on remaking perceptual experience.41 Significantly, Viktor Shklovsky’s 
exploration of “habituation” as a process of rendering perception automatic 
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and unconscious brought to the fore the key role of art in catalyzing new forms 
of awareness:

The purpose of art is to impart the sensation of things as they are perceived 

and not as they are known. The technique of art is to make objects “unfamil-

iar,” to make forms difficult, to increase the difficulty and length of perception 

because the process of perception is an aesthetic end in itself and must be 

prolonged.42

To Shklovsky, the “purpose [of an image] is not to make us perceive meaning, 
but to create a special perception of the object—it creates a ‘vision’ of the object 
instead of serving as a means of knowing it.”43

It can be argued that Shklovsky’s type of formalism, by privileging the “spe-
cial perception” of art over knowledge, elevated art to a category of direct ex-
perience surpassing epistemology, and even attempted to negate the “ends” of 
meaning production in favor of an “ends” of “means”: the process of sensation. 
In contrast, Albers’s troubling of habituation was undertaken not merely as “an 
aesthetic end.” Rather, he contended that the entire structure of perception was 
related to the growth and transformation of cognitively assigned meanings in 
art and in the world at large. Albers saw art as an epistemological project, as a 
form of knowledge; to him, the better “vision” that attentive perception pro-
vokes can in fact increase awareness about routinely assigned meanings, and 
thus can encourage people to transform their customary patterns of compre-
hension. To Albers, “Every perceivable thing has form . . . and every form has 
meaning.”44 But through routine the richness of the visual and material world is 
frequently overlooked. The diverse forms of modernity are themselves always 
changing, yet habit-driven behaviors reinforce accustomed understandings of 
forms and their existing, known relations to one another.45 Maintaining an alert 
attention to the appearance and constitution of form short-circuits assumptions 
that corroborate preexisting categories.

In short, Albers wanted to connect visual to social habits. If, for example, 
one can recognize how a work of art maintains a dynamic construction through 
careful imbalances of color and form—if a particular color to which one might 
automatically assign the name “black” is brought out of its familiarity and 
shown to be perhaps a little purple in one light and a little gray in another—the 
routine cognitive associations of “blackness” (dirt, gloom, death, and so on) can 
be made similarly unstable. The potential of color study to uncouple sterile as-
sociations he dubbed its “psychological effect.”46 In his color exercises (note the 
comparative study from Interaction of Color, adapted from his Black Mountain–
era exercises of making the same color appear different depending on its back-
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ground [plate 1]), Albers tested the mutability of perception, demonstrating 
how the reception of color shifts dramatically and is deeply situational. Though 
the two central forms in each study are identical in shape and color, the gray 
rectangle on a warm yellow field appears brown and static as compared with 
its more dynamic, though lower-contrast counterpart on a cool blue ground. 
The illusion, even in close proximity, is persuasive; as the eye compares, it re-
mains difficult to reconcile the fundamental semblance of the two forms. The 
ambiguity of the gray shade—lively in one instance, dull in another, and there-
fore utterly dependent on its immediate context for definition—reveals the ex-
traordinary attention and subtlety every visual experience demands of viewers. 
Careful study of the discrepancy between optical trickery (they appear as two 
different colors) and material reality (they actually are the same) can activate a 
fresh awareness of the constructedness of all habits of meaning in the world, as 
well as trigger an ambition to redesign them conscientiously.

Albers saw experimentation as the preeminent method by which the new 
and changing experiences of modernity could be expressed and its “modern 
problems” addressed (first and foremost, how to develop a student’s “inde-
pendence, critical ability, and discipline”), and he envisioned its practice as a 
disciplined testing process encouraging innovative visual articulations.47 Art 
itself was the experimental arm of culture, investigating the “better forms” that 
are the prerequisite of cultural production and progress.48 As he wrote:

To understand the meaning of form is the indispensable preliminary condition 

for culture. Culture is the ability to select or to distinguish the better, that is, 

the more meaningful form, the better appearance, the better behavior. There-

fore culture is a concern with quality. Culture can be manifested in two ways: 

through recognition of better form and through producing of better form. The 

latter direction is the way of art. Art as the acting part of culture and therefore 

its proof and measurement.49

Art was more broadly both an “intuitive search for and discovery of form” and 
“the knowledge and application of the fundamental laws of form.”50 Experi-
mental processes constellate these interreliant features of artistic production: 
intuition and intellect. To Albers, this dialectic had profound social effects. In 
one respect, practices of teaching and learning were mutually informing and 
interdependent; in an egalitarian educational climate it was possible to “break 
through the boundary between those teaching and those being taught, because 
then everybody will be teacher and student at the same time.”51 The problems 
posed in the classroom setting and as homework assignments should be stim-
ulating to all—novice and expert, instructor and pupil.52 In breaking down hi-
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erarchies of expertise, Albers by no means advocated the dissolution of all cat-
egories of pedagogical distinction. Rather, he required of himself consummate 
skill; students would then “estimate as more competent . . . the one with more 
experience and insight.”53 The goal was discovery, not demonstration: to shift 
from “giving information to giving experience.”54 Experimentation, the testing 
operation that characterizes creative processes, builds skills of evaluation and 
assessment: “This one is better than that one and this shows more your expec-
tations and your aims and all your efforts, then you are on the way to build up 
yourself.”55 The procedure of the test joins comparison and what Albers termed 
competition; it is both self-driven and motivated externally by variations in per-
formance among members of a group:

Because this comparing includes of course competition—nothing is big, or 

nothing is small, when we do not see it in [the] neighborhood of something 

bigger or smaller. . . . That’s the relativity of all evaluation, and if I want to 

evaluate myself by comparing my work with other work . . . that is comparison 

and is also competition.56

Competition—not antagonism—impelled personal growth and progress  
within a group by encouraging careful evaluations of subtle changes in  
performance.57

In this explicit focus on competition, Albers differed from other geometric 
abstractionists at the College, notably Ilya Bolotowsky, Albers’s replacement 
when he went on sabbatical in 1946–47. In Bolotowsky’s classes, students were 
urged to produce “mature” work regardless of whether it emulated the styles of 
other artists, resulting in some conflict at the College as he effectively repealed 
Albers’s group exercise techniques. Bolotowsky’s courses at Black Mountain 
propounded a “universal plastic language with sufficient room for individual 
difference” in which “originality is encouraged.”58 He was Albers’s junior by 
twenty years, and he and other abstract painters based in New York City such 
as Fritz Glarner had been highly receptive to Piet Mondrian and neoplasticism 
in the 1930s. Bolotowsky took it on faith that abstraction, not “nature,” was the 
preeminent modern practice because it captured the essence, not the appear-
ance, of form. Though he and Albers were founding members of the American 
Abstract Artists (AAA) group in 1936, Bolotowsky’s emphasis on universal 
characteristics of representation precluded any comparative or experimental 
testing framework. As he explained in language indebted to Mondrian’s more 
Neoplatonic moments, “The majority [in AAA] felt that all worthwhile art has 
to begin somewhere in nature and then become the essence of it, but a few of 
us would simply start abstractly and reject nature. . . . Abstract art is striving 
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to depict an essence of harmony.”59 Bolotowsky’s emphasis on the immanence 
of abstraction and the rejection of nature stood in direct opposition to Albers’s 
methodology, especially as the latter’s model of the test demanded careful ob-
servation of the order of existing appearances of “nature,” in the interest of 
rearticulating them.

Albers’s investigations of form, in contrast to Bolotowsky’s, were not under-
taken in the interest of generating immediately viable, mature art practices. The 
goal of the courses was not necessarily to produce anything useful but rather to 
train observation. As Albers stated, “In designing there are besides technical 
and economical problems also problems of form which are independent of a 
purely functional approach.”60 To help students avoid succumbing to tenden-
cies of habit or to pressure them to supersede work of the past, Albers advo-
cated “experiment without aiming to make a product.”61 He identified intuitive 
elements in art production available to those with trained vision, recognizing 
that there are “many unknown and incalculable X’s which makes it impossible 
to find every solution by figuring, reckoning and calculating.”62 He counseled 
students to devise exceptional situations in which his “worst enemies”—sym-
metry and predictability—were most effectively supplanted by dynamism and 
discovery.63 The unlabored exercise frequently succeeded; one student recount-
ed how Albers’s first assignment in Basic Design supplied only a few newspa-
pers with the task to “try to make something out of them that is more than you 
have now.” Dismissing the resulting cut and pasted boats, animals, airplanes, 
little figurines, and masks as “kindergarten studies which could have been made 
better in other materials,” Albers alighted on a study of great simplicity in which 
a young architect folded the newspaper lengthwise and stood it up to resemble 
a standing screen. “Albers explained to us how well the material was understood 
and utilized—how the folding process was natural to paper . . . now that the 
paper was standing up, both sides had become visually active. The paper had 
lost its tired look—its lazy appearance. After a while we caught on to his way of 
seeing and thinking.”64

An expanded notion of art as mediating between material and culture led 
Albers to maintain, “Art is a province in which one finds all the problems of life 
reflected—not only the problems of form (e.g. proportion and balance)” but 
also what he termed “spiritual problems,” problems of “philosophy, of religion, 
of sociology, of economy.”65 In broadening the definition of art to include visual 
and material explorations of all sorts, Albers’s pedagogy posited the role of 
creativity in society as a consciousness to the breadth of aesthetic experience, 
beyond those observed in the “laboratory” of the classroom. Attentiveness to 
details of form meant, to Albers, an alertness to the ways in which the indi-
vidual was sited in the larger field of social relations. Everything in the world 
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has form; training the eye in the composition of form was a precondition for 
understanding and possibly transforming the material appearance and imma-
terial relations in the world. Albers believed that above all, “our art instruction 
attempts first to teach the student to see in the widest sense: to open his eyes 
to the phenomena about him and, most important of all, to open to his own 
living, being, and doing.”66

thErE arE no mastErpIEcEs: sErIalIty anD VarIatIon

The practice of the experiment, seen in the light of Albers’s body of writings on 
the test in art and in art education, helps unpack his own body of work in vari-
ous media undertaken during his years in the United States. His production at 
Black Mountain in particular was tremendously catholic; though he had begun 
his career at the Bauhaus as a glass artist, there and at the College he produced 
photographs, photomontages, furniture, lithographs, wood- and linoleum cuts, 
pen-and-ink drawings, and oil paintings. In spite of this diversity, Albers’s work 
from Black Mountain can be divided into roughly two long-term projects: the 
black-and-white Graphic Tectonics lithographs (1942–48) and the oil-on-Ma-
sonite Variants (1947–53), which were inspired by adobe architecture he’d seen 
in Mexico. Leaving Black Mountain to teach at Yale, he continued to develop 
the concerns about color perception, initiated in the Variants series, in the later 
Homage to the Square series (1950 until his death in 1976), as well as those of 
dimensional perception from the Graphic Tectonics in his subsequent Structural 
Constellations (1949–58).

Albers’s work reflected a deliberate experimentation with the constitutive 
elements of form, centering on the coloristic and geometric relations organiz-
ing the appearance of forms on a two-dimensional surface. The scheme of each 
construction produces internal frictions and instabilities and must be provi-
sionally extricated from multiple and contradictory dimensional readings. For 
instance, in Albers’s linoleum cut Fenced (1944), interlocking irregular trap-
ezoidal and triangular forms are demarcated in a regular pattern of vertical 
lines in two contrasting widths (fig. 1.6). As one follows the diagonals to find 
the outline of a half-perceived three-dimensional object, the impossibility of 
extracting such an illogical dimensional form from the matrix of surrounding 
verticals summons once again an overall flatness to the image. The contingent 
structure of the jigsawed composition in Fenced—is it more two dimensional 
than three dimensional? is it a unified shape or several intersecting or even 
disparate, overlapping forms?—generates optical challenges (though Albers 
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disdained association with the later op art moniker) and exposes the rudimen-
tary representational conditions necessary to construct spatially ambiguous 
images. As Albers observed of a similar work, “No matter where you start to 
read, you will never find a logical conclusion. And this, despite the fact that 
there is no arbitrary point or line, every part is mathematically derived from 
the underlying square.”67

The distinction between the optical and the conditions under which op-
ticality is understood cognitively was vital in Albers’s work. To him, “In all 
visual perception, the initial reaction is optical”—that is, there is a physical fact 
of seeing that results in what he termed a “retinal projection.”68 Yet the effects 
of optical stimuli elicit varied perceptual responses that go beyond mere opti-
cality; they are “post-retinal” and occur as the mind synthesizes the visual data 

Figure 1.6
Josef Albers, Fenced, 1944. Linoleum cut, Biltmore Press, Asheville, 
10 × 12″. Photograph by Tim Nighswander © The Josef and Anni 
Albers Foundation / Artists Rights Society, New York.
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of a retinal projection. As Albers was fond of repeating, “Only there [in the 
mind] occur such important changes (reactions, results) as, for instance, that 
gentlemen prefer blondes.”69

Perceptual responses in turn condition cognitive understandings of the 
world and one’s ability to formulate and change the comprehension of objects 
and events. (Here, Yve-Alain Bois’s paraphrase of the Russian formalist con-
ception of representation—“form is always ideological”—is worth bearing in 
mind when considering Albers’s circuit of testing perception against cognitive 
meanings.)70 Perception mediates the physical fact of seeing and the social-
ly and psychologically determined effects of vision. This zone of perception, 
as opposed to optics, is where Albers couched his artistic practice, tagging it 
“perceptual art.”71 And in this zone, he emphasized above all “perceptual am-
biguity” as opposed to mere “optical deceptions,” which occur in all represen-
tation but fail to educate the viewer in more attentive observation.72 Revealing 
the mechanisms of perception could be accomplished with very limited visual 
data, hence his predilection toward abstraction. As Albers asserted, “The how 
is more important than the what.”73

Albers’s sketches and studies reveal the systematic trial-and-error process 
that each work underwent before completion, showing how “finished” works 
are composed of systematic variations and are produced in series. In a pencil 
study from about 1937, for example, careful calculations of surface area deter-
mine alterations in the size and placement of each form, and a series of mea-
surements analyzes the spacing of the central forms as separated from the edges 

Figure 1.7
Josef Albers, Studies for Abstract Paintings, ca. 1937. Pencil and  
red pencil on wove paper, ruled in pencil, 9¼ × 13¾″. Photograph  
by Tim Nighswander © The Josef and Anni Albers Foundation / 
Artists Rights Society, New York.
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of the future work (fig. 1.7). Minute adjustments and transpositions of certain 
elements of the repeated forms are worked out in subsequent iterations of the 
innermost form. For the late 1940s Variants, Albers filled dozens of graph-pa-
per sheets with precisely drawn sketches surrounded by detailed calculations 
of distances, area, and proportions (fig. 1.8). The “windows,” as he termed the 
central squares of the Variants, are indicated in different positions in relation to 

Figure 1.8
Josef Albers, sketch for Variant D(2), n.d. 8½ × 11″. © The Josef and 
Anni Albers Foundation / Artists Rights Society, New York.
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the surrounding “frames.” Various figures drawn in colored pencil are carefully 
marked off by the number of graphed squares they occupy. In Albers’s close 
script, meticulous reactions to the tested schemas are noted. One page contains 
the following registration of different placements of a single window:

Have tried to relate center of figure (vertically) with center of margin (vertical-

ly) and with the center of frame (vertically) . . . compared with organization of 

page 1 center of figure moved one unit to left, frame of figure moved one unit to 

right . . . moving again the figure one unit to the right, all centers almost vertical 

with each other . . . this movement to the right must be balanced by the grays 

on top, 3 more to the left, and at bottom 1 more to the left.

This systematic testing and factoring of each altered variable governed the 
subsequent iterations of the work’s structure.

Similarly, his drypoint engraving Variants (1942) represents a series of 
virtually identical forms subjected to a methodical procedure of modification 
and recombination on the basis of a test figure’s orientation (figs. 1.9, 1.10). 
Alternating segments of each individual form-group are shaded in different 

Figure 1.9
Josef Albers, Variants, 1942. Drypoint, edition 20, printed at Swan 
Press, Chicago, 6 × 87⁄8″. Photograph by Tim Nighswander © The Josef 
and Anni Albers Foundation / Artists Rights Society, New York.
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arrangements; in the lower-right shape, the orientation is transposed. In his 
sketchbooks, Albers would carefully draw figures and then invert them, us-
ing heavily marked areas as reference points in the reversals in order to test 
the changing perception of dimensionality in each. Under a shaded version of 
one sequence is written in pencil: “The right angles—the square—around the 
figure do not remain—frontal!” Albers’s attempts to adapt the figure test the 
visual effect of the interlocking forms in various orientations, charting variation 
among the forms subject to doubling and reversals. This can be seen in a sketch 
of nine related figures where Albers maintained as a constant a double series of 
Xs in each figure, varying the angles slightly as he embedded cubes within their 
armature. As the figure is rotated in space, the Xs are seen torqued, transposed, 
and eventually resolved, as with the upper-right figure, when a new set of angles 
has in turn become the control factor.

Describing these controls, Albers distinguished between the casual ap-
proach he termed “variety” and the experimental rigor of “variance”:

The word variety, although recently a favored design term, has become dis-

credited because of increased abuse. It has become a pretentious recommenda-

tion for designs of questionable merit. It is applied to protect hurried changes, 

to excuse poor alterations, or to defend any accidental and meaningless whim. 

. . . Thus the excuse “for variety’s sake” remains a warning signal. 

To replace this negative criterion, we are in favor of a related word of better 

reputation, the design term “variant.” As variety usually concerns changes of 

details, variant means a more thorough re-doing of a whole or of a part within 

a given scheme. Although variant may remind us slightly of imitative plagia-

rism, normally it results from a thorough study. Because of a more comprehen-

sive comparison forth and back, it usually aims at a new presentation. On the 

Figure 1.10
Josef Albers, Variants, 1942, detail. Photograph by Eva Díaz  
© The Josef and Anni Albers Foundation / Artists Rights Society, 
New York.
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whole, variants demonstrate, besides a sincere attitude, a healthy belief that 

there is no final solution in form; thus form demands unending performance 

and invites constant consideration—visually as well as verbally.74

As he later reformulated this idea, “The final ending, the end quality of all form 
will not be—cannot be—decided upon.”75 What Albers advocated was not sim-
ply following a set of rules, but rather reworking continually, being a perpet-
ual student of the complex organization of forms in the world. The notion of 
competition as elaborated in his teaching method undergirded this interest in 
testing—each iteration a test of the qualities of the material and of the ability of 
the artist to discern growth and change. He explained, “In my own work I am 
content to compete with myself . . . so I dare further variants.”76

In his many studies for the Variants paintings, Albers devised tools and 
techniques to facilitate his tests of possible color arrangements and orienta-
tions in the series. Detailed preparation studies functioned as “experimental 
tryouts” for paintings that were themselves intelligible only within a schema of 
experiments in formal possibilities, rather than discrete and final entities.77 In 
a sequence of templates (for example in figure 1.12 and plate 2), Albers paint-

Figure 1.11
Josef Albers, Spring 39 (Josef Albers Painting at Black Mountain 
College), 1939. Photocollage of 21 images, 8 × 9″. Photograph by 
Tim Nighswander © The Josef and Anni Albers Foundation / Artists 
Rights Society, New York.
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Fig. 1.12
Josef Albers, templates for a Variant study, n.d. 12 × 19″.  
Photographs by Eva Díaz © The Josef and Anni Albers  
Foundation / Artists Rights Society, New York.

ed concentric borders in alternating colors on 
several different cardboard mats. He then over-
laid these “frames” around different central 
arrangements, testing the possibilities of color 
and scale organization of the work by changing 
the different panels. Varying the interrelated 
borders by alternating the order of the panels, 
Albers used the visual “data” to assess more 
appropriate contrasts and to create the most 
dynamic compositions. In other studies for the 
Variants, he often tried out several color combi-
nations, painstakingly labeling the constitutive 
elements by application technique and manu-
facturer. As the orientation of the embedded 
elements was altered, he would calculate the 
relations of the various surface areas, weighing 
the components by their color and volumetric 
intensity. Each of the penciled recipes noted the 
precise constitution of the study and permitted 
Albers to adjust specific factors until a desir-
able result was obtained; his paintings include 
these protoconceptualist instructions on their 
reverse sides as well (plate 4, fig. 1.13). Because 
of the serial quality of the Variants, however, 
Albers believed that “new and different cases 
[would] be discovered time and time again.”78

The criteria that substantiated the suc-
cessful completion of a particular work were 
intelligible only within a context of continual 
variation. Using the principle of dynamism—
palpable when a composition refused simple 
harmony and remained asymmetrical, imbal-
anced, and syncopated—Albers attempted to 
maximize the contrast between elements in 
a given composition. With the potential for 
countless renditions, each work completes an 
intricate process of testing, and also demands 
evaluation and comparison between completed 
works. There are no “masterpieces” in Albers’s 
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career; each work emerges from the success of its forerunner and initiates the 
explorations of its successor.

He maintained other “control” factors that made possible a judicious anal-
ysis of the element under inspection, be it orientation, surface area, color, or 
dimensional ambiguity. When painting the Variants, Albers used the same basic 
“checkerboard-like structure . . . which provides a definite relationship of all the 
parts” to one another.79 This allowed modulations in color and orientation to 
remain measurable when compared with one another. Unmixed colors were 
spread with a palette knife straight from the tube onto Masonite panels (rose 
and pink were exceptions, as they are unavailable without mixing), and were 
applied in one coat without underpainting; striking textural differences often 
resulted from the distinct consistencies of different paint brands (see the purple 
section of Variant [plate 3], for example). The always unshaded surfaces of the 
various sections create flat expanses of color that are tightly abutted by their 
neighboring hues. Yet for all the precision of the sketches, marked as they are 
on graph paper in scrupulous ruled lines, in the painted Variant Albers relished 
a rapid application of color with the knife. The resulting edges, seemingly flaw-
less from afar, are in fact loose and sometimes inexact, with visible facture and 
the pilled texture of the Masonite evident in certain sections, as in the detail of 
Variant: Southern Climate (1948–53) (plate 4). The performance was so strin-
gently rehearsed in preparatory studies that the paintings themselves profited 

Figure 1.13
Josef Albers, Variant: 
Southern Climate, 
1948–53. Oil on 
Masonite, 12¼ × 
22½″, reverse side. 
Photograph by Tim 
Nighswander © 
The Josef and Anni 
Albers Foundation 
/ Artists Rights 
Society, New York.
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from Albers’s facility with the knife; he painted the hard edges with penciled-in 
guidelines but with no masked-off tracing edges.

In his yellow, green, white, and gray Variant from the late 1940s, the ap-
pearance of depth is illusionistically suggested in certain areas but refused in 
others80 (plate 6). Here, Albers was interested in the perception of proximate or 
adjacent areas of darker or lighter color as either transparent overlays or areas 
of opacity. Through a meticulous and methodical process of color and compo-
sitional studies, as in Study for a Variant (III), C (1947), Albers applied bands of 
color to contiguous sections of the concentric rectangles, confusing the optical 
impression that the various forms are either embedded in or superimposed on 
one another (plate 7). Areas of translucency and overlap and, hence, impres-
sions of spatial recession—for example, the appearance of the gray horizon-
tal band in Variant—are contradicted by colored zones that project over and 
around the ostensibly covered-over section, such as the bright elevation of the 
area of white (plate 6).

Each of Albers’s techniques of illusion implicates viewers, inviting them to 
become students of the processes of visual perception at play in his work, just 
as he was in the work’s creation. What Svetlana Alpers has termed “pictori-
al equivocation” is very much in operation for Albers: “The possibility of the 
painter representing the perception of a thing, and representing it for viewers, 
in such a way as to encourage the mind to dwell on perceiving it as a process: 
the painter’s experience of an object as coming into its own, distinguishing itself 
from others, taking shape.”81 The sense of perception as a process—the “how” 
and not the “what”—is derived from Albers’s conception of “gestalt,” or form, 
as an active procedure: “If I had to determine the task of a designer, an artist, or 
of any kind of creative worker I would use the German verb ‘gestalten.’”82 (As 
Albers was aware, gestalten constitutes a vast subject in German thought; in his 
writings he connected it to Gestalt psychology’s evaluation of a form element 
in relation to a whole.) Gestalten can be defined a variety of ways: to arrange, 
to create, to design, to frame, to fashion, to organize, or to form; form in Al-
bers’s rhetoric was therefore positioned as a practice and procedure, not as the 
artifact of a process, as demonstrated in Variant: Southern Climate.83 Here, two 
sand-colored central windows appear to project over the surrounding bright 
and muted orange frames, yet are simultaneously pulled back toward the top 
sand-toned horizontal plane that deceptively appears to be the overall ground. 
The oscillation between foreground and background emphasizes the inherent 
temporality of the process of perception, and brings home the fundamental am-
biguity of seeking any final, stable resolution to the pictorial problems Albers 
explores. The viewer vacillates between two roles that Albers himself occupies 
as creator: acting as subject of the experiment in vision, and as organizer of 
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the mutable effects transpiring in the visual field as the image’s components 
are scanned. Experiencing the basic acts of perception, his audience is invited 
to work through sections of the picture plane, to weigh imbalances and test 
dynamic relations. Donald Judd, commenting on an Albers work he owned 
(plate 8), observed of this process, “The painting is one single whole and is as 
complex as a metope. The scheme of squares and the corresponding change of 
color provides changes in proportion . . . as in a Mobius strip.”84 The appearance 
of squares as either embedded or superimposed in the Variants is contradicted 
by the visible adjacency of the paint application seen in the thin strips where 
they meet and the narrow windows revealing stripes of background. In the 
seemingly elementary demonstration of concentric squares and rectangles, the 
complicated language of vision is built up so that illusions of representation are 
confronted by the materiality and inherent flatness of paint.

Concentrating on the elements of perception, Albers participated in a 
shared German-Austrian modernist project of the 1920s and early 1930s in 
which, according to Peter Galison, “all knowledge . . . would be built up from 
logical strings of basic experiential propositions.”85 Not coincidentally, there 
existed a close association of Bauhaus ideology with Vienna Circle logical pos-
itivist philosophy, which grew out of the work of Ludwig Wittgenstein and was 
expounded in the lectures of Otto Neurath and Rudolf Carnap at the Dessau 
Bauhaus in the late 1920s. According to Carnap, the organization of knowledge 
from a repertoire of fundamental perceptual experiences unified all modernist 
endeavors, whether visual or linguistic. In explaining his “constructional pro-
gram,” he noted, “It attempts a step-by-step derivation or ‘construction’ of all 
concepts from certain fundamental concepts . . . all concepts can in this way be 
derived from a few fundamental concepts.”86 Concerned with how basic units of 
perception organize knowledge, Neurath postulated that one could backtrack, 
too, from gestalt to basic compositional units. That is, if forms in combina-
tion could be seen as gestalt wholes, what was to stop their constituent parts 
from being reduced to gestalts themselves in an endless recursion toward an 
immanent and universal ur-structure of communication? However, Neurath’s 
quest for common codes of perception—namely his attempt to invent a visu-
ally transparent international pictographic language (fig. 1.14)—departed from  
Albers’s interest in applying the knowledge of fundamental forms toward fur-
ther complexity, contingency, variation, and visual ambiguity. Albers’s own at-
tempt at representing language was a font (a version of which is used through-
out this book) composed of variations on modular forms, in which a series 
of ten basic components could be recombined to form sans-serif lowercase 
letters and numbers87 (plate 9). (Though one could argue that both attempts 
suffer from a surfeit of visual information; each of Albers’s letters needs to be 
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painstakingly assembled from many constituent parts, and Neurath’s ostensi-
bly universally recognizable isotype icons are both culturally particular and 
excessively descriptive—note how many symbols are necessary to convey that 
a coal worker uses mechanized mining in Neurath’s schema, or how many com-
ponents are necessary to make a single x in Albers’s typeset.)

Indeed, Albers’s audience is invited to extend this concern with destabi-
lizing vision to other aspects of how the world is perceived, represented, and 
understood. Albers’s mode of geometric abstraction is far from the detachment 
of art from social conditions advocated by contemporary American formalist 
critics such as Clement Greenberg.88 Rather, Albers’s goal was to impel us to 
discover “which of certain art problems are related to our own life.”89 (One 
could make similar claims for the work of Kasimir Malevich, Mondrian, and 
others who viewed geometric abstraction as an exploration of perception in 
which art was part of a larger project telescoping outward to environmental 
design and possibly to social transformation.) The task was to test the relevance 
of certain rules that result from inherited experience and to devise parallels 
between problems common to life and art, recognizing that in “the problems 

Figure 1.14
Otto Neurath, Economic Scheme; Isotype (International System of Typographic 
Picture Education) designed by Gerd Arntz. From Modern Man in the Making, 
1939. © 2012 Artists Rights Society, New York/Beeldrecht, Amsterdam.
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of balance or proportion—that they are tasks of our daily life too.”90 Or, to put it 
another way, the objective was to demonstrate “that a fundamental art problem 
is a fundamental problem of life and therefore also of education.”91

Nonetheless, the reflexive relation between better art production and a bet-
ter performance in life could never reach a point of conclusion. As in his cours-
es, the goal of repeatable exercises was to enforce that “every evaluation is rela-
tive and changing,” that even in the same exercise different solutions emerge.92 
Rather than impulsive self-expression, conscientious experimentation set forth 
criteria that could be used to compare different artists and individual works 
and encouraged “discovery of the varied perceptions of others.”93 Realizing the 
contingency of all evaluation therefore underscored the profoundly social rela-
tion of art. In developing a common set of explorations, art was intelligible only 
within a community of understanding—“recognizing oneself and developing 
oneself in relationship to others.”94

Self-expression was to be avoided for another reason that carried tremen-
dously high stakes. For Albers, the stress on personal expression had come to 
justify all forms of trivial explorations, novel effects, and differences for the 
sake of difference. As he argued, “To produce something better [would] be 
more convincing than to do something merely different.”95 He found the im-
portance of art in personal and social growth immense, but growth was always 
qualitatively assessed, not measured by specious indicators of artistic original-
ity. Albers thought of originality as nothing more than “forced individualism.” 
An artist’s “expression, style and/or contemporaneousness is an unavoidable 
by-product of personality” understood by the virtues of “honesty and modes-
ty,” not as the “result of stylization” that most often corroborates originality.96 
The ambition was to design something better—not necessarily more useful, 
individuated, or newer, but better in the sense of altering habits of perception 
and therefore improving the sensitivity of individuals to the construction and 
organization of the world. Only after detailed study and observation, and with 
a clear knowledge of how to articulate the appearance and behavior of forms, 
could one articulate form creatively.97

In erecting a foundation in visual analysis and active construction, Albers 
provided tools for self-improvement through creative production. This, how-
ever, was in no way a normative standard for art making more generally. As he 
claimed, “There is no objective interpretation of what is art. I do not believe 
that there are any definite rules or systems by which to evaluate art, or, to dis-
tinguish between art and non-art.”98 In fact, fulfilling the goal of “more initiative 
and more imagination . . . means encouragement of experiments,” regardless 
of the likelihood of failure. Summoning courage to try was the main thing: “To 
me it is uneducational to be afraid of minor results. Everyone has to start as a 
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beginner. And mistakes are not the worst media for progress if we develop at 
the same time articulation and judgment.”99

But mistakes must be recognized as such and not be exploited as an excuse 
for carelessness or acceptance of accident. As Albers firmly held, “Every art 
work is built (i.e. composed), [it] has order, consciously or unconsciously.”100 
Intellect must be applied, order demonstrated. Though a trained intuition 
was essential, art was not the realm of unmitigated passions, the negative ex-
ample being “those painters in New York who can paint only when they get 
mad and drunk.”101 Albers demanded order not in the sense of symmetry or 
harmony but rather as a dynamic consideration of a work’s components and 
their organization with respect to the whole, to the gestalt form.102 “You tell 
the brush and pencil where to go. Not you follow the brush.”103 Spontaneity 
and improvisation were to be discouraged as ends in and of themselves: “In 
my paintings I adhere to what in other arts is considered a matter of course. 
Namely, that performance is prepared by rehearsal, that exercises precede re-
cital, or plans, execution.”104

As Albers lamented, “Without comparison and choice there is no value. 
And why are we afraid that thinking and planning—necessary in all human ac-
tivities—will spoil the painting of a picture?”105 To take such a question seriously 
requires probing which methods of art production are sanctioned, and assess-
ing how these methods relate to conceptions of social order. Albers’s ethics of 
perception maintains that the arrangement of a picture is a mirror to the way 
one organizes life: “There is order . . . and in this sense this is [the order] of life. 
In art we have to present an example in which we might live together, and not 
shoot each other . . . that’s our collective little baby. . . . For me studying art is 
to be on an ethical basis.”106 Better design alters habits of perception and can 
improve society—a nervy claim, perhaps, and yet a thoughtful argument for 
artistic responsibility.

This “ethical basis” was possible only through commitment demonstrated 
by competence. In progressing beyond mere observation to begin rearticu-
lating the forms of the world in a creative way, one could then incorporate 
elements that came intuitively and somewhat spontaneously. This was only 
achievable, though, when the mastery of techniques of formal articulation 
became so ingrained—the mind controlling the hand and not the other way 
around—that the artist could trust in his or her own innovation. In his 1969 
book Search Versus Re-Search, Albers quoted scientist Louis Pasteur on the 
topic: “In research, chance only helps those whose minds are well prepared 
for it,” inserting his own comment: “Is that different from art?”107 The radi-
cal repositioning of art practice as subject to unconscious desires advocated 
by surrealism, for example, was anathema to Albers; it mistook what he ar-
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gued as the incommunicability of the unconscious as an object of interest. 
Pinpointing what he considered the fallacy of surrealist-derived automatic 
drawing, in which an ostensibly unmediated relationship of the hand to the 
unconscious could be tapped, he explained, “Automatism is a good point of 
departure but rarely an end of lasting interest. Let us be clear that there is no 
hand nor tool nor medium quick enough to follow adequately the speed of 
the ‘stream of the unconscious.’” Continuing in this vein, he contended, “The 
saying that the freshness of the first sketch cannot be repeated is admitting 
impotence.”108 To Albers, surrealists’ attempt to mediate art and the uncon-
scious muddled the prospect of art, which was not to mimic the structuring 
principles, however disordered, of involuntary functions of the mind. Rather 
than search for the repressed material of the unconscious, Albers sought to 
convey the principles underlying the apperception of everyday life. Under-
standing and changing routines of visual perception was the goal of art. He 
maintained, “There is no extraordinary without the ordinary, and the root 
of both is order.”109 Given Albers’s interest in expressing the contingency of 
forms through repeated trials, this insistence on order may seem paradoxical, 
but to him art, at its root, possessed a crucial strategy—design.

In 1949 Albers claimed, “Progress does not depend on accidents only. With-
out order and control we will drown or suffocate in chaos and decay.”110 Design 
was the force that held chaos at bay: “To design is to plan and organize, to or-
der, to relate and to control. In short it embraces all means opposing disorder 
and accident.”111 The role of art was to articulate forms out of the flux of “mess, 
chance, and confusion” that was too often symptomatic of poor execution and 
lax thinking.112 The practice of being economical with materials demonstrated 
the deliberation that went into production: “Nothing unused is permitted in 
any form, otherwise the calculations will not work out. Because chance has 
played a role. Chance has not been accounted for, and therefore it is thoughtless, 
because it derives from habit.”113 The imperative to design, in Albers’s schema, 
epitomized the valued sign of cultural progress and change, not the chaotic 
acceptance of circumstance.

Albers’s stance on restraint and aesthetic intention found company with 
Theodor Adorno, who likewise understood the dialectical relation of control to 
expression as a defining element of experimentation: “The need to take risks is 
actualized in the idea of the experimental, which—in opposition to the image of 
the artist’s unconscious organic labor—simultaneously transfers from science to 
art the conscious control over materials.”114 Order, control, and design, or what 
Adorno together termed “construction,” pose the greatest and most sustained 
challenge to the culture industry’s processes of recuperating artistic practices 
as novelty or entertainment. Art, activated with more objective processes of 
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control and design, is thus able to conceive outcomes that could never be pos-
sible in tactics of fun and play, which, though they seem to result in the unex-
pected, are after all predictable features of entertainment culture. “The concept 
of construction . . . always implied the primacy of constructive methods over 
subjective imagination. Construction necessitates solutions that the imaging 
ear or eye does not immediately encompass or know in full detail.”115

Improvisation for its own sake, for Adorno as well as for Albers, was gener-
ally rebellious posturing or, worse, merely the appearance of spontaneity. As 
Adorno noted, most musical improvisation, for instance, is actually rehearsed 
or habit-driven: “Improvisations conform largely to norms and recur constant-
ly.”116 When control is forfeited, process (or means) is separated from socially 
effective or intelligible ends. Experimentation, when it partakes in practices of 
construction and design, results in “efforts filtered through critical conscious-
ness in opposition to the continuation of unreflected aesthetic practices.”117 
When artistic experimentation refuses control and reflection, when it stresses 
chancy “contents that are not foreseeable in the process of production” and 
that are arrived at by subjective criteria, what results is not greater contingency 
(the unforeseen as an effect) but more likely a “subject [that] ratifies its self-ab-
dication.”118

The clear evidence of the artist’s control in a process of creation consti-
tuted, to Albers and Adorno, a profound ethics of truth and integrity. For Al-
bers, “truth” was a reflexive test of the individual’s intention for the resulting 
articulation of that intent. “Integrity” arose from a vision developed through 
observation:

I have very carefully watched not to be a bandwagon guy. That’s my greatest 

warning to all my students, “Please keep away from the bandwagon, from what 

is fashion and seems now successful or profitable. Stick to your own bones, 

speak with your own voice, and sit on your own behind.” That’s—and how can 

we say that in ethical terms? Or in moral terms? [To] be honest, and modest, 

are the greatest virtues of an artist.119

pEDagogy anD thE polItIcs oF ExpErImEntatIon

Albers was renowned for his teaching strategies and, of course, for his long and 
prolific artistic production. Yet his contribution to highlighting how traditional 
pedagogy serves to maintain the status quo, though frequently sidelined, was 
equally important.120 The “honesty and modesty” of his ethics derived from a 
project of community education that has been rarely matched since. In a speech 
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from the early 1940s he declared, “Education is the most decisive factor in peo-
ple’s lives.”121 He saw education as an often underestimated but determining 
factor in social reproduction. In his view, the effects of traditional education 
tended to limit creative potential with rote exercises that in turn produced rote 
individuals.

Albers was aware of the limitations of tradition as generally defined in edu-
cational processes. Entering the Bauhaus in 1920 as an undergraduate in his ear-
ly thirties, he had previously taught primary school and later art, coming into 
contact with the flourishing education reform movement in Germany.122 He 
followed John Dewey (whose Democracy and Education appeared in German 
translation soon after its publication in 1916, and in an interesting transatlantic 
cross-pollination, its call for “learning by doing” rallied progressive educators 
throughout Europe) in describing traditional education as an operation of both 
selective cultural transmission and social control. For Dewey, in transmitting 
the “legacy” of the past, blind adherence to tradition obscured the reality that 
“a great deal [of that] which passed for knowledge was merely the accumulated 
opinions of the past, much of it absurd and its correct portions not understood 
when accepted on authority.”123 In a scathing critique of traditional hierarchies 
in education, Albers, drawing on Dewey, complained that the professor “passes 
on so-called ‘established’ facts: knowledge, methods, rules, to enable historical 
thinking. . . . The old school seeks, in addition to its main goal of popular edu-
cation, to pass on abilities but only a few essential ones.”124

During his early years at the Bauhaus, Albers attempted to repeal traditional 
models of art education by devaluing the role of tradition itself. At times, this 
represented a wholesale abandonment of the concept of history as a reference 
point for artistic production. With typically modernist zeal, he commented that 
“today’s youth notes the wrong direction: that . . . historical knowledge hinders 
production. . . . A lot of history leaves little room for work. The reverse—little 
history and much work—is our task.”125 Prior hierarchies of knowledge could 
be sidestepped by substituting testing operations for the historical or scholarly 
study of art: “Experimenting takes priority over studying.”126

In these Bauhaus-era writings, Albers tended to conflate tradition with ret-
rograde, authoritarian models of education. After moving to the United States, 
his vituperative language softened and was supplanted by a voice more attuned 
to the merits of alternative traditions. He came to view tradition and history as 
residual formations that, though demanding vigilant testing, must be frequently 
resuscitated and never dispensed with entirely. The urgency of thinking histor-
ically in the present prevents the debasement of real struggles and gains in the 
past. Like Albers, Walter Benjamin argued that a faithful articulation of history 
must always contest the adulterations of contemporary novelty-based capitalist 
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culture. He believed it was necessary to

retain that image of the past which unexpectedly appears to man singled out 

by history at a moment of danger. The danger affects both the content of the 

tradition and its receivers. The same threat hangs over both: that of becoming 

a tool of the ruling class. In every era the attempt must be made anew to wrest 

tradition away from a conformism that is about to overpower it.127

For Benjamin, revitalizing perceptions of traditions under threat of ever-en-
croaching revisionism could awaken alternatives obscured by the dominant 
culture. Rather than annulling previous models, Albers, like Benjamin, lobbied 
instead for their augmentation with experimental techniques. Since, for Albers, 
tradition and experiment were dialectically related, “there is no art which is 
only traditional or only experimental.”128 The skewed preference in education 
toward tradition had made it an end, yet tradition and experiment “are only a 
means, namely towards art, or if you prefer, towards culture.”129 With all the 
attention given to the artifacts of the past, the process of creation had become 
neglected.

To Albers, change was a privileged term, but only because most art ped-
agogy either neglected it entirely or blindly encouraged it wholeheartedly. 
Teaching approaches that instead concentrated on design and experimentation 
enhanced the understanding of the now, of modernity; too often, art practice 
was initiated from a position of art historical survey. Albers saw this reliance 
on history as promoting an attitude of retrospection that treated precursors as 
hallowed and predetermining, stunting innovation and divorcing art from both 
present conditions and future possibilities.130 The work of art was not histori-
cal study; rather, “its traditional task [was] to find again and again new visual 
expression of our mentality which changes from generation to generation.”131

Dewey believed that processes of experimentation such as those proposed 
by Albers, and performed at Black Mountain more generally, provided tech-
niques toward progressive pedagogy, and he publicly lauded their ambitions 
and successes.132 For Dewey, education enhanced an individual’s ability to 
appreciate self-crafted experiences rather than legacies rationalized as truth. 
Education thus becomes “an attack upon so-called purely rational concepts on 
the ground that they either needed to be ballasted by the results of concrete 
experiences, or else were mere expressions of prejudice and institutionalized 
class interest.”133 This reproduction of circumscribed possibilities has been 
termed the “selective tradition” by Raymond Williams: “the way in which from 
a whole possible arena of past and present, certain meanings and practices are 
chosen for emphasis, certain other meanings and practices are neglected and 
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excluded.”134 The process of refining the objects of historical interest and cul-
tural transmission to a rehearsed and often static canon or tradition regulates 
and diminishes the capacity for social and cultural change.

For sociologist Pierre Bourdieu, however, Dewey’s stress on individual ex-
periences and their curtailment by “mere” prejudice or institutional interest 
gave too much importance to the role of the individual subject. To Bourdieu, 
education functions as a central node in the transmission of dominant cultural 
values in the name of individual experience or success; educational institutions 
are possibly the most rearguard elements in the self-legitimating processes of 
social reproduction. He believed that the central “contribution made by the 
educational system to the reproduction of the structure of power relationships 
and symbolic relations between classes, [is] by contributing to the reproduc-
tion of the structure of the distribution of cultural capital among these class-
es.”135 Specifically, this system operates by enforcing hierarchies of preexisting 
knowledge based on cultural “inheritance”—the almost unconscious fluency 
of those reared in dominant class backgrounds with the dominant class culture 
that is privileged in traditional education. “By doing away with giving explicitly 
to everyone, the educational system demands of everyone alike that they have 
what it does not give.”136 Educational structures implement dominant cultur-
al mores in subtle (and not-so-subtle) hierarchical methods such as testing, 
tracking, and early specialization (generally legitimated in ideologies such as 
equality of opportunity—as opposed to equality of outcomes—and the justifica-
tion of meritocratic selection).137 This makes education a political battleground, 
disenfranchising alternative viewpoints that challenge the class power of the 
privileged.

In order to avoid types of social reproduction that favor traditional values 
(and here Bourdieu helps us see “traditional” as often no more than “domi-
nant-cultural”), alternative pedagogical practices mount a two-pronged attack: 
downplaying preexisting knowledge bases (high culture masquerading as tradi-
tion) and dedifferentiating specialized sectors (between disciplines or between 
expert and layperson, for example).138 The task of experimentation in pedagogy 
is doubly difficult: managing to revoke certain historical processes that have 
contributed to the reproduction of existing structures of society while trans-
mitting conceptions of history that can be marshaled toward a more forceful 
remediation of present problems. Dewey, too, recognized this seeming paradox 
of education: “We have the problem of ascertaining how acquaintance with the 
past may be translated into a potent instrumentality for dealing effectively with 
the future. We may reject knowledge of the past as the end of education and 
thereby only emphasize its importance as a means.”139
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The means Albers envisioned were of individuals’ creative possibilities un-
leashed by their trained perception of the complex and ever-changing world. 
Disciplined work freed subjects from unrecognized habits of behavior that 
inhibited their autonomy and will. In a speech Albers gave in 1940 peppered 
with references to the ongoing war against Fascism in Europe, he asserted, 
“Freedom, if understood as being free from something, has no positive sense 
at all. Only being free for something has [an] active and productive meaning.”140 
Though predating Isaiah Berlin’s influential 1958 essay “Two Concepts of Liber-
ty,” Albers’s weighing of “freedom for” above “freedom from” directly opposes 
Berlin’s conservative critique of “positive freedom” (“freedom for”) as the cor-
rupting tendency of self-determining and collectively controlled social process-
es to lapse into authoritarian structures. Albers saw “freedom for” exploration 
and experimentation as antithetical to the “negative freedom” (freedom from) 
of “someone who is the passive recipient of specific rights,” a distinction polit-
ical theorist Chantal Mouffe has articulated.141 The role of the test in developing 
self-mastery and expressing positive freedoms demonstrated how knowledge 
of form could release individuals from habit. What Albers supplied, therefore, 
was a “training in [the] ability to choose.”142 To return to his 1944 print Fenced 
(fig. 1.6), readings of the possible dimensional orientations of the work can 
be substantiated only by close consideration. Each path of inspection leads 
to manifold possibilities—forms project, recede, overlap, torque, and flatten. 
The image allows for various choices about how it is received and shrugs off a 
definitive reading. Albers offered a forum in which to both teach and perform 
observation of forms that brought emancipation from simplistic visual assump-
tions. To be able to see as many complicated structures in the world, and to see 
them particularly in conditions of deceptive simplicity, was a form of liberated 
vision. This “freedom [was] competence”—a seemingly paradoxical condition 
in which lack of restriction was earned in the restraint of discipline.143

Empowering individuals with attentive perception laid the foundation for 
an educated citizenry challenging regressive, outdated customs and sowing 
greater freedom in the world, or so Dewey and Albers hoped. While affording 
a means toward keen observation, any specific program with which to marshal 
such knowledge or achieve concrete change remained ambiguous. It might in-
volve a more equitable distribution of resources, greater social or economic 
equality, or collective self-determination; Albers’s calls for freedom and reform 
did not detail the particular social ends of alert perceptual strategies, other than 
broadly stated “betterment” or “improvement.” For him, providing tools for 
the conscientious rearticulation of form sufficed; the outcomes of such explo-
rations were not elaborated. This was perhaps a liberating proposition for stu-
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dents. The ethical dimension—the language of realization, responsibility, and 
improvement—was stressed above an active political program or explicit goals.

Given the tenuous position the Alberses found themselves in as exiles—
without citizenship they were constantly vulnerable to residency restrictions 
and possible deportation—Josef ’s caution with respect to the political effects 
of his methods is somewhat understandable. Whether an educational program 
can coexist with a political program was always a contentious issue in insular 
environments such as the Bauhaus and Black Mountain. The politicization of 
the Bauhaus program by Marxist Hannes Meyer (successor to Gropius as di-
rector of the Bauhaus in 1928) was tendentious and short-lived, as conflicts be-
tween radicalized students and local government sponsors quickly developed. 
Likewise, Black Mountain was always fraught with the question of whether it 
was a community, with attendant political responsibilities, or an educational 
institution (which is not to say that the latter does not have a politics, that is, 
concerns about representation, fairness, and justice).

Albers consciously defined his role as that of an educator within institutions 
and avoided explicitly politicized or revolutionary rhetoric. Instead, he trained 
students in the basic understanding of how the world looks and the high stakes 
in re-presenting it innovatively. He railed against previous models of educa-
tion, but in his own project he used a language of careful change, reform, and 
improvement. As a teacher he belonged to institutions, with their attendant 
concerns of sustaining state or private funding; he was not anti-institutional, 
though he lambasted the inattentive habits reproduced in institutions and in 
culture. Albers provided tools for educating artists and did not dictate the top-
ics or approaches they might take when their formal education ended. Whether 
his avoidance of direct sociopolitical application of his method merely demon-
strated an émigré’s conformism would be difficult to say. Indeed, the central 
argument of his method did not concern outcomes so much as sharpening 
perceptions that different practices could wield to various ends. In his art and 
pedagogy, the study of abstract elements of form was paramount, though Al-
bers remained open to many different kinds of practice. Much to his credit, he 
was personally responsible for inviting diverse (and divergent) practitioners to 
join him as faculty at Black Mountain, including neoplasticist Ilya Bolotowsky, 
realists Jean Charlot and Jacob and Gwendolyn Lawrence, and expressionists 
Willem and Elaine de Kooning and Robert Motherwell, as well as various other 
fields’ future luminaries, such as John Cage, Buckminster Fuller, and Charles 
Olson, nurturing a community of practices that privileged no single teaching 
or artistic methodology.
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“Art is visual documentation of human mentality through (visual) form,” Albers 
claimed.144 He looked not for “solutions,” political or otherwise, but instead 
posed questions about the nature and understanding of form. His technique 
of testing subtle distinctions in vision used basic forms as containers for vari-
ation, though this work of comparison was sometimes deemed too subtle and 
restrained. Greenberg in particular singled out Albers as a “sensuous, even 
original colorist,” while bestowing the faint commendation that his “strictly 
rectilinear art . . . adheres to the dogma of the straight line.”145 This was not the 
first time Albers’s artistic method had been characterized as rigid and repeti-
tive—or, for that matter, his teaching dismissed as doctrinaire. The testimony of 
his students often strikingly refuted such claims, however, for they recognized 
that as a pedagogue he trained them not to produce work that looked like his 
own but, with the help of his methodology of experiment, to represent the 
world liberated of sterile habit. Years after his studies at Black Mountain, Robert 
Rauschenberg praised Albers’s method:

I’m still learning what he taught me, because what he taught had to do with the 

entire visual world. He didn’t teach you how to “do art.” The focus was always 

on your personal sense of looking. When he taught water color, for example, 

he taught the specific properties of water color—not how to make a good wa-

ter-color picture. When he taught drawing, he taught the efficient functioning 

of line. Color was about the flexibilities and the complex relationships that 

colors have with one another. I consider Albers the most important teacher 

I’ve ever had, and I’m sure he considered me one of his poorest students.146

When asked about Rauschenberg’s comments in an interview, Albers responded:

We were not on great admiring terms. With each other. Rauschenberg. He was 

a little stubborn and doing his own [thing]—but what he is doing now is much 

more a part of my classes he participated in than he will ever recognize. We 

have done quite a bit with, at Black Mountain—we have had the tendency—

dada was in the air, to do dada, you see? Surface correspondences, you know? 

Dada—not as Itten did it, as just emphasizing that as different from that, you 

see? No, we played a lot with combination of materials, “combination” was a 

great word in our [vocabulary]—and changing surface qualities, . . . changing 

of articulation, that was a very exciting study at Black Mountain. And I think 

that is what lives on in his work now.147

That an artist changes the articulation of forms in the world and influences their 
perception: that was high praise coming from Albers.
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For him, a determined process of experimentation produced results where-
by contingency—the carefully tested permutations of a form’s appearance that 
can continually be subjected to new variations—could be most clearly main-
tained. The understanding of contingency as “trial and error experimentation” 
with the endless possibilities of methodically tested differences was both a 
pedagogical practice and a methodology guiding his own work.148 This type 
of experimentation—Albers’s ethics of perception—served as an important 
impetus to perceptual and possibly cognitive change; indeed, he believed it 
“[could] lead to illusions, to new relationships, to different measurements, to 
other systems.” His is perhaps the most concise description of the importance 
of explorations of form in transforming understandings of the world.

Albers insisted that “art is not an object but an experience”—an experi-
ence in and of perception that facilitates complex understandings of the visual 
world.149 With his rational exploration of subtle mutations and variations of 
form, he attempted to construct new modes of visual perception. With his pro-
cess of experiment, he endeavored to influence patterns of transmission—trans-
missions of tradition and of social pattern—by introducing the model of the 
test. It is interesting to note that Black Mountain also fostered the “next gener-
ation” of Americans concerned with experiment, notably Cage and Rauschen-
berg, who sought to sever it from its empirical, deterministic connotations.150 
As Cage argued in a 1955 essay, “The word ‘experimental’ is apt, providing it is 
understood not as descriptive of an act to be later judged in terms of success and 
failure, but simply as of an act the outcome of which is unknown.”151 Here we 
come full circle, with Cage embracing the indeterminacy that Albers wanted to 
excise. Whether Cage’s invocation of experiment was similarly concerned with 
history and tradition is an interesting question, one that likely treads closer to 
experiment as the “new” and “innovative” than experiment as elaborated in 
careful variation.
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chapter
two

john cage’s
chance  
protocols

Where do we go from here? Towards theatre. That art more than music resembles nature.

John Cage, 19571

Defining exactly what constituted an “experimental” artistic practice was a 
consistent feature of intellectual life at Black Mountain College, and these de-
bates moved into an intense new phase after World War II. As the previous 
chapter set forward, one consequence of the close connection between John 
Dewey and the College’s Bauhaus-derived (“Albersian,” as we could describe 
the Bauhaus influence at Black Mountain) model of art pedagogy was that ex-
perimentation came to be understood as a creative process, nonetheless one 
characterized by degrees of preparation, considered intention, and technical 
competence. Similarly, the art practices and pedagogy of Black Mountain’s ear-
ly Albersian-Deweyan period—from the year of its founding in 1933 to approx-
imately the end of the Second World War—sought to align the dehabituating, 
ethical, and personal-growth aspects of artistic practice with other forms of 
production in culture, particularly by associating the experimental test with 
scientific practice, advanced technological design, and sociocultural progress. 
In offering parameters for such a conception of artistic work, by the mid-1940s 
the neo-Bauhaus model at the College held experimentation to be a practice 
of changing ingrained habits of perception by testing the contingency of form 
in controlled situations.

By 1948, however, several factors—including logistical ones such as the de-
parture or retirement of founding or early-era faculty members; the influx of 
a pool of less malleable (or sometimes merely anti-Germanic) older students 
and veterans on GI Bill funding who were attracted by the College’s growing 
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reputation for its summer art and music programs; and, most pressingly, the 
arrival of first-generation abstract expressionists such as Franz Kline, Willem 
de Kooning, and Robert Motherwell—had the effect of reorienting the College 
from a broader liberal arts basis to a more focused concentration on visual, 
musical, and literary practices and polemics. Though Josef Albers was keen to 
invite guest faculty for the summer sessions whose work represented a wide 
spectrum of contemporary visual and cultural production, in 1948 his facul-
ty picks proved to be advocates of persuasive alternative arguments for what 
artistic experimentation could and should mean in the postwar period. These 
alternatives would challenge the predominance of Albers’s model of art pro-
duction, and throw into question the primacy of his pedagogical style at the 
College. Indeed, whether they acted intentionally or not, proponents of these 
other visions for (and sometimes against) experimentation undermined the 
framework (and I use the word framework pointedly: it was a work of framing 
aesthetic experience) of the Bauhaus model of attention and careful serial vari-
ation erected at the College, forevermore eroding its dominance and, by the 
1950s, jeopardizing its legitimacy as one of the reigning projects of modernist 
art production in the United States.

The Black Mountain College summer session of 1948 surpassed in popu-
larity and scope the vaunted 1946 incarnation that had elicited an influential 
cover profile about the College in Design magazine.2 Among a rotating group 
of about twenty faculty in session from July through August 1948 were danc-
er-choreographer Merce Cunningham and composer John Cage, visitors to the 
College earlier that year who were asked back for the summer; artists Willem 
de Kooning and Richard Lippold, both recommended by Cage; architect R. 
Buckminster Fuller (whose version of experimentation is the topic of chapter 
3 of this book), and Beaumont Newhall, previously in residence during the 
summer of 1946, who returned to teach the history of photography. They were 
joined by about seventy-five painting, sculpture, and theater students, includ-
ing Ruth Asawa, Joseph Fiore, Betty and Peter Jennerhahn, Ray Johnson, Hazel 
Larsen Archer, Kenneth Noland, Arthur Penn, Kenneth Snelson, and Paul and 
Vera Williams. The Williamses later provided key financial support to Cage 
and Cunningham at Black Mountain—Cage’s 1952–53 chance-based audiotape 
collage work Williams Mix was named for them—and they helped support the 
Merce Cunningham Dance Company, founded during the troupe’s 1953 sum-
mer-in-residence at the College.

The first assault on the dominant Bauhaus model was blunt. Soon after de 
Kooning arrived to teach painting, he sowed seeds of resistance to the notion 
that studying art was necessary at all. According to his wife, Elaine, who was 
also on campus that summer, by the end of his time at Black Mountain
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Figure 2.1
Clemens Kalischer, John Cage at Black Mountain College, 
1948. Gelatin silver print. © Clemens Kalischer. Courtesy 
the artist.

Bill had also become deeply involved with his students. Too involved, Albers 

thought. He said to Bill at the end of the summer, “You had ten students. Six 

of them are leaving the College to go to New York City this September. Do 

you know anything about it?” “Sure,” said Bill. “I told them if they wanted to 

be artists, they should quit school and come to New York and get a studio and 

start painting.” Albers seemed not to take this amiss. When he was appointed 

chairman of the Art Department at Yale two years later, Bill was the first artist 

to be hired to teach there.3

It could be expected that the example of the progressive, modernist art school, 
embodied most famously and perhaps most effectively by the Bauhaus and by 
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Black Mountain College, would be challenged by de Kooning and other New 
York school artists (despite their name). The centrality of pedagogy at both in-
stitutions—the transmission of ideas through teaching in formalized situations, 
of visual testing exercises loosely overseen by a master teacher in design-based 
artistic experiments—would no doubt grate against the libertarian, individual-
ist streak of US-based abstract expressionism.4 (Their allied critics, too, would 
challenge Black Mountain’s pedagogy. Clement Greenberg, recommended to 
the College faculty by de Kooning, taught there in 1950. Though he credited the 
students with impressive intensity, he ultimately “felt that not much art came 
out of Black Mountain [only some famous names].”5) The claim that students 
at the College did not produce “mature” art, or the accusation that education 
suffocated creative practice by emphasizing technical skills acquired through 
trial, test, and peirastic dialogue, were historically quite frequent criticisms of 
higher education and art institutions leveled by expressionist artists.6

Albers, however, was prepared for assaults on the Bauhaus-derived 
Black Mountain curriculum by expressionists such as de Kooning; after 
all, he’d spent most of his life and work advocating creative explorations of 
form beyond the habituated constraints of artists’ subjective or self-revela-
tory responses. Yet it was the wolf in sheep’s clothing—John Cage’s model 
of experimentation—for which Albers was ill-equipped. De Kooning, like his 
fellow expressionists, did not employ the language of experimentation in a 
rigorously defined manner; as was discussed in this book’s introduction, in 
several ways expressionism is antithetical to the practice of the test or to the 
rhetoric of experimentation as a disciplined, systematic process of examining 
variables subject to thorough controls. Cage, unlike expressionists, arrived at 
Black Mountain in 1948 with a version of experimentation—a “marriage of 
order and freedom,” as he phrased it—that he considered very much in line 
with Albers’s.7 Yet within a few years, the normally collegial Albers would 
end his friendship with Cage over the issue of the primacy of chance events in 
explorations considered experimental.

Cage’s methodology of chance-based experimentation first emerged in the 
scores and events he composed when he taught at Black Mountain from 1948 
through 1953; in many ways the seismic shifts in his practice during this period 
are tied to his close engagement with the College. In these scores and events, 
Cage initiated a series of practices that were highly structured, yet paradoxical-
ly attempted to sever the performance of a work from intention, argumenta-
tion, or “authorial” control. For Cage, the coupling of organized processes with 
aleatory (chance-generated) results made it possible to transcend predictable 
habits of composition and recital. How can one understand Cage’s quixotic 
formulation of experimentation as a “purpose to remove purposes,” so counter-
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intuitive to how an experiment was typically envisioned at Black Mountain?8 To 
investigate this apparent contradiction in the careful organization of situations 
of greater contingency, of his use of order to obtain indeterminate outcomes, I 
propose a seemingly oxymoronic phrase: “chance protocol.”

To Cage, the test was an exploration of uncertainty, not a careful examina-
tion of variables (à la Albers). Two watershed events staged at Black Moun-
tain played a decisive role in Cage’s formulation of experimentation in such a 
manner: first, his 1948 production of composer and poet Erik Satie’s 1913 play 
The Ruse of Medusa (Le piège de Méduse) and second, his 1952 Theater Piece 
No. 1 (sometimes referred to as Untitled Event), which was subsequently pro-
claimed the first “happening.” In Theater Piece No. 1, despite a seemingly chaotic 
or random form, particular parameters governed the execution of the work: 
fixed durational segments, the assignment of specific tasks to performers, and 
an agreed-upon use of certain tools or instruments. This structure served as a 
chance protocol, allowing ever-greater unpredictability to emerge within pre-
defined limitations. In the years that Cage was locked in a tight orbit with the 
College, his chance-protocol version of experimentation increasingly focused 
on chance-derived, durationally notated instructions as a means to create and 
organize contingent events. Initially he used chance processes to compose dis-
crete and determinate scores; eventually he developed strategies that allowed a 
performance to retain as much indeterminacy as possible, usually by producing 
scores that were subject to alteration before and during recital, and that em-
ployed notation systems open to interpretation by the performers.

Cage’s pioneering of new forms of composition and performance developed 
in a climate receptive to seeing experimentation as not merely a feature of visual 
art practices but also of time-based events and interdisciplinary collaborations. 
In fact, Black Mountain was one of the rare outposts in the United States during 
this period for in-depth work in experimental performance—that is to say, pro-
ductions coming out of a background in the visual arts that emphasized impro-
visational workshopping or unrehearsed performances, nonnarrative methods 
(in other words, unscripted events lacking developed characterization or dra-
matic arc), and a close consideration of how to demarcate or collapse the spaces 
of performance and audience. Specifically, during the 1930s the College was 
the key US site invested in a “Bauhaus idea” of theater and live performance. 
This was due to the popularity of Bauhaus-influenced theater at the campus: 
throughout the mid-1930s, Bauhaus theater master Oskar Schlemmer’s pupil 
and collaborator Xanti Schawinsky had staged several original productions 
of nonnarrative, participatory theater at the College, including Spectodrama: 
Play, Life, Illusion in 1936 and Danse Macabre: A Sociological Study in 1938. In 
his project of experimentation through careful observation, it is no coincidence 
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that Schawinsky subsequently spent several years at “Albersian” Black Moun-
tain further developing interdisciplinary theatrical models initially explored in 
Weimar and Dessau.9

The first section of this chapter will explore the existing tradition of Bauhaus 
experimental theater at Black Mountain, which would be challenged by Cage. 
Though ten years separated Schawinsky’s departure from Cage’s first extended 
visit, the models these men investigated and developed at the College represent 
two of the most radical explorations of US-based experimental performance 
taking place between the wars and after. (A third, I would argue, was Bertolt 
Brecht’s notion of Verfremdungseffekts [“distancing effects”] and Lehrstück 
[“learning through participation”] in his “Epic Theater,” which also found fer-
tile ground at Black Mountain: Brecht’s English translator Eric Bentley taught 
there for several years in the mid-1940s and staged productions of Brecht, in-
cluding a 1944 reading with sound effects and music of The Private Life of the 
Master Race.10) Stage events at Black Mountain had also adventurously sampled 
other European precursors beyond Bauhaus performance—for example, poet 
M. C. Richards’s productions of works by Jean Cocteau, including Knights of 
the Round Table in 1949 and a theater-in-the-round version of Marriage on the 
Eiffel Tower in 1950 (fig. 2.2). It is in Schawinsky’s work, though, that we see 
a model of nonnarrative performance most clearly related though opposed to 
that which Cage came to embrace. By staging a comparison between these two 
models, the stakes of experiments in theater and other time-based media and 
events in the postwar period can begin to be elucidated. As we will see, the 
approaches to experimental performance Cage developed at the College soon 
rose to prominence (and a great deal of notoriety), overshadowing the Bauhaus 
model, which remains largely obscured to this day.11

The second part of this chapter will address how the “French” influences 
Cage introduced were, in actuality, a series of hybrid sources he was working 
through in the five years he taught at Black Mountain.12 In this period, he joined 
several seemingly incompatible threads—French modernist theater from be-
fore and after World War I; Zen Buddhism (his fascination with the mystic 
Huang Po’s strain of Zen arose during his time at the College); and Dada-sur-
realist employments of chance composition, most centrally those of Antonin 
Artaud and Marcel Duchamp.13 His explorations of dispersion, disorder, and 
void-like mindlessness came to spurn purposeful communication between per-
former and audience, estranged the traditional, “scored” relationship between 
a composition and its performance, and began to draw on aleatory systems that 
paradoxically structured and controlled unexpected results beyond human pre-
diction. The importance of Cage’s practical and discursive move to the chance 
protocol is key to understanding the epistemic shift involved in repositioning 
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experimentation as the production of events that were indeterminate as to their 
performance. In this, Cage’s Black Mountain events radically altered the spec-
trum of possibility for art and performance: in his explorations of French-de-
rived avant-garde theater, first of Satie’s work and subsequently of Artaud’s and 
Duchamp’s, he inaugurated a new experimental model that came to define not 
only Black Mountain’s future but the trajectories of Fluxus performance, Allan 
Kaprow–esque Happenings, Judson Dance Theater, and numerous other 1950s 
and 1960s events.

The third and final section of this chapter will take up how in Theater Piece 
No. 1 Cage pushed experimental performance even further than his sources. 
Coupled with his analyses of Po’s, Artaud’s, and Duchamp’s projects, Cage’s 
admiration for Robert Rauschenberg’s Black Mountain College–era works, 
particularly his 1951 White Paintings, helped Cage explore experimentation as 
a tool to “unfocus attention”14 (fig. 2.3). The apparent emptiness of Rauschen-
berg’s paintings encouraged him to “check my habits of seeing, to counter them 
for the sake of greater freshness . . . to be unfamiliar with what I’m doing.”15 Ul-
timately, Cage felt that Rauschenberg’s work revealed that “art is the imitation 
of nature in her manner of operation,” operations that Cage believed could be 
unburdened of human desire and interference. He believed his model of stag-
ing inattention and dispersion exposed art’s pretentions to ordering life, better 
reflecting nature’s own complexity, chancy-ness, and lack of single purpose.16 

Figure 2.2
Hazel Larsen Archer, June Rice Christensen as the Photographer 
in Jean Cocteau’s “Marriage on the Eiffel Tower,” Black Mountain 
College, 1950. Courtesy of the Estate of Hazel Larsen Archer and 
the Black Mountain College Museum + Arts Center.
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His perspective on chance operations as a mirror to the (dis)order of nature has 
proved a contentious point for artists and scholars, from Josef Albers to many 
in the present. As this last section considers, Cage’s sense of the experimental 
chance protocol as handmaiden to anarchical freedom from sociopolitical de-
terminants remains controversial.

In advocating notions of multisensory presentness and the diffusion of at-
tention, Cage understood his work as exceeding the Bauhaus tradition at Black 
Mountain, replacing it instead with studies in Dadaist chance and simultaneity, 
as well as events inspired by Po’s and Artaud’s conceptions of void-like expe-
riences. In his proposal of a chance protocol, Cage argued that a new dimen-
sion of perception could be revealed outside human faculties of organization 
and intention, a form of dispassionate quiescence he paradoxically spent most 
of his life actively scripting. In order to understand the stakes of the chance 
protocol’s contravention of the Albersian model of experimentation as tests 

Figure 2.3
Robert Rauschenberg, White Painting, 1951. House paint 
on canvas, 72 × 72″, four panels. © Robert Rauschenberg 
Foundation/Licensed by VAGA, New York, NY.
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of controlled variables, we must therefore return to the origin of that tradition 
in performance—Bauhaus theater—and the genesis of the break—Erik Satie’s 
The Ruse of Medusa.

ÉpatEr lE bauhaus

Cage first arrived at Black Mountain College in April 1948 without a teach-
ing commision: he was Cunningham’s piano accompanist. But that was still 
a position of some visibility. In addition to theater and art, Black Mountain 
throughout the 1930s and 1940s was a notable outpost of experimental music; 
in 1944, for instance, it hosted a well-publicized and internationally renowned 
conference celebrating Arnold Schoenberg’s seventy-fifth birthday.17 As early 
as the late 1930s, when Cage was on the West Coast, he had heard rumors of 
Black Mountain as “an advanced place,” and had written the school asking for 
a job; in 1942 he propositioned that the College found an on-site Center for 
Experimental Music.18 Neither proposal panned out. By the late 1940s, Cage 
was facing resistance to his work as a composer, though not as a rather showy 
performer of his prepared piano compositions, performances in which he in-
serted objects between piano strings and played the instrument largely for its 
percussive qualities. He was therefore “delighted” when Albers offered him a 
teaching post at the College—his first for music composition—during the up-
coming summer session of 1948.19

When Cage assumed his teaching responsibilities at the College, he further 
shifted his compositional strategy from the systemic explorations of atonali-
ty, seriality, and other recent developments in musical composition that Black 
Mountain’s Schoenberg-oriented tradition was associated with. That summer, 
he brought with him nearly all eighteen extant musical scores by Erik Satie and 
a copy of Satie’s only play, The Ruse of Medusa, proposing the College host an 
“amateur festival” of Satie’s music. He proceeded to antagonize many of the Col-
lege’s German émigrés by performing Satie’s oeuvre exclusively throughout his 
summer-long stay, rather than surveying, as he remembered it, “modern music 
in general”; particularly infuriating was one of Cage’s introductory speeches 
that denounced Beethoven’s harmonic tradition in favor of Satie’s emphasis on 
rhythm and duration.20 In contrast to the rancor his lecture stirred, Cage’s pro-
duction of Satie’s long-neglected The Ruse of Medusa, translated that summer by 
Richards, was universally admired (fig. 2.4). Student Arthur Penn (later known 
for his films The Miracle Worker and Bonnie and Clyde) directed Buckminster 
Fuller as the Baron Medusa, Elaine de Kooning as his daughter Frisette, and 



Figure 2.4 (above)
Clemens Kalischer, Cast Portrait of “The Ruse of Medusa,”  
including John Cage, Elaine de Kooning, Buckminster  
Fuller, and Merce Cunningham, 1948. Gelatin silver print.  
© Clemens Kalischer. Courtesy the artist.

Figure 2.5 (below)
Clemens Kalischer, Buckminster Fuller and Merce  
Cunningham in “The Ruse of Medusa,” 1948. Gelatin silver 
print. © Clemens Kalischer. Courtesy the artist.
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Cunningham as Jonas the “costly mechanical monkey,” with sets and props by 
Fuller, Willem and Elaine de Kooning, and students Ruth Asawa, Ray John-
son, and others. The props included a velvet footstool with giant human feet, a 
monumental thermometer capped by an oversized paper bow, and a “baron’s 
desk” painted in a “guild secret” trompe l’oeil technique de Kooning said he had 
learned as teenager in Holland; this was outfitted with enormous four-sided 
triangles around its legs (a tweak on the importance of tetrahedrons in Fuller’s 
work)21 (fig. 2.5).

The production set the groundwork for a renewed exploration of the Col-
lege’s experimental theater tradition that had remained mostly dormant since 
Schawinsky’s departure in 1938. Satie’s play features an eccentric, doddering 
aristocrat, his insolent and ever-defiant manservant, an obedient daughter, 
and her terrified straight-man fiancé. Consisting largely of rapid-fire puns and 
absurd nonsequiturs, the loosely sketched plot follows the Baron’s attempts to 
wire one General Posthumous, a storyline designed as an excuse to frame the 
Baron’s nonsensical pronouncements regarding the impending betrothal of his 
daughter. Scene changes are marked by short musical interludes danced by the 
mechanical monkey, written in a musical notation full of wisecracks and ironic 
comments (fig. 2.6). In one section, for example, the score’s text reads at bottom, 
“Instructions in Roman text are for the choreographer, in italic for the pianist”; 
these begin with the following comments: “The Monkey’s Dance, no. 1; Qua-
drille The monkey dances, sweetly, the following figure; put yourself in the shade; 
He goes crazy, or it looks as if he has; Do not come out of your shadow / Behave 
yourself, please: a monkey is watching you; The dance can end here.”22

Satie’s “lyrical comedy in one act” was rarely performed, though it was 
considered an important successor to Alfred Jarry’s play Ubu Roi (1896) in a 
tradition of absurdist theater. Satie’s emphasis on burlesque gestures and his 
creation of characters that sputtered childlike nonsense—“five plus three makes 
eleven . . . take four leaves six . . . two plus seven makes eighteen,” or, a few lines 
later, “I am going to a billiards match. What a great match! Napoleon will be 
there. The billiards Napoleon, I mean of course! . . . the real one”—made 
the entire production seem a farcical romp.23 In an article Cage later penned 
on Satie, he pointed to the apparent freewheeling, illogical unpredictability of 
Satie’s work and its disregard of musical seriousness as being its most compel-
ling qualities. In the essay, set up as an imaginary conversation between the two 
men sourced from Satie’s published statements, Cage quoted the composer:

They will tell you I am not a musician. That’s right. . . . Take the Fils des Etoiles 

or the Morceaux en forme de poire, En habit de cheval or the Sarabandes, it is 

clear that no musical idea presided at the creation of these works.24
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The flippancy with which Satie dismissed musical intention delighted Cage. He 
concluded his “conversation” with the kōan that “to be interested in Satie one 
must be disinterested to begin with,” a paradox of non-intentioned intention 
Cage often returned to in defining his chance protocol.25

Yet earlier in the essay, Cage claimed that Satie’s investment (far from disin-
terestedness) in antagonizing or shocking his audience—the “power to irritate” 
expressed in Satie’s call to “despise art”—inspired Cage’s staging of the play at 
Black Mountain.26 In particular, he was compelled by Satie’s attempt to make 

Figure 2.6
Erik Satie, “The Monkey’s Dance (no. 1).” From The Ruse 
of Medusa, 1913.
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“unpredictable” music that, in Satie’s words, “will be part of the noises of the 
environment.”27 Satie’s works demonstrated that music composition could re-
flect everyday events—not “musical ideas”—by representing ambient noises 
such as the sounds of eating or the pauses between conversations. To Satie, 
the radical neutrality of a sound not imposing itself on its audience as “music” 
fundamentally leveled hierarchies of distinction and quality; to Cage, such a 
move let “sounds be just sounds . . . just folk tunes, unresolved ninths, or knives 
and forks.”28 In studying Satie’s other scores—particularly Vexations (1893), a 
cycle that can extend to nearly 24 hours in performance, based on 840 repeti-
tions of a simple, fifty-two-beat theme whose four arrangements are alternately 
heard unaccompanied and then played with two variations of a short chord 
sequence—Cage was enthusiastic about Satie’s concern with the durational 
aspects of sound.29 In contrast to more complex qualities of aural information 
(pitch, frequency, amplitude, and so on), duration was the only feature that was 
unspecific: it could incorporate measures of both silence and the audible. The 
grand length of a performance of Vexations—a length that exceeded nearly any 
individual’s ability to listen attentively—satisfied Satie’s desire that his work be 
“furniture music” intended as background for other events. By stressing the 
durational aspect of sound over musical tone, in opposition to prior harmonic 
traditions, Cage argued that Satie accepted when “a sound is a sound . . . [one 
can] give up illusions about ideas of order, expressions of sentiment, and all 
the rest of our inherited aesthetic claptrap.”30 Important, too, was The Ruse of 
Medusa’s occasional use of instructions to the performer in durational—not 
musically notated—segments of simple time structures designated in cardinal 
numbers and plain language (this feature reemerged in Cage’s own work during 
his next visit to Black Mountain in 1952).

Like several College productions before it, Cage’s staging of The Ruse of 
Medusa encouraged intentionally unnaturalistic and stylized acting as well as 
innovative set and costume design. Yet there were important differences. Cage’s 
sourcing of Satie as a precedent for a theater of cacophonous simultaneity and 
jest departed considerably from existing Bauhaus-oriented theater and perfor-
mance that found its way to the College, though these were as dedicated to 
changing audience’s perceptions through trained visual attention and concen-
tration as Satie’s was to doing so with fragmentary, incommunicable meanings 
and ambiguous gestures.

By the mid-1920s, an entire pedagogical and practice methodology dedicat-
ed to workshopping time- and motion-based compositions had been perfected 
at the Bauhaus in its second home in Dessau. This had not always been the case: 
early theater productions, under the direction of artist Lothar Schreyer, had 
been expressionistic and melodramatic, with highly charged emotional con-
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tent underscored by dramatic lighting and costumes. In contrast, when Oskar 
Schlemmer arrived at the Bauhaus in 1921 and subsequently assumed director-
ship of the stage workshop in 1923, he explicitly linked theatrical performance 
with the periodic festivals and costume parties hosted by the school. The em-
phasis, for Schlemmer, was not on festivity per se, but rather on the manner 
in which the masquerade of such events disguised and transformed the human 
body. He began staging masque-like shows in which performers’ features were 
camouflaged by heavily padded costumes, elaborate papier-mâché masks, and 
helmetlike headdresses. In doing so, performers’ bodies were extracted from 
“natural” or everyday experiences in order to be turned into archetypes of ge-
ometry and movement31 (fig. 2.7).

Actors in Schlemmer’s productions employed broad, pantomimic gestures 
and generally did not speak. For example, in Gesture Dance (1926), three per-
formers wearing bulbous metallic masks outfitted with identical mustaches 

Figure 2.7
Oskar Schlemmer, Triadic Ballet, 1922, photograph 1925. 
Courtesy Oskar Schlemmer Theatre Estate and Collection. 
Photograph © Estate of Karl Grill. Reproduced by permission 
of The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles.
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and spectacles execute flamboyant renditions of “everyday actions” including 
sneezing, laughing, and listening.32 The characters’ gesticulations are exagger-
ated to the point of being stilted, and the figures return to certain tropes of 
communication: hand cupped to ear indicates listening, palm shading mouth 
signs whispering, and boisterous rocking back and forth suggests laughter. The 
stylized gestures, combined with the use of masks and cumbersome costumes, 
disengaged the performing body from its habitual movements.

The emphasis on costume in Bauhaus theater also transfigured the human 
body and its everyday appearance by removing distinguishing characteristics 
and imposing an order of simple shapes and primary colors. According to 
Schlemmer, this abstracted the body and generalized its features in order to 
“reduce the differentiated parts . . . to simple, unifying forms.”33 These unified 
forms thereby permitted viewers to see “new totality” beyond previous hab-
it-driven and subjective understandings of form.34 In most theatrical perfor-
mance, and indeed in most everyday social behavior, subtle work of visual dis-
crimination routinely helps to organize, categorize, and ultimately hierarchize 
relatively minor differences in human appearances; for example, assessments 
of the size of a nose or the contour of a foot become paramount indicators of 
beauty or grace. In stressing general forms, Schlemmer rejected the meticulous 
morphologies of fashion, the superficial interpretations of physiognomic varia-
tion, or the cultural conditioning that patterned gesture and exploited arbitrary 
differences to create regimes of infinitesimal judgment and distinction. As these 

Figure 2.8
Oskar Schlemmer, drawing of Man as Dancer from  
Man and Art Figure, ca. 1921. Courtesy Oskar Schlemmer 
Theatre Estate and Collection.
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historically specific, though relatively arbitrary, characteristics became natu-
ralized, Schlemmer contended, they promoted fetishistic judgments regard-
ing minute differences of form as compared with other fundamentally similar 
forms. In contrast, Bauhaus theater attempted to overturn this tradition of tiny 
visual distinctions made according to socially determined, often conflicting 
habits. It did so by heightening the artifice onstage so that rationally discerned 
details would throw habitual patterns into sharp relief. In Schlemmer’s system, 
this perspicuous work of visual judgment focused on the close observation of 
the relationship of bodies—not as compared to themselves, but rather seen as 
embedded in larger perspectival contexts and environments. Reducing theater 
to such basic design elements as form and color represented “an undertaking 
whose purpose, contrary to nature, is order.”35 Denaturalizing the actors’ move-
ments and costumes encouraged spectators to remain self-conscious about the 
spatial relations surrounding the bodies onstage, estranging from habit their 
perceptions of, and judgments about, human form and gesture.

In contrast to Cage’s emphasis on arbitrariness, distraction, and discon-
nection, the keywords of Bauhaus theater were unity, totality, and order. For 
Schlemmer, “unity” was an escape from the maddening simplification of life 
into trivial and fragmentary subcategories that effaced the larger interconnect-
edness of bodies, spatial contexts, and habits of social behavior. With concen-
tration and attention, broader concerns could be assessed and judged, includ-
ing the fundamental features of form (light, color, movement, and so on) that 
constituted the foundation of all perception. In the stripped-down environment 
of the new, “total” stage, spectators would be able to notice how the framing of a 
theatrical space marked conventions in everyday life to which they had become 
oblivious and conditioned.

In 1936, Albers invited the Swiss émigré Xanti Schawinsky, who had studied 
with Schlemmer from 1924 to 1928, to Black Mountain to teach painting and 
theater.36 After fleeing persecution in Nazi Germany, Schawinsky had immi-
grated to Italy and had spent several years working in advertising for companies 
such as Illy Caffè, Cinzano vermouth, and Olivetti typewriters. He was best 
known for producing a widely circulated photomontage poster of Mussolini 
as the head of the masses to celebrate the twelfth anniversary of the Fascist 
revolution. (Schawinsky was an equal-opportunity designer, one could say: 
after leaving Black Mountain, he taught at the New Bauhaus in Chicago and 
with László Moholy-Nagy created patterns for a US Army project of equipment 
camouflage.)37

When he landed at the College, Schawinsky became the United States’ sole 
proponent and performer of Bauhaus theater, and his ideas and productions re-
mained very much part of the institutional memory and lore of the campus after 
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his departure; later these were widely circulated in his published reminiscences 
about his time at Black Mountain.38 Within months of his arrival, he organized 
a production of nonnarrative theater—a theater of what he called “total expe-
rience”—titled Spectodrama: Play, Life, Illusion, with music by Kurt Schwitters 
(his Ursonate [1922–32]) (see plates 10–12). In a series of episodes that had been 
previously “storyboarded” and rehearsed through improvisational techniques, 
Spectodrama staged short scenes of selected elementary concepts of theater, 
each falling into a specific category: “optics, form and color, acoustics, sound, 
language, music, time, space, architecture, technology, and illusion.”39

In each vignette of Spectodrama, the performer’s body, if evident at all 
(camouflage and illusion, and their constitutive elements of high-contrast 

Figure 2.9
Xanti Schawinsky, Spectodrama: Play, Life, Illusion, 1936–37. 
From Helen Post Black Mountain College Documentary Photo 
Collection. Reproduced courtesy of Peter Modley.
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geometric forms, were key features of the Bauhaus style), figures in a tab-
leau of what Schawinsky termed “archetypal” geometric, spatial, or social 
situations: “play,” “communication,” “form,” or “space.” Each portion of the 
play contains elaborate sets and costumes designed so as to either conceal or 
set off the performer’s placement and orientation with respect to the stage 
space and props. For example, one performer, trussed in a costume of stiff, 
intertwined white paper rolls, might emerge chameleonlike from a tangle 
of similarly twisted paper props and move toward the stark relief of a blank 
background. The figure’s poses and the patterns of the props repeat through-
out the space to create a “laboratory for demonstration” of the conditions of 
perceiving difference and similarity.40

Moholy-Nagy, also a key figure in Bauhaus theater, termed this research-like 
element of rational attention the “theater of totality,” in which a body’s move-
ment transpired in a structured, architectonic space.41 Rigorously ordering 
bodies in the theater demonstrated a kind of technical competence that, in 
orchestrating complex spatial relations onstage, extended the project of spatial 
organization into nontheatrical everyday life (the theater being a microcosmic 
exploration of the larger Bauhaus project of synthesizing the “living and work-
ing conditions of the environment”).42 Though spectators were seated and their 
attention carefully organized, “dynamism” in performance was nonetheless a 
frequently invoked term: kinetic sculptures and moving bodies were deployed 
in order to show that, to Moholy-Nagy, “material is employed only as the carrier 
of forces.”43 These forces charged the performance space with a temporal com-
ponent that expressed the true “unity of life.”44 In contrast to architecture, static 
sculpture, or painting, theater was the arena for an examination of transient, 
time-based events and movements intersecting environmental conditions, and 
the body’s temporal engagement with those sociospatial circumstances.

The search for universal gestures “common to mankind” took precedence 
over what Moholy-Nagy termed the “causal ties” of previous theater.45 Stage 
design was emphasized, forcing “one to learn from the way an artist perceives” 
by estranging viewers’ traditional emphasis on character and narrative in order 
to instead fabricate complicated illusions of spatial perception.46 This model 
of integration—the performing body and space joined in an “indissoluble uni-
ty”—radically simplified performance to its “fundamental” components: “light, 
space, plane, movement, sound, and human being.”47

Walter Gropius, too, was involved in theorizing performance strategies 
at the Bauhaus, and he underscored how spectatorial conditions of illusion 
and attention were influenced by the architecture of the theater itself. In the 
mid-1920s, he proposed a “Total Theater” in which “new interpretations 
of theatrical space” were to be explored.48 In Gropius’s model, an elliptical 
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arrangement of ascending seats was clustered around an embedded, cen-
tral circular stage flanking a second cylindrical back stage49 (fig. 2.10). The 
inner circular stage was designed to rotate, accommodating various seating 
arrangements that represented the major performance traditions—the pro-
scenium stage with a shallow performance space and fixed backdrop, the 
deep stage in which curtains and backdrops are arranged to reveal greater 
or lesser portions of the action and to accommodate more or fewer perform-
ers, and finally a theater-in-the-round setup. In the latter scenario, according 
to Gropius, “the play unfolds itself three-dimensionally while the spectators 
crowd around concentrically.”50 He connected this spectatorial arrangement, 
as Schawinsky did, to precedents in other public, collective events such as the 
circus, the bullring, and the sports arena.

Gropius’s three staging possibilities in the “Total Theater” engendered var-
ious spatial effects; more important, his flexible architecture (the rotating core 
of the structure) could transform the space during performance, surprising the 

Figure 2.10
Walter Gropius, Photoboard with model, isometric with three 
diagrams showing uses of the stage in the “Total Theater,” 1927. 
Courtesy Bauhaus-Archiv, Berlin. © Artists Rights Society, 
New York / VG Bild-Kunst, Bonn. Reproduced by permission of 
Bauhaus-Archiv, Berlin.
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audience and impelling it to “shake off its inertia.”51 The dynamic possibility of 
moving the stage structure itself intensified the audience’s awareness of the con-
ditions of staging, and when the theater was arranged with a central platform 
surrounded by seating, the “spectator participate[s] in the drama.”52 In Bauhaus 
theories of spectatorship, in other words, the implied salutary social effects of 
heightening consciousness of the environment were part of the larger interest in 
concentration, focus, and order as transformative elements of vision. The actor, 
according to Schlemmer, was “space-bewitched”—“altered, transformed, or 
entranced” by the use of masks, props, and costumes so that “his habitual be-
havior and his physical and psychic structure are either upset or put into a new 
and altogether different balance.”53 This change in the actor’s ingrained relation 
to gesture and its social intelligibility would impel an “inner transformation of 
the spectator” by his or her “receptivity” to the visual ordering of the theatrical 
field in performance.54 Only a self-reflexive spectator could, “on the basis of the 
rational,” understand the embeddedness of the actor in his or her surrounding 
space, a space that is itself “part of the larger total complex, building (Bau).”55 
As the performer acted out order in such a space, the spectator could rationally 
perceive the larger field of spatial and architectural illusions in which bodies are 
rooted contextually in their environments.

That this work of unification was enacted in the realm of time-based events 
was important to Schawinsky as he brought these ideas to Black Mountain; to 
him, theater explored the fundamental conditions of perception underlying all 
specific disciplinary explorations. As he wrote of theater’s interdisciplinary na-
ture, “Our theater can, I believe, get its impulse from studies that go through all 
phases of knowledge.”56 In Schawinsky’s next major performance at the College, 
he attempted to push notions of spatial totality further. In the 1938 production 
Danse Macabre: A Sociological Study, adapted from a Latin hymn about the 
Last Judgment called Dies Irae, Schawinsky’s theatrical staging—while still em-
phasizing elaborate masks and costumes modeled on abstract shapes, and em-
ploying dramatic spotlights and shadows—also included repetitive movements 
associated with funeral rites as well as highly mannered costuming (figs. 2.11 
and 2.12). In staging a medieval morality tale, he chose the Middle Ages’ “single 
absolute concept: death” in an attempt to “find the ‘absolute’ of our own time.”57 
He sought the limiting experience that transcended performance/animation 
and background/stasis dichotomies—mortality—though he later distanced 
himself from the direct reenactment of the macabre source material blamed for 
the suicide of one of its student actors. The theater-in-the-round aspect of the 
performance, in which spectators were outfitted with robes and masks and giv-
en unconventional seating assignments in concentric circles around the central 
stage area, to him mimicked the “original plays [of the Middle Ages] which were 



Figures 2.11 (above) and 2.12 (below)
Xanti Schawinsky, Danse Macabre: A Sociological Study, Black 
Mountain College, 1938. Courtesy of The Xanti Schawinsky 
Estate. Reproduced by permission of Bauhaus-Archiv, Berlin.
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usually performed on the market place in front of the cathedral.”58 To Schawin-
sky, this focus on people and spaces outside traditional theater—for example, 
individuals in public space—updated Bauhaus precedents that focused on the 
circus and moved theater into the territory of history by studying constructions 
of social subjectivity. As he recalled, “While work at the Bauhaus theatre aimed 
at the modernization of theatrical means and concepts, and had a definite pro-
fessional and artistic scope, at Black Mountain College an educational crack at 
the whole man seemed in order.”59

What Schawinsky meant by such a “total experience” incorporating the 
“whole man” can be understood in relation to Schlemmer’s explication of 
Bauhaus theater as a totality: to both men, the stage was a site of spatial unity 
that provided, according to Schawinsky, “a general study of fundamental phe-
nomena.”60 He added that theater was the most appropriate location to explore 
concepts of basic perception, because “space on the stage was a very particular 
place . . . it is by nature a place of illusion.”61 Indeed, to Schlemmer, too, move-
ments of bodies on the stage represented, by simplification and abstraction, the 
wider geometries of relationships in space perceived through visual illusion, 
and its inverse, penetrating observation. Bauhaus theater’s work with perspec-
tive, with embedding the body in its space through complicated geometric for-
mations, was often presented as a visual tableau in which the audience perceives 
space, but does not have any direct relation to the performer’s experience of 
space. This results in the somewhat disembodied eye that the performances ef-
fect—why, for example, reproductions of Bauhaus performances look remark-
ably like friezes and pictures, or why Schawinsky envisioned the preparatory 
diagrams of Spectodrama as static tableaus (plates 10–12). The abstraction of 
Bauhaus theater and its exploration of visual illusions were “unified,” to use 
Schlemmer’s language, only by the audience’s visually tracking the position(s) 
of the performer(s); Bauhaus and Bauhaus-derived theater expressly did not 
create cohesive spaces of unity between performers and spectators, and consis-
tently maintained the illusion of the “fourth wall,” even when seating arrange-
ments were less frontally oriented.

These theatrical scenarios required spectators’ orientation to the staged 
events to be fixed and their attention carefully focused in order to perceive 
the precise and subtly changing visual effects on the stage. An immobilized 
audience permitted Schlemmer and Schawinsky to apply the framing tech-
niques of cinema to live performances. With such focused looking, a montage 
of visual effects could unfold, in order for each spectator to observe phenom-
ena with close attention to the order and sequencing of events that he or she 
would not normally notice if watching as a casual bystander. Though a “play 
instinct” was encouraged of actors in workshopping, the final productions 
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were predicated on passive spectatorship; Schlemmer wrote that the elabo-
rate visual fabulations encouraged a concentration that rivaled the intensity 
of a “peep show”62 (fig. 2.13).

In important ways, Schawinsky’s work can be seen as a proxy, in time-based 
work, for what Albers’s sensibilities hoped to accomplish in two dimensions. 
Much like Albers, Schawinsky promoted a model of experimentation that 
stressed order, concentration, and serial repetition, and employed careful vari-
ations of formal elements—color, gesture, costume, set design, and lighting—
that could be measured, compared, and repeated. These tests of perception 
were undertaken to dynamically reappraise the seemingly self-evident nature 
of vision, and to question the habit-driven tendency of physical gestures to 
be reproduced unwittingly. The experimental practices of both Schawinsky 
and Albers can be seen as but a corner of a larger Bauhaus project demanding 
that the experimental act of perceptual testing produce dynamic outcomes in 
a serial practice of repeatable trials. Schawinsky’s performances were part of a 
collective project at the Bauhaus in which all forms of perception were being 
reconsidered, those of time, space, and theatricality, too; for these reasons, the 
Bauhaus was the first art school to formally incorporate a performance depart-
ment, then called a “stage workshop,” into its curriculum. Just as Oskar Schlem-
mer envisioned his project as a “laboratory” exploration of space—isolating 
constitutive elements of light, color, and movement to attend to how under-
lying patterns and arrangements of forms outside the theater might function, 

Figure 2.13
Oskar Schlemmer, drawing from Man and Art Figure, ca. 1921. 
Courtesy Oskar Schlemmer Theatre Estate and Collection.
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Schawinsky pushed Albers’s ideas of laboratory production toward concerns 
of duration, sound, and motion; toward the incorporation of bodies, theatrical 
audience, and three-dimensional space—concerns that have always been more 
pressing in theater than in visual art.63

Cage’s production of The Ruse of Medusa was also a hybrid site of theater in a 
visual arts context, yet Erik Satie’s script, in contrast to the Bauhaus precedents 
at the College, was dialogue-heavy and intentionally humorous, with quips ad-
dressed to the audience explicitly breaking down the fourth wall and engaging 
the spectator at a supravisual level. In Bauhaus productions from the 1920s, 
Schawinsky in particular often included comedic scenarios, particularly around 
the figure of the clown in circus theatrics, but they were largely explorations 
of pantomime: gesture in relation to the forms of props and the space of the 
stage (fig. 2.14). The emphasis in the Satie play on a script to be verbalized by 
actors characterizing fictionalized yet archly comedic roles also departed from 
Black Mountain precedents. Satie’s 1913 script was, distinct from Bauhaus circus 
antics and pantomime, a proto–Marx Brothers slapstick full of ribald verbal 
repartee interspersed with burlesque-like visual gags—scene 2 ends with Baron 
Medusa, sounding very much like Groucho twenty years later, telling Frisette’s 
fiancé Astolfo: “Get out now! . . . Off like a gun! . . . Come back in ten minutes . . .  
I shan’t be here.”64

The provocations of The Ruse of Medusa—its silly jesting and the disrup-
tion of narrative continuity in the play’s sarcastic commentary (as Satie himself 
stated, “This is a play of pure fantasy . . . a joke”)—were only part of its allure 
for Cage.65 More important, the work was part of a Dadaist repertoire char-
acterized by a particular style of writing and scoring. According to historian 

Figure 2.14
Xanti Schawinsky, scene from The Circus, first performance at 
the Bauhaus, 1924. Courtesy of The Xanti Schawinsky Estate.
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Sandra Skurvida, Cage’s fascination with the play stemmed from how “Satie 
introduced incongruence between language (musical, visual, notational, etc.) 
and meaning.”66 Satie’s score and script become a fused and highly interpre-
table object pointing to a fundamental hybridity between aural and written 
information—The Ruse of Medusa’s musical score contains nearly as much tex-
tual as sound notation, and its script includes musical interludes interrupting 
the narrative (such as it is) with a nonverbal “Monkey’s Dance” that is never 
clearly connected to the other events of the play. Performers must translate 
both forms of information, which, due to Satie’s nonsensical asides, exceed the 
normal prescriptions of notation, and in this gap indeterminate interpretations 
are introduced that explore authorial misdirection or even unintended results 
(how, for example, as a pianist, would you “put yourself in the shade,” as the 
score instructs?). As historian Liz Kotz has argued, such a hybridity in a work 
points to a “conceptual ambiguity” of text-based scoring that “derives from the 
use of the text as score [as] inseparably both writing/printed object and per-
formance/‘realization.’”67 Cage’s recovery of Satie was motivated in part by the 
latter’s intentionally ambiguous scoring; the confusion between scripting and 
dialogue in the play resulted in a contingent performance full of unpredictable 
or unintended effects.

The Ruse of Medusa’s ambiguities—its absurd monologues and unrelated 
musical interludes, combined with dance and physical slapstick—alerted Cage 
to the possibility of seemingly arbitrary relationships between actions in a per-
formance. In the apparent randomness of its plotting, Satie’s work departed 
from previous, more methodical theatrical events at Black Mountain. Even so, 
the production still drew from a script and rehearsals, in addition to functioning 
quite successfully as a comedic piece that lent levity to the provocation posed 
by Cage’s lectures and his single-minded advocacy of Satie. (The play’s sense of 
lightheartedness was especially pronounced as several Black Mountain faculty 
members performed self-deprecating, jokey roles in the production.)68 An ex-
amination of the ordered unity of a visual field at the College was thus replaced, 
by the late 1940s, with diametrically opposed practices: dispersion, ambiguity, 
and inattention. Cage couched this shift in a return to Dada, by revisiting Satie’s 
snappy and illogical explorations of the ludic and the disruptive effects of word, 
dance, and sound play.

Upon his next visit, Cage extended his methods into something one could 
more properly term experimental (in his case, the chance protocol)—his hap-
pening Theater Piece No. 1. For Cage, “Happenings . . . have this thing we’ve 
spoken of as carelessness in them. Carelessness comes about through . . . 
‘non-matrixed’ activity.”69 Just how he composed and performed nonmatrixed 
or nonarranged activity is the crux of his chance protocol, and it pushes be-
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yond Dada’s attempt to trouble if not end “art” by exacerbating cultural illogic. 
It comes by way of a most quixotic pairing: Zen and early twentieth-century 
French art.

cIrca 1952: somEthIng Is happEnIng hErE

In his first summer at Black Mountain, Cage was just beginning to make inroads 
in the new post-“German aesthetician” version of experimentation of which 
the Satie play and lectures were key mileposts.70 As he recalled, in 1948 he still 
“saw eye-to-eye with Albers at the time, and our conversations were ones char-
acterized by agreement.”71 Though separated by a generation, both men were 
equally zealous about defining and propagating their respective visions of mod-
ernist experimentation, and once Cage introduced chance into his practice, 
they would forever disagree about its role in art production.

The eventual split between the two emerged from a fundamental and intrac-
table conflict between their visions for the role of the test in fostering unfore-
seen experiences in art. For Albers, because experimentation was the subtle 
and penetrating work of training the eye and mind to recognize illusion, art 
practice was therefore situated within a spectrum of design that began with 
technical proficiency and then produced subtle and carefully organized contin-
gency through serial variation. For Cage, in contrast, contingency was a means 
of unleashing unpredictable aleatory processes that were nonetheless generat-
ed by systematic controls. By 1952, his procedures had the effect of drastically 
devaluing (in anarchic fashion) the role of authorial control in artistic produc-
tion, encouraging new types of indeterminate performances in which events 
unforeseen by artist, performer, or audience could transpire.72 Where Albers 
argued that “rehearsal precedes performance,” such a notion of rehearsal was 
precisely what Cage attempted to remove, without substituting expressionistic 
improvisations on the part of the performer.73

Occluding the Albersian conception of experimentation he characterized 
as a “marriage of form and content,” Cage’s subsequent performance events 
at the College attempted to leave both the composition and the effects of per-
formance actions intentionally open-ended, as much as possible.74 Albers ab-
horred Cage’s incitement of artworks left open to accident: as Cage explained, 
“When, in 1952, I took the path of chance, and later indeterminacy, our friend-
ship was broken . . . he couldn’t bear the real implications which I then carried 
out. And he felt that I was renouncing my responsibility as an artist.”75

It was upon this visit, in 1952, that Cage radically disrupted previous mod-
els of performance at the College, including his own, by introducing over-
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lapping activities and inaugurating both a dispersal of attention and a radical 
narrative fragmentation. With Theater Piece No. 1, Cage worked in the wake of 
Black Mountain legacies such as the theater-in-the-round, circus-like events 
previously organized at the College by the Light-Sound-Movement Work-
shop led by Betty and Peter Jennerjahn in the late 1940s, which were revived 
in the summer of 1951 by M. C. Richards and choreographer Katherine Litz. 
The Jennerjahns, for example, in collaboration with about a dozen College 
students and faculty, had improvised short theater pieces, sometimes “limit-
ed to a minute, or so,” incorporating projected slides, improvised music, and 
dance elements.76 Like these precursors at the College, Cage’s Theater Piece 
No. 1 eschewed extensive rehearsals and previously arranged scripting, cos-
tuming, music, and characterization; it emphasized simultaneously occurring 
events and immediacy, and closely considered how to organize the perfor-
mance space with respect to the audience, who was often understood as a 
community of possible participants.

Drawing on these precedents, by 1952 Cage was developing chance-derived 
compositional methods obtained from parameters provided by the I Ching, or 
the Book of Changes, an ancient Chinese text of divination. In particular, his 
score for Music of Changes (1951) had been a turning point; during its compo-
sition he would “ask” specific “questions” about features of the score, and then 
make coin tosses or casts of the traditional yarrow sticks to assemble the hexa-
grams the I Ching requires; he then used the “answers” to select the duration, 
tempo, and other dynamics of the composition.77 Cage expressly employed only 
the structure of the I Ching’s complex randomization features, not its divinatory 
aspects. As he contended of the innovation of chance composition, “My work 
became an exploration of non-intention. To carry it out faithfully I have devel-
oped a complicated composing means using I Ching chance operations, making 
my responsibility that of asking questions instead of making choices.”78

Let’s keep that phrase, “asking questions instead of making choices,” in 
mind while considering Theater Piece No. 1 and the works composed around 
it. In early August of 1952, Cage and his frequent collaborator, pianist David 
Tudor (also at Black Mountain that summer, though he had first arrived at the 
College in 1951 as piano accompanist to Litz), formulated ideas for a perfor-
mance with multiple participants who would perform discrete activities during 
various overlapping time segments totaling forty-five minutes (see fig. 2.17). 
Cage proposed that College Rector Charles Olson and faculty member Rich-
ards read their poetry, student Robert Rauschenberg display his paintings and 
play records or project slides, and Cunningham dance. Tudor was to perform 
on the piano, and Cage would read from a previously prepared lecture on Zen 
and the medieval mystic Meister Eckhart. To Cage, the piece represented the 
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possibility of events taking place without being causally related to one another; 
as he claimed, Theater Piece No. 1 expressed “the centricity within each event 
and its non-dependence on other events.”79

Cage had in fact established strict time brackets and organized the perfor-
mance with particular time, content, and location parameters. His chance pro-
tocol, however, structured the piece’s score around instructions that had many 
possible effects, which organized a set of open-ended possibilities. The most 
radical break of such a scoring in Theater Piece No. 1 was the intentionally dis-
orienting effect of the performance, what Richards called its “sensory bombard-
ment”; it decentered attention away from the visual apperception of a theatrical 
event to the many intermittent, intermedia experiences Cage orchestrated in 
and around the body of the spectator.80

When it was performed at Black Mountain in mid-August, Theater Piece  
No. 1 incorporated the last-minute addition of upside-down slides, likely  
projected onto the tilted surfaces of a canopy of Rauschenberg’s monochromat-
ic White Paintings (fig. 2.3; works I will discuss later); the canopy was arranged 
above and to one side of the central arrangement of chairs, which were orga-
nized as “a square composed on four triangles merging towards the center, but 
not meeting”81 (fig. 2.15). The seating arrangement allowed performers mobility 
throughout the audience area, and directly followed, as will be discussed fur-
ther, Antonin Artaud’s pronouncement that “the spectator, placed in the mid-
dle of the action, is engulfed and physically affected by it . . . immerse[d] . . . in 

Figure 2.15
Performance seats and stage space for John Cage’s Theater 
Piece No. 1, 1952. Published in Michael Kirby and Richard 
Schechner, “An Interview with John Cage,” Tulane Drama 
Review 10, no. 2 (Winter 1965).
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a constant bath of light, images, movements and noises.”82 Olson and Richards 
ascended a ladder at various points to read for their segments; some claim that 
Tudor played Cage’s 1952 composition Water Music, and films were likely pro-
jected by student Nicholas Cernovich.83 A dog or dogs barked at Cunningham 
throughout the piece, and hot coffee was served (as part of the performance) 
in cups that had been set at each seat, regardless of whether they had been pre-
viously used as ashtrays during the event. Figure 2.16 is a retrospective map of 
the event by Richards—no photographs of the performance exist.

Cage’s incorporation of multiple events of indeterminate outcome in The-
ater Piece No. 1 provoked a mixed response at its debut. Testimonies confirm 
that the event left some in the audience confounded and even hostile. Com-
poser Stefan Wolpe, previously a Bauhaus student and currently teaching at 
the College, “bitched” about the chaos and left in protest; some thought it was 
“quite boring” to sit through though, while others claimed it was “an interesting 
experiment”; still others conceded that “you weren’t supposed to understand 
it literally.”84 The seating arrangement discouraged a single vantage point, so 
contradictory accounts of the evening circulated as the many simultaneous and 
unrelated actions assailed spectators independently with several registers of 
sonic, literary, dancerly, and visual events. Spectators were required to turn 
their heads and move their bodies to see the actions taking place in a panorama 

Figure 2.16
M. C. Richards’s diagram of John Cage’s Theater Piece No. 1, 1952. 
Reconstructed in 1989 for publication in James Fetterman, John 
Cage’s Theater Pieces (New York: Routledge, 1996), 74. Courtesy 
of the Estate of M. C. Richards.
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above and around them, and to follow competing strains of aural information 
and coincident movement. In this sense, they were asked to become partici-
pants: by registering experiences in their bodies other than ones cued by visual 
perception, and by Cage’s increasing phenomenological demands that audience 
members engage the broader sensorium of their bodies with acoustic, tactile, 
and even olfactory events.

Through its emphasis on simultaneity, the piece ostensibly revealed the 
unmotivated, untidy flow of life that concentration stifles and conscious de-
sign suppresses. As Cunningham reflected on the night: “Life itself is all these 
separate things going on at the same time. And contemporary society is so 
extraordinarily complex that way. Not only things going on right around you, 
but there are all the things that you hear instantly over the television, that are 
going on someplace else . . . they’re happening at the same time.”85 That life 
involves a surfeit of difficult sensory information was its peculiar, splendid an-
archy, according to the logic Cage set out in Theater Piece No. 1. The simultane-
ity of events was the indelible and inescapable fact of the modern world, and 
Cage’s happening created a situation that intensified its pandemonium (all the 
while still framing the effect of randomness by a rigorously delimited score that 
contained defined time brackets and specific instructions).

As Cage was incorporating ambient and overlapping noises in musical com-
position and performance, he was also redefining what a music score could be. 
In his “score” for Theater Piece No. 1, for example, traditional musical notations 
of staffs, bars, keys, and notes were replaced with telegraphic durational seg-
ments to be interpreted by the performer. An existing fragment given to one of 
the performers (likely to Robert Rauschenberg or Nicholas Cernovich) reads, 
in Cage’s hand (fig. 2.17):

Projector:

Begin at 16 min.

play freely until 23 min.

Begin again at 24:30

play freely until 35:45

Begin at 38:20

play freely until 44:2586

De-skilling musical language beyond its notation in bars, notes, keys, and 
measures guaranteed that every event could be simply performed and would 
produce unique and unpredictable results (although the exacting, time-based 
constraints on the performer’s freedom could inversely be interpreted as fussy 
and overbearing, not liberating). Whereas the quantity and length of the score’s 
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sections were generated by Cage’s chance-derived use of the I Ching, the per-
formers’ interpretations of these instructional commands were ultimately un-
known to him. The score, however, produced no reciprocal lack of mastery on 
the creator’s part—it was not Cage’s choices of which possibilities to put on the 
table, so to speak, that were chance derived, merely the questions about their 
specific details.

Because no photographic record or film footage of Theater Piece No. 1 exists, 
to get a sense of its effect it is helpful to compare it to a surviving film recording 
of Cage’s 1959 composition Water Walk, a work also based on timed segments, 
that he performed during a television appearance in 196087 (fig. 2.18). In Water 
Walk Cage is the sole performer, amid a field of some thirty-four items: domes-
tic appliances and other household objects related to water or liquidity that are 
spread over various tables and the floor—a pressure cooker releasing steam, a 
rubber duck, a toy fish, an electric mixer, an ice cube tray filled with ice, a bottle 
of Campari, and a bathtub filled with water—as well as some objects related to 
music or timekeeping, including a piano, five radios, a Turkish cymbal, and 

Figure 2.17
John Cage, Script for Theater Piece No. 1, 1952. 8½ × 11″ 
paper. Music Division, The New York Public Library for the 
Performing Arts, Astor, Lenox and Tilden Foundations.
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a stopwatch. In the three minutes of Water Walk, Cage methodically moves 
among these objects: filling the blender with ice, slapping the radios, turning 
on the blender, squeaking the rubber duck, filling a glass with ice, pouring Cam-
pari, and later drinking from it, while periodically consulting his stopwatch. 
Water Walk’s first seconds begin with Cage slamming down the lid of the piano 
after putting the toy fish on its soundboard, and concludes with Cage knocking 
the radios to the ground, acts of physical and aural aggression that he manages 
to make appear calm and unemotional—premeditated—and even a bit slap-
stick-y.88 The deliberation and calculation of the performance, despite its mild 
violence and cacophony, are surprising. During Cage’s systematic movements 
through the space, he checks his watch like an athlete clocking pace. This ele-
ment of precision is striking in many performances of Cage’s works: the way the 
chance protocol—the fixed, clocked segments that produce seemingly aleatory 
results—lends a sense of dogged focus on time and duration to the perform-
er’s gestures (which can read as disinterestedness or obliviousness to audience 
members, an audience that may expect a virtuosic memorization of the score, 
as in “classical” music performances).

The score of Water Walk itself consists of a group of objects: a list of the 
“instruments”; a floor plan showing the placement of the props; three pages of 
a timeline (one minute for each page) with descriptions, pictographic diagrams, 
and notations of occurrence of events divided into five-second increments; and 

Figure 2.18
Still frame from performance of John Cage’s Water Walk on I’ve 
Got a Secret, January 1960. Courtesy of FremantleMedia, North 
America.
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a list of notes “regarding some of the actions to be made in the order of occur-
rence” (fig. 2.19). Timings in the performed work are estimations: “Start watch 
and then time actions as closely as possible to their appearance in the score.” 

Water Walk itself was therefore relatively fixed in its performance, but for the 
brisk yet unspecific tempo of the actions that were to be timed “as closely as 
possible.”89

Water Walk’s paper score relies on two earlier Cage works: Water Music 
(1952) and Fontana Mix (1958). Cage used the score of Fontana Mix (which, like 
many of his scores of the 1950s, employed the I Ching as a randomizing tool) to 
compose Water Walk and several other compositions; the former piece consists 
of ten transparencies containing various numbers of dots, ten sheets of paper 
with curved lines of various thicknesses, one transparency of a two-by-ten-inch 
grid, and another of a straight line. The Fontana Mix score was itself indetermi-
nate (the performer was to superimpose the sheets to find “time units in which 
the event may take place”).90 According to Cage, the “graph units = any time 
units,” thereby allowing the performance’s duration and tempo to be conceived 
by the operator of the score. In its title and elements of pictorial scoring, Water 
Walk clearly resembles Cage’s Water Music, which David Tudor premiered in 
May of 1952 at the New School for Social Research in New York before returning 
to Black Mountain—likely the work Tudor was playing during Theater Piece  

Figure 2.19
John Cage, Score for Water Walk, January 1959. Copyright © 
1961 by Henmar Press, Inc. Used by permission of C. F. Peters 
Corporation. All rights reserved.
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No. 1.91 Like Water Walk, the earlier Water Music emphasized the hybridity of 
the score as a visual document and aural experience. As Cage explained,

Water Music wishes to be a piece of music, but to introduce visual elements in 

such a way that it can be experienced as theater. . . . I simply put into the chart 

things that would produce not only sounds but that would produce actions 

that were interesting to see.92

For example, in Water Music’s score, a descending tone of a steam whistle is 
depicted as a linear wave, and the instruction “Pour water from one recepta-
cle to another” bears no musical notation whatsoever but is written in Cage’s 
distinctive all-caps handwriting that is in essence a kind of calligraphic visual 
design (fig. 2.20).

In the sense that Cage described Water Music as introducing “visual ele-
ments” that could be “experienced as theater,” one can begin to understand the 
chance protocol of Theater Piece No. 1 as perhaps one part “chance” to several 
parts “protocol”—that the protocol’s criterion of experimental innovation is 
a demand to “produce actions that were interesting to see.” The staging of the 
Black Mountain College dining hall as a 360-degree panorama of competing 
aural and visual actions, often taking place simultaneously, was obviously not a 
random event; though the length of the time slots the performers were desig-
nated and the other questions Cage asked of the I Ching were subject to chance, 

Figure 2.20
John Cage, Score for Water Music, May 1952. Copyright © 
1960 by Henmar Press, Inc. Used by permission of C. F. Peters 
Corporation. All rights reserved.
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Figures 2.21 and 2.22
David Tudor’s original version of John Cage’s 4′33″, pages 3 and 4, 
1953. The John Cage Trust. Reproduced by permission of The Getty 
Research Institute, Los Angeles.

they were organized by his framing of the questions. And if Cage’s Water Walk 
television performance is any indication, it is likely that performers of Theater 
Piece No. 1 utilized their time slots quite seriously, attempting, for example, to 
play the third projector segment for the precise six minutes and five seconds 
the score indicated—an officiousness distant from the reputation of “indeter-
minate” compositions as haphazard or non-intentioned.93

Similarly, in Cage’s 1952 composition 4′33″, created during his time at Black 
Mountain (though having percolated in his mind for several years), the piece’s 
three time sections were chance-determined by use of the I Ching to be thir-
ty-three seconds, two minutes and forty seconds, and one minute and twenty 
seconds apiece.94 When Tudor first performed 4′33″, he placed on the piano the 
several sheets of the handwritten score, which was notated conventionally on 
sheet music with blank measures (figs. 2.21, 2.22). Upon beginning each section, 
he closed the lid of the piano and, glancing at a stopwatch, turned the pages of 
the score as time passed. When each section ended, he opened the piano lid. 
Though the score indicates there should be no intentional sound on the per-
former’s part, as with Water Walk a great deal of theatricalization surrounds 
actualizing the matrices of Cage’s “non-matrixed” activity.

Cage’s use of the I Ching was intertwined with his intensifying investigation 
of the revelatory possibilities of void-like events described in Zen Buddhist 
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texts; he called these the “flow-through” of experiences that break down the 
ego’s barrier.95 Breaking down this barrier, for Cage, revealed the dominance 
of “no-mindedness,” or non-intention, in the world, which could be accessed 
via an experience of the body as a vessel for sound.96 This connection between 
sound and the “flow-through” of experiences followed his 1951 visit to an an-
echoic (an echoless, insulated, and therefore soundproof ) chamber at Harvard 
University, during which his expectation of total acoustic withdrawal was over-
turned.97 According to Cage, in the chamber he “heard two sounds, one high 
and one low. When I described them to the engineer in charge, he informed me 
that the high one was my nervous system in operation, the low one my blood in 
circulation.”98 Cage had gone to a place where he expected there to be no sound, 
and yet sound was nevertheless present and discernible. (He claimed that it was 
then that the composition of 4′33″ seemed possible; he realized that “until I die 
there will be sounds. And they will continue following my death. One need not 
fear about the future of music.”)99 Silence was in actuality a “walking concert” 
of the body; as Cage argued, “We call it ‘silence’ because it is free of our activity. 
It does not correspond to ideas of order or expressive feeling . . . [that] ‘deafen’ 
us to the sounds themselves.”100

That the stimulation and plenitude of “no-mindedness” could be features 
of the ostensible void of an anechoic chamber Cage connected to ninth-cen-
tury Buddhist sage Huang Po’s Doctrine of Universal Mind.101 In 1952, Cage be-
gan studying the text at Black Mountain, partly as a result of attending Daisetz 
Teitaro Suzuki’s seminars on Buddhism in the mid-1940s, which Suzuki later 
taught at Columbia from 1952 to 1957 to great public acclaim.102 Cage credited 
his investigation of Po’s Doctrine as a central inspiration for the new directions 
his work at Black Mountain was taking, declaring,

I had come through my study of Zen Buddhism with Suzuki to an appreciation 

of a particular text: I liked it more than the others connected with Zen Bud-

dhism—it’s called The Huang Po Doctrine of Universal Mind. So one evening 

at Black Mountain . . . we read the entire Huang Po Doctrine with all the notes 

and everything . . . after that experience . . . people told me their lives had 

changed.103

Po’s text describes various paths to spiritual enlightenment, and advocates 
strategies of disengagement from action and withdrawal from the preoccu-
pations of conscious thought. The doctrine of “no purpose” described there-
in suggests abandoning intentionality in order to avail the spirit to the true 
flux of experience. To Po, attaining enlightenment was an unpredictable and 
chancy process, though certain foundational steps could be undertaken in 
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preparation. He advocated a form of non-attachment and quietism in which 
“you need study no doctrines whatever, but learn only how to avoid seeking 
for and attaching yourselves to anything.”104 Only when the mind and body 
were in a condition of harmonic balance, acting in concert with each other, 
could the “selflessness” of transcendence emerge. Po claimed that enlighten-
ment may then arrive as an accident, as “a sudden self-realization” in a mo-
ment of utter dispassion.105

Cage was particularly impressed by Po’s assurance that reducing the inten-
tionality of conscious thought—what Po referred to as “conceptual thought”—
laid a path to transcendence by way of bodily awareness. To Po, spiritual tran-
scendence was possible for those who “would only eliminate all conceptual 
thought in a flash.”106 By rejecting the mind’s demands toward reason, the spir-
it would recognize the transitory nature of material phenomena and physical 
stimuli; as Po asserted, “Every phenomenon that exists is a creation of thought; 
therefore I need but empty my mind to discover that all of them are void.”107

Of special interest to Cage was Po’s championing an empty, receptive 
mind—an emptiness or “void” alert to the greater flux and changeability of 
transitory events. The sense of the void as open possibility became the correlate 
to Cage’s conception of an experiment as a protocol without predictable ends. 
As he explained,

An experimental action, generated by a mind as empty as it was before it be-

came one . . . does not move in terms of approximations and errors, as “in-

formed” action by its nature must, for no mental images of what would happen 

were set up beforehand; it sees things directly as they are: impermanently 

involved in an infinite play of interpenetrations.109

Cage related the notion of the void as impermanence, as a play of unpredictable 
difference, to his study at Black Mountain of Antonin Artaud’s work. Linking Po 
to Artaud, Cage saw similarities in their analyses of states of void-like instability 
in which the transcendence of routine and habit provided passage for unex-
pected events and flashes of inspiration. In this sense, Theater Piece No. 1 was 
indelibly shaped by Black Mountain faculty member M. C. Richards’s ongoing 
translation of Artaud’s key texts, later compiled in the volume The Theater and 
Its Double, which called for forms of theatrical performance that were utterly 
immediate and therefore not reliant on scripting or literary interpretation.

Richards had been introduced to Artaud through her then partner Tudor’s 
studies in contemporary French musical composers. In his attempt to puzzle 
through Pierre Boulez’s 1948 Second Piano Sonata (confiding to Richards that 
though the sonata was complicated, he was actually “not having problems with 
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the notes, but with the music”), Tudor had read Boulez’s sources for the work: 
poet Stéphane Mallarmé and Artaud.109 Richards, Tudor, and Cage discussed 
Artaud intensely at the College throughout the summer of 1952, and carefully 
studied chapters of The Theatre and Its Double as a companion to the Doctrine’s 
claims for the void-like elimination of intention.

Artaud’s work, published first in France in 1938, collected essays and man-
ifestos written throughout the previous two decades. It set forth a proposal 
for a “theater of cruelty” in which the effects of certain unpredictable actions 
onstage would shock viewers into a “new notion of space” when bombarded 
with many simultaneously occurring events.110 This new perception of space 
was characterized by “overlapping images and movements” and the “collusion 
of objects, silences, shouts, and rhythms” which together perform an “extreme 
action” pushing the spectator’s perception beyond its limits.111 In breaking down 
the viewer’s perceptual apparatus with overwhelming events, Artaud hoped to 
extend the effects of disorientation, “cruelty,” and the difficulty of perception 
off the stage and into the world beyond theatrical performance. As he main-
tained, “There will be no unoccupied point in space, [and] there will be neither 
respite nor vacancy in the spectator’s mind or sensibility. That is, between life 
and the theater there will be no distinct division, but instead a continuity.”112 It 
was an experience of shock in which the viewer’s previous understandings of 
art—art as separated from life—would be overturned. These acts of disturbance 
returned art to the chaotic conditions of life veiled by traditional theater’s codi-
fied techniques and habits of scripting, narrativity, and characterization. Those 
now moribund aspects of theater would thereafter be supplanted by events of 
the world outside theater, thus initiating a “new” art that looked remarkably 
like the flux, chaos, and cruelty of “external” life while prismatically allowing 
for a critical vision of that life. Rather than revolutionizing the observation of 
conditions of the world outside theater by setting up a counterpoint of illusory 
effects (or even altering those “external” conditions themselves), art for Artaud 
must collapse its pretensions to autonomy and separation into already existing 
“life” conditions, thus producing a radical, destructive, and shocking break in 
the minds and bodies of spectators accustomed to a theater of affectation and 
habit. In sum, only by destroying the separation between theater and life could 
an invigorated sense of theater as life catalyze viewers to become aware of their 
relationship with natural “life” forces.

To Cage, Artaud’s description of a barrage of simultaneous events raised 
“the possibility of making a theatrical event in which the things that took 
place were not causally related to one another.”113 Interestingly, this is a claim 
Artaud himself never explicitly asserted. Cage, like Artaud, wanted to col-
lapse the difference between theater and life, yet to Artaud the most radical 
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feature of theater was its ability to compound visual and auditory effects in 
a dreamlike condensation of experience in which the spectator would lose a 
sense of the rules and conventions of the conscious mind. In viewing events 
as an endless accretion of disconnected moments, of different possible pres-
ents, Artaud felt the theater of cruelty mimicked the “internal world” of the 
spectator; the “true illusion” of theater was the manner in which it reflected 
the “truthful precipitates of dreams” (dreams which, after all, do have causal 
connections that represent the logic of the unconscious, however latent those 
connecting threads may be).114

In Cage’s application of Artaud’s theories of spectatorship to Theater Piece 
No. 1, theater would literally act on the audience, but not by the mediation 
of acting or plotting, or by employing the unifying field of vision that joined 
a costumed actor with the obviously constructed spaces surrounding him or 
her, as in Bauhaus theater. Instead, it would do so by an escape from the “ra-
tionalism” of premeditated, written theater performance. Artaud advocated 
a theater of “powerful feeling [that] produces in us the idea of the void . . . 
the real void of nature.”115 Effects of void-like states, what he claimed were 
the “deepest states of mind beyond thought,” could be attained in a multi-
sensory experience: it was “in the light of magic and sorcery that the mise 
en scène must be considered . . . as the burning projection of all the objective 
consequences of a gesture, word, sound, music, and their combinations.”116 
Only then would the “sorcery” of theater spiral the spectator into the doubled 
world of his or her own unconscious.117 

It is noteworthy that Oskar Schlemmer, Xanti Schawinsky, and Antonin 
Artaud invoked the notion of illusion as central to a new awareness and self-re-
flexivity they hoped to awaken in their audiences. Yet while Schlemmer saw 
the theater as a space of illusion, it was an illusion constructed through focused 
attention, not void-like states. In contrast to his and other Bauhaus figures’ ra-
tional examinations of spaces, transacted in the controlled environment of the 
theater, to Artaud the immediacy of the present allowed spectators particular 
purchase on “void” experiences; any attempts to translate or express the void 
through the temporally “dissembling” process of scripting (in which thoughts, 
ideas, and intentions from the past hijacked the free expression of “feelings 
and passions” in the present) corrupted the truth of immediacy.118 The chaos of 
the many simultaneous events onstage would induce experiences of shock in 
the audience, and for this reason Artaud insistently opposed the preeminence 
of dialogue in theater; as he stated in The Theater and Its Double, “Our purely 
verbal theater [is] unaware of everything that makes theater, of everything that 
exists in the air of the stage, which is measured and circumscribed by that air 
and has a density in space—movements, shapes, colors, vibrations, attitudes, 
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screams.”119 This of course echoes Schlemmer’s call for a theater exploring spa-
tial arrangements in the context of bodily movement. Yet in contrast to the de-
liberate and ordered experimentation in Schlemmer’s work (he often referred 
to his practice as “research experiment”), Artaud stressed the mutability and 
contingency of the theatrical space, stating that “the theater is the only place 
in the world where a gesture, once made, can never be made the same way 
twice.”120 In place of the Bauhaus idea of bodies oriented through calculated 
geometries of space, Artaud proposed a “total spectacle” in which “an intensive 
mobilization of objects, gestures, and signs” provided “sudden shocks to revive 
our understanding.”121 These shocks could be accomplished through immediacy 
and accident: theater should be as violent as “natural forces” that are subject to 
“interventions of chance.”122

Cage adapted Artaud’s sense of extrahuman “natural forces” as accidental 
and arbitrary; theater was a means to succumb to the greater chaos of those 
unintended, uncontrollable consequences. Such forces appear cruel or “tyr-
annous,” in Cage’s understanding of Artaud, only because attempts by human 
agents to organize and control them create friction between people and their 
environments. For Cage, the rational pseudo-order of the mind was to be abol-
ished in favor of the real order of chance. He often invoked earlier Dadaist em-
ployments of chance to supplement his employment of Artaud’s arguments. 
Marcel Duchamp’s work in particular was a touchstone for Cage’s notion of 
experimentation as the acceptance of accident and the elimination of conscious 
interference—those features of Cage’s turn to chance that had so offended Al-
bers. Cage advocated reconsidering Duchamp’s uses of chance not only as a 
means to compose, but also as a tool to attain random or indeterminate re-
sults in experimental acts, boldly declaring, “One way to write music: study 
Duchamp.”123 In particular, he credited Duchamp with opening up a space of 
expanded, nonjudgmental awareness: his bottle racks and bicycle wheels un-
derscored the dialogical experience of the art object, its recognition as art based 
on a community of understanding rather than any innate quality of the work. 
To Duchamp, the unsubjective or “casual” selection of a readymade was key; 
the work should be as randomly chosen and therefore as affectless as possible. 
As he wrote,

It is necessary to arrive at selecting an object with the idea of not being im-

pressed by this object on the basis of enjoyment of any order. However, it 

is difficult to select an object that absolutely does not interest you, not only 

on the day on which you select it, and which does not have any chance of 

becoming attractive or beautiful and which is neither pleasant to look at nor 

particularly ugly.124
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To Duchamp, an artist’s nominative act—the declaration itself regardless of 
the object—was itself the art. He could choose anything indifferent to, or even 
in spite of, its aesthetic merits. Thus began a conceptual leap of faith that con-
tinued to define the condition of art’s intelligibility for Cage. Coupled with 
the disinterestedness of the selection of readymade, Duchamp’s approach to 
chance also employed a paradox of intentional non-intention in its experimen-
tal method.

One would think that Duchamp’s 1913 musical score Erratum Musique 
(which can be translated as “musical misprint”), in which twenty-five notes 
from F below middle C to high F were drawn from a hat by Duchamp and his 
two sisters, would have been pivotal to Cage. Yet Cage stated of the work, “I 
wouldn’t be satisfied with that kind of chance operation in my work. . . . I enjoy 
details and like things to be more complicated.”125 Instead, of central importance 
was Duchamp’s piece 3 Standard Stoppages of 1913–14, in which he dropped a 
one-meter length of string three times and recorded the resulting forms (Cage 
apparently attempted to replicate the work)126 (plate 13). In creating templates 
of the three trials, Duchamp transformed the “standard” of measure into an 
indexical reflection of a seemingly arbitrary event. Describing this as “canned 
chance,” he underscored how the organizational protocol of the “experiment” 
resulted in repeatable, quantifiable, and measurable events, though each “find-
ing” was ultimately unpredictable. As philosopher Ian Hacking has written, 
such a protocol can be said to use “chance devices to introduce a new level of 
control into experimentation. Control not by getting rid of chance fluxuations, 
but by adding some more.”127 Like a statistical study in which randomization 
and stochastic variation are harnessed to eliminate bias, Duchamp’s “canned 
chance,” in a most contradictory fashion, allowed each event’s specificity to 
emerge by minimizing the subjective element in “human error.”

The aleatory elements that Duchamp incorporated in the creation of 3 Stan-
dard Stoppages stressed what he called the “chain of totally subjective reactions” 
the artist undergoes in planning and realizing a creative act.128 The results of 
a chance operation, however, emphasized how chance in fact minimized the 
subjectivity of the artist:

“Theory”

10 words found by opening the dictionary at random by A

10 words found by opening the dictionary at random by B

These 2 sets of 10 words have the same difference of “personality” as if the 10

words had been written by A and B with an intention. Or else, it matters little,

there would be cases where this “personality” may disappear in A and B. That is

the best case and most difficult.129
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To Duchamp, subjective “personality” could be effaced if chance events were 
not random at all—if arbitrary selections could somehow be made repeatable 
among a large-enough sample of chance events. The use of chance creates 
unique and diverse experiences that the human mind cannot predict, yet the 
mind is so varied and complex that after a few deliberative selections of words, 
a subjective and seemingly irrational range of possibilities and associations 
emerge that can be as difficult to causally explain as a chance event. Even sam-
ples generated by choice or intention produce seemingly chancy differences; to 
Duchamp, the ideal scenario—“the best case”—resulted when these two situa-
tions, randomness and intention, became coincident and when no distinction 
could be perceived between chance and design. Such a de-differentiation could 
null all forms of intention, though that remained only the “most difficult” and 
remote scenario.

Chance processes, to Duchamp, were paradoxically determinate in their 
composition (the control exerted by the creator in setting up the event), while 
producing indeterminate outcomes: “Your chance is different than mine.”130 
Yet “canned chance”—the way in which chance generates results only as dif-
ferent as two different subjectivities—inserts elements of indeterminacy and 
randomness to create a wider range of possible outcomes, not capricious re-
sults.131 Duchamp employed chance to refute habit and bias; he understood 
it as a practice with predictable operations though indeterminate results—in 
other words, as a chance protocol. No process of manipulating results, delin-
eating beginnings and endings, or structuring propositions for chance activ-
ities wholly eliminates intentionality; chance protocols, as executed in Dada 
and later by Cage, do not reject motivated action. In fact, chance processes 
exemplify types of technique and control that are highly motivated and aspire 
to eliminate the emotional biases of both individuals and systems. As critic 
Ian Pepper has noted, Cage’s “aesthetics of indifference” was in actuality a 
“‘discipline’ governed by the liquidation of intention, habit, and agency.”132 

Indeed, Cage later rephrased his “questions not choices” formulation thusly: 
“Most people who believe that I’m interested in chance don’t realize that I 
use chance as a discipline. They think I use it—I don’t know—as a way of giv-
ing up making choices.”133 Chance in composition was a project predicated on 
assumptions that it produced new understandings of order. Chance is always 
laden with intention. In his years at and post-Black Mountain College, defin-
ing just whose intention reigned became the ground for mounting critiques of 
Cage’s notion of the experimental act.
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oil on paper, 91⁄16 × 117⁄8″. Photograph by Tim Nighswander 
© The Josef and Anni Albers Foundation / Artists Rights 
Society, New York.

Plate 8
Josef Albers, Homage to the Square, 1958. Oil on Masonite, 18 × 
18″. Photograph © Judd Foundation. Courtesy Judd Foundation 
Archive.



Plate 9
Josef Albers, Lettering Set, 1926–31. Milk glass on painted wood. 
The Josef and Anni Albers Foundation / Artists Rights Society, 
New York. Digital Image © The Museum of Modern Art/Licensed 
by SCALA / Art Resource, NY.



Plate 10
Xanti Schawinsky, Sound and Chord 
Demonstration, Spectodrama Sketch 
#5, 1936–37. The Xanti Schawinsky 
Estate.

Plate 11
Xanti Schawinsky, Spectodrama 
8: Building (Tensional), 1936–37. 
Photocollage on paper, 16 × 21.1″. 
The Xanti Schawinsky Estate.

Plate 12
Xanti Schawinsky, Spectodrama  
5: Form and Language, 1936–37. 
Photocollage and pen on paper, 16.6 × 
20.4″. The Xanti Schawinsky Estate.



Plate 13
Marcel Duchamp, 3 Standard Stoppages. Paris, 1913–14. Wood 
box 111⁄8 × 507⁄8 × 9″, with three threads 393⁄8″, glued to three 
painted canvas strips 5¼ × 47¼″, each mounted on a glass panel 
7¼ × 493⁄8 × ¼″, three wood slats 2½ × 43 × 1⁄8″, shaped along 
one edge to match the curves of the threads. © 2012 Artists 
Rights Society New York / ADAGP, Paris / Succession Marcel 
Duchamp. Digital Image © The Museum of Modern Art/Licensed 
by SCALA / Art Resource, NY.



Plate 14
Buckminster Fuller, Dymaxion Air-Ocean World Map, 1954/1981. 
29-color silkscreen on Arches 100% rag paper, 50 × 72″. Edition 
of 85. Courtesy Carl Solway Gallery, Cincinnati, Ohio.



Plate 15
Buckminster Fuller, World Energy. First published in Fortune, 
February 1940. Courtesy The Estate of R. Buckminster Fuller.



Plate 16
Buckminster Fuller, World Energy Map, 1953. Published in 
Herbert Bayer’s World Geo-Graphic Atlas. Courtesy The 
Estate of R. Buckminster Fuller.



Plate 17
Buckminster Fuller holding model of Autonomous Dwelling 
Machine, 1947, next to model of same, assembled and housed 
inside geodesic dome, ca. 1950s. Courtesy The Estate of R. 
Buckminster Fuller.



Plates 18, 19
Robert Rauschenberg, Factum I and Factum II, 1957. Both: Oil, 
ink, pencil, crayon, paper, fabric, newspaper, printed reproduc-
tions, and painted paper on canvas, 613⁄8 × 35½″ each. © Robert 
Rauschenberg Foundation/Licensed by VAGA, New York, NY.





Plate 20
Ray Johnson, James Dean (Lucky Strike), 1957. Ink, collage, and 
paper on cardboard, 18 × 15.375″. © Ray Johnson Estate. Courte-
sy Richard L. Feigen & Co.
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chancE protocols anD thE polItIcs oF thE arbItrary

One way to understand the chance-protocol experiment is as a proposition that 
produces indeterminate results that must be accepted rather than judged—not 
as the production of material evidence to be evaluated, as Albers had argued. 
Cage’s model of experimentation minimized purposeful communication be-
tween artist and audience, positing such exchanges as the obsolete habit of 
imposing predictable regularity on both the audience’s interpretive freedom 
and on the underlying, fundamentally unknowable organization of nature. In 
these proposals of chance and indeterminacy, Cage argued that a new dimen-
sion of perception could be revealed outside human faculties of organization, 
assessment, and intention: “Not an attempt to bring order out of chaos nor to 
suggest improvements in creation, but simply a way of waking up to the very 
life we’re living, which is so excellent once one gets one’s mind and one’s desires 
out of its way and lets it act of its own accord.”134

In Cage’s turn to a chance-protocol version of experimentation, his work 
received degrees of public exposure and notoriety that eclipsed nearly all other 
practices at Black Mountain College. In contrast to Albers’s largely unpublished 
writings, Cage’s discussions about his influences, and his commentaries on the 
development of procedures he was terming “experimental” as early as his first 
public talks in 1937 at age twenty-five, were widely published. By 1961, they 
were compiled in Silence, his influential collection of essays and lectures.135 
Cage’s methodology of experimentation underwent many transformations in 
his long life, but what is pertinent to a study of him at Black Mountain—why he 
is such a vital case study of experimentation there—is the way he used his rela-
tively brief time at the College to test rapidly maturing ideas about prolonging 
the creative process of experimentation in order to generate unpredictable com-
positions, and extending this new process to a work’s reception in performance 
situations of unfixed outcome.

Moreover, in contrast to Albers’s long association with the College as a 
teacher and artist, Cage’s own work in this vein overshadowed his pedagogi-
cal strategies, which at least during his Black Mountain years were quite un-
derdeveloped. When, for example, he found students unwilling to enroll in 
his summer 1952 class at the College, the stated goal of which was to appren-
tice helpers to do the tedious work of cutting and splicing bits of magnetic 
tape for his composition Williams Mix, Cage canceled all formal teaching for 
the term. His tenure at the College is most closely associated with his key 
performance events, and the way he formulated arguments about them into 
a new and persuasive experimental model that only later became the basis of 
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an influential pedagogy (in his Experimental Composition classes at the New 
School for Social Research and elsewhere).

Ultimately, Cage attributed his split with Albers to the issue of chance as rat-
ifying a new and uniquely American, as opposed to European, hence tradition-
al, aesthetic; he declared that he “was more interested in a mediocre thing that 
is being made now, which is avant-garde, than . . . in the performance of a great 
masterpiece of the past.”136 In this he distanced himself from existing European 
(that is, German) artistic, musical, and theatrical currents at the College; yet 
as we have seen, he did this by linking his work with Far Eastern, particular-
ly Chinese, as well as French models. In repudiating the dominant German 
harmonic tradition of Beethoven through Schoenberg, Cage supplanted that 
canon with overlooked French composers such as Satie, Claude Debussy, and 
Edgard Varèse (as he bemoaned, “No Germans take French music seriously”).137 
In contrast to the German precedents reverberating in the work of Albers and 
other émigrés at the College, he abandoned their attentive examination of the 
structure and serial organization of form, though he continued to pursue their 
familiarly modernist goal of changing audiences’ relationships to established 
patterns of perception. In this, Cage’s model of experimentation paradoxically 
attempted to script, or rather to score, what he perceived as the eternal and 
underlying randomness of life rarely apparent in the rules and discipline of art 
and other cultural systems of order.

Cage sought greater indeterminacy so as to prove the fundamental useless-
ness of forms of human intervention in the order of nature. He saw his work as 
promoting the “disappearance of power politics” as part of a new, holistic “total 
system” existing outside human determination.138 Freewheeling riskiness—the 
underlying order of the world as he perceived it—was too often impeded by 
the imposition of false order (political, artistic, or otherwise). One should, in 
Cage’s words, “experiment endlessly” to unfix determinations of all sorts and 
rid the world of all manner of social and artistic habits, including the habit to 
think about the world as susceptible to change.139 In this last respect, the title of 
Cage’s essay from which the previous quotes are drawn is quite telling: “Diary: 
How to Improve the World (You Will Only Make Matters Worse).”

Threaded with his study of Duchamp, Antonin Artaud, and Zen prece-
dents, Cage framed his experiments with chance and indeterminacy at Black 
Mountain as an expansion of performance toward the incorporation of simul-
taneously occurring and happenstance events.140 In this, he linked his ideas 
to Robert Rauschenberg’s works. Rauschenberg was in 1951 exploring the 
ultimate “anti-art” provocation, the monochromatic canvas, and his varied 
and prolific output during his years at Black Mountain included his so-called 
Black Paintings, in which he layered dirt and paint over newsprint, and his 
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entirely White Paintings, shown during Theater Piece No. 1. These works tested 
the boundaries of an image’s legibility by exploring the limits of minimal de-
notation, and flirted with the possibility of void-like emptiness. Cage referred 
to the White Paintings series as “airports for lights, shadows and particles,” 
and attributed to Rauschenberg a passivity against composition and order 
that he himself advocated141 (fig. 2.3). Cage claimed that in the White Paintings 
“there is the same acceptance of what happens and no tendency towards ges-
ture or arrangement.”142

Cage was intrigued with how the white canvases seemed to enhance the 
experience of typically overlooked events—the way, for example, the paint-
ings amplified shadows, or how their color and appearance varied according 
to light conditions. Cage credited Rauschenberg with opening up a space of 
apparent emptiness and revealing it to be in fact full of diverse activity and ex-
perience. Indeed, during Theater Piece No. 1, if we are to believe some accounts, 
Rauschenberg’s works oscillated between acting as paintings and operating as 
screens for slides or films—deployed as scenography within a theatrical situa-
tion rather than functioning as singular artworks.

In part, Cage attributed his 1952 composition of 4′33″ to Rauschenberg’s 
challenge of empty openness. The score’s “silence” was in actuality full of 
“sound”—the coughs, fidgets, and whispers of the audience, in addition to any 
other ambient noises. Cage argued that just as there was no emptiness in the 
White Paintings, there was also no silence in life. He felt that the “unfocused 
attention” of the paintings, like the voids advocated by Po and Artaud, was an 
attack against the separation of thought and experience, intention and imme-
diacy, and in particular, art and life.143 As Cage proclaimed, “Art’s obscured the 
difference between art and life. . . . Where there’s a history of organization (art), 
introduce disorder.”144

As historian Branden Joseph has noted, Cage equated “intentional action” with 
a defense of the category of art, a schema that posited disorder as the underly-
ing process of life, and chance as a “purer perception of reality.”146 Awakening 
the mind to the infinite and ultimately unknowable indeterminacy of nature 
was the objective, if such an interest in revealing the workings of nature can be 
said to have a goal at all. Herein lies the paradox at the center of Cage’s chance 
protocol, a paradox of which he was well aware: he exerted control in fostering 
situations of greater indeterminacy because he believed that the world was fun-
damentally contingent and its possibilities indeterminate. As Cage proclaimed, 
“It’s what you might call a ‘music of contingency,’ which means that you’re 
necessary but not in control.”146
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It can be argued, however, that though indeterminate outcomes permit the 
appearance of freedom, they may in fact mistake the nature of the order they 
seek to sidestep. In a 1981 text that apostatizes the Cagean methods she had 
been associated with in early 1960s Judson Dance Theater, artist Yvonne Rainer 
contended that chance strategies were deployed “to equalize and suppress hi-
erarchical differentiations of meaning.”147 In trying to reshuffle predictable out-
comes without creating intentional alternatives, Cage’s posture of dispassionate 
quiescence attempted to stifle the desire to influence at all—a stance that is re-
markably amenable to a meek acceptance of the status quo. Challenging Cage, 
Rainer argued, “To have no desire—for ‘improvements on creation’—is neces-
sarily co-equal to having no quarrel with God-given manifestations of reality.” 
For Rainer, Cage ultimately ignored that “we are surrounded by manifestations 
of reality that are not God-given but all fucked up by human society and that 
must be contested and reordered.”148 Attempting to transcend conditions of de-
termination in the interest of greater contingency, Cage’s chance protocol may 
serve to rationalize the chance operator’s “questions” as though it were a whole 
new experience of a world without control that is being offered. In this space of 
relativism, judgments concerning interpretation are withheld, and an implicit 
trust is placed in “all answers answer[ing] all questions,” as Cage claimed.149

Though Theater Piece No. 1 made the space of performance beyond the stage 
a part of the “event” in a more aggressive way, such a move may, on the one 
hand, imply making audience members into participants. Or, on the other, it 
can indicate that spectators are mere props to the action. As historian Judith 
Rodenbeck has pointed out, the word “happening . . . also implies a kind of 
passivity—‘it is happening to me’; in this respect it implies, too, an interesting 
desubjectification: the presence at an event of an objectified person.”150 The 
instructional logic of Cage’s Theater Piece No. 1 stimulated many future artists, 
particularly his students in his Experimental Composition classes at the New 
School, but has been criticized for the manner in which happenings’ directives 
could sometimes only be narrowly interpreted.151 Does one actually participate 
in the “non-matrixed” or nonarranged activity Cage described if, as in the case 
of Theater Piece No. 1, one follows a time-notated script or watches someone 
doing so? Or does one merely passively follow instructions (as a performer), 
or submissively let the many simultaneous events flow over oneself (as a spec-
tator)?

The connection of the experimental chance protocol to arguments about 
spectatorial empowerment in this analysis should indicate how working “ex-
perimentally” offers models to test and to organize new forms of collective 
agency. For Cage, indeterminacy in musical composition mirrored his idea of 
a fundamentally uncontrollable and anarchical world. Conversely, in attempt-
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ing to break down the intentions and order of society to emulate the chaotic 
character of nature, he was perhaps trying to fix a target that’s always moving. 
The attempt by avant-gardists to conceive of a rigid social order, to set points 
of opposition and fixed codes to transgress (reason, order, intention, and so 
on), may misrecognize the intractable problem of the symbolic order: that it’s 
always changing, and sometimes with a perverted rationality. Perhaps Cage 
set up order as a straw man, as a foil for his negations, thereby mistaking the at 
best distorted forms of rationality that characterize modernity’s instrumental 
reason. Or was he exposing the contingency of practices and discourses—aes-
thetic, social, political, or other—that are otherwise pledged to convention, 
continuity, and order?

Cage perceived nature as accidental and arbitrary, and saw experimenta-
tion as a window onto the greater chaos of those unintended, uncontrollable 
consequences. The rational control of the mind was to cede to the real order of 
chance; Cage’s chance-protocol experimental procedure harnessed conditions 
of indeterminacy as though chanciness were the order of nature. Chance is 
deployed, paradoxically and somewhat aporically, as a way to mimic the unin-
telligible (dis)order of nature. But, as Duchamp’s “canned chance” questioned: 
Is nature that disordered; is it not also characterized by pattern, repetition, 
structure, and design?

If Cage sought to collapse the distinction between art and life, such a 
project could only be accomplished by dissolving art into what he perceived 
as the greater chaos of life. As he declared, “Let life obscure the difference  
between life and art.”152 Yet the question can and should be posed: What  
really is the benefit of the sensory overload that Cage evoked in the dissolve 
of art into life? As his chance-derived phenomenological overload aimed 
to unfocus attention and broaden the boundaries of perception, to many  
it may ever more closely resemble entertainment, diversion, and a subject 
immersed in a wash of confounding effects that to many is the experience of 
“life” in late-capitalist modernity.

In Cage’s chance protocol, he fostered situations of greater indeterminacy 
because he believed that acts in the world should be detached, as much as possi-
ble, from fixed or predetermined outcomes. Similar to what philosopher Louis 
Althusser, in a series of late essays reexamining aleatory events, once described 
as a “unity of a conjuncture” in which many planned and unplanned events 
coalesce into unpredictable, immediately experienced presentness, Cage’s 
chance protocol intended to unfocus viewers’ attentiveness and diffuse their 
concentration in a field of simultaneously occurring events, thereby disrupting 
preconceived understandings of the role of causality in maintaining social and 
other orders.153
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Although it is important, as Althusser writes, to “think the openness of the 
world to the event, [to] the as-yet-unimaginable,” it may not be possible to prize 
Cage’s chance protocol from the quietism about the openness of the world to 
chance with which his work is sometimes associated.154 This is a “Zen” quietism 
with which Albers, Rainer, and many others have long struggled. In exploring 
greater contingency, perhaps Cage can be seen as working in Althusser’s space 
of the conjectural, a space of experimentation, openness to the other, and open-
ness to the unknown. That is to say, though the order of the world is fraught 
with radical instability, there is the fact of order. But that order is provisional, 
and only from a medley of various contingent possibilities comes the necessity 
of any one particular order.

Although both the Bauhaus tradition and Cage’s French- and Chinese-in-
spired turn at Black Mountain willfully subordinated subjective expression, 
Cage instituted an experimental process based on the investigation of arbitrary 
structures and the exploration of extrarational experiences. In contrast, the 
model of theatrical experimentation proposed by the Bauhaus—with its tech-
niques of reappraising the conditions of spatial perception, its attention to the 
organization of forms and their relations to one another, its careful investigation 
of the visual effects of bodily movement, and its charge to spectators that the 
rigor of attention in theatrical situations could bring a similar focus to circum-
stances outside a performance—was superseded by the one he put forward. 
Between these disparate models exist a range of performance strategies, the 
legacies and stakes of which continue to be contested today.
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chapter
three

r. buckminster 
fuller’s design 
revolution

You succeed when you stop failing.

R. Buckminster Fuller, 19481

By the late 1940s, Josef Albers’s version of experimentation, which had come 
to define Black Mountain College’s pedagogy in its first two decades, was 
beginning to be overshadowed by new and sometimes contradictory pro-
posals. The Alberses’ departure in 1949 left something of a vacuum that gave 
those alternatives traction and urgency.2 As the previous chapter explored, 
John Cage’s visits in 1948 through 1953 introduced a “chance protocol” in 
which experimentation was redefined as unleashing outcomes that were not 
previously foreseen, thereby supplanting Albers’s model of testing attention 
through serial variation. Simultaneously, another, third proposition about the 
important stakes of experimentation was being hatched by Buckminster Full-
er (known familiarly at Black Mountain and beyond as “Bucky”). His model 
of the test leveraged the creativity of the artist and the technological innova-
tiveness of the scientist to completely rethink acts and objects of design. The 
test was not a means to reconfigure visual perception as much as a process of 
entirely re-envisioning (in all, including transcendental, senses of the word) 
postwar technocratic society.

Fuller’s formulation of experimentation as “comprehensive design” was 
introduced and subsequently sharpened at Black Mountain College—in fact, 
he first penned the phrase as the title of the course he taught there in 1948.3 
His model, which involved experimentally questioning received ideas about 
artistic and architectural form, constituted a persuasive argument against spe-
cialization that at least superficially aligned with the College’s Bauhaus-derived 



Figure 3.1
Masato Nakagawa, Buckminster Fuller with Model. Black Moun-
tain College, summer 1949. Courtesy of the State Archives of 
North Carolina.
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notion of visual art understood contextually to its surrounding environment by 
way of collaborations with shoulder disciplines such as theater, architecture and 
shelter design, and graphic and product design. In Fuller’s case, however, inter-
disciplinarity was tied even more tightly to utilitarian social and political ends. 
For him, comprehensiveness was a process of moving design toward specific, 
functional goals. Experimentation tested existing, inefficient forms to arrive at 
a more complete picture of true, universal knowledge, and was far from being 
a practice of elaborating the greater contingency of perception (such as in the 
Albersian proposition that everything in the world has form, the appearance 
and structure of which can be unendingly tested in variation).

In this claim, Fuller joined Cage in further clouding the waters of Albers’s 
pedagogical project at Black Mountain, a project that only very subtly moved 
from the artist’s role in testing form to larger social ends (and those always de-
scribed as an enrichment of a viewer’s perceptual awareness). In a most contra-
dictory fashion, the chance-protocol model of experimentation articulated by 
Cage united with Fuller’s proposition of “total thinking” (the title of an essay he 
wrote while at the College) to shape powerful arguments against the Albersian 
model.4 Cage’s explorations of indeterminacy as a process to override or exceed 
human agency formed an unlikely partnership with Fuller’s arguments about 
comprehensive design as an end beyond political means.5 Fuller’s vision of total 
design aimed to eventually eliminate contingency entirely, paradoxically by 
producing situations that embraced short-term failures—failures that looked 
like Cage’s chaotic-seeming chance protocols—as proof of the farsightedness 
of his comprehensive, utopian vision.

This chapter addresses Fuller’s work and writings of the 1940s and 1950s 
when he was elaborating his idea of experimentation as a technophilic and 
teleological form of design. Analysis of his methodology of experimenting, 
a method honed in the two halcyon and productive summers he taught at 
Black Mountain College while beginning to engineer plans for large-scale 
geodesic domes, will elucidate how an acceptance of passing failures in 
the interest of a deductive model of total design formed a potent argument 
against the vulnerability of experimental testing to microspecialization.  
Indeed, Fuller proclaimed that tests toward efficient design could prevent  
sociopolitical stagnation; according to him, he was “solving problems by  
design competence instead of by political reform.”6 His version of an experi-
ment as a test and proof of total systems found company with many postwar 
iterations of pattern, network, and systems theories emerging from the In-
stitute of Design (ID) in Chicago, where he taught after his first summer at 
Black Mountain (and, somewhat more obliquely, with cybernetics theories of  
corrective feedback coming out of MIT in Cambridge).7
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The middle portion of this chapter takes up Fuller’s relation to his ID col-
leagues László Moholy-Nagy and Gyorgy Kepes. Design for these men was not 
a product but a social process; experimentation proved that “structures are not 
things” but patterns.8 As architect Lindy Roy claims of Fuller’s methodology, 
“Form can no longer, even in design disciplines, be said to be a thing but at the 
very least a set of variable relations held in dynamic equilibrium.”9 Specifically, 
Fuller proposed that a radical and equitable redistribution of global resources 
(including natural and existing technological resources used to house, feed, 
move, and clothe the world’s population) could be accomplished through an 
empirical study of dynamic patterns of consumption. Design processes could 
uncover underlying, universal truths hidden in patterns and networks, but only 
by emphasizing the structural constitution of form, not its surface appearance. 
As it will become clear, Fuller claimed his emphasis on structural engineering 
separated him from Bauhaus precedents, yet the importance of thinking design 
as process and action, not as a single object, remained the shared concern of all 
the models of experimentation emerging from Black Mountain College.

The final section of this chapter addresses the role of political agency in 
Fuller’s proposal of experimentation as “comprehensive design.” To Fuller, 
the universal application of comprehensive design—the study and design of 
the total human environment, including shelter, infrastructure, communi-
cation, transport, and other networked systems—could efficiently allocate 
the sufficient resources of the planet, “Spaceship Earth.” In his scheme, as 
design substitutes for politics, so, too, would personal consumption replace 
production. The design and implementation of efficient technologies, in a 
teleological model, posited a technocratic utopia of postpolitical, postscar-
city, postlabor subjects as its horizon of postwar potentialities. To some, that 
seemed like tomorrow’s totalitarian postagency package wrapped in the man-
tle of today’s experimental verification, and Fuller’s complicated perspective 
on political action was frequently remarked on by others—somewhat jokingly 
by architectural critic Reyner Banham, and more sharply, as we will see, by 
art historian Meyer Schapiro.

Yet Fuller’s call, for example, for portable and nomadic structures respon-
sive to users’ needs, or for the participation of wider groups, including col-
lege students, in design decisions, always implied that holistic theses subject 
to experimental verification would be pressured by contentious and possibly 
incompatible desires. In attempting to tease clarity from the bundle of con-
tradictions in Fuller’s model of total design, it is immediately apparent how 
radically he politicized experimentation by claiming it as a palliative to, or sub-
stitution for, electoral politics. Further sets of concerns are at stake here, too: 
the relationship between architecture and art, permanence and innovation; 
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between originality and repetition, control and freedom, chance and design, 
collectivity and singularity; between modernism’s symbols of progress and its 
perceived symptoms of decay. (In discussing these contradictions, these paired 
relationships, let us not understand them as antinomies, binaries, or opposi-
tions. Each term can and should be seen through the lens of its couple, as a 
dynamic, mutually informing relationship, as part of a dialectic whose terms 
collaborate to produce a synthesis.)

The tension between total, “anti-entropic” design and consumer choice-
as-agency therefore hinges on Fuller’s understanding of design as a dynamic 
process.10 Though he sought to purge design of contingency in a quest for em-
pirically verifiable facts, he recognized that experimental processes were rich 
with unexpected results in their short-term scenarios. Likewise, it is crucial to 
acknowledge how Fuller’s proposal of experimentation recognized subjects’ 
potential agency as too frequently limited by inefficient design and economic 
necessities—and how enthusiastically his alternative of activating design’s social 
responsibility was received, at Black Mountain College and beyond.

thE InVEntIon oF “ total thInkIng”

When Albers invited Fuller to teach at the College in the summer of 1948, the 
architect was beginning initial research on geodesic geometries (defined as the 
arcs of great circles), and he came to Black Mountain with a plan to test a proto-
typical large-scale dome constructed from such forms. By the time he returned 
to the campus in 1949 and successfully erected a freestanding geodesic struc-
ture, he was arguing his project of dome assembly as essential and essentially 
utopian: the dome was an articulation of “comprehensive, anticipatory design 
science” that tests traditional artistic and architectural forms (square, heavy, 
fixed buildings) in order to teleologically progress toward a utopia of efficiently 
managed resources (lightweight, portable domes that, like the earth, are spher-
ical and therefore inherently more “natural,” according to what he later termed 
the “cosmic evolution” of form).11 Ever indefatigable, throughout 1948 and 1949 
Fuller wrote eager letters about geodesic engineering to advertising agencies 
and press associates, proselytized to students in long lectures repurposed as 
even longer position papers, and sent peppy memos and production plans to 
various branches of the military and to contacts in the private building trades.

With a euphoric conviction that his latest research in geodesics represented 
an important and quite possibly definitive fix to the world’s ills, by the 1950s 
Fuller was tirelessly advocating the adoption of the geodesic dome as the state-
of-the-art shelter solution for the postwar consumer, as well as championing 
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its use as a structure revolutionizing commercial and military construction. 
The proposal of the dome as a universally applicable form is thus chronologi-
cally and philosophically coincident with his developing argument about ex-
perimentation as the tireless prototyping of holistic design solutions in order 
to overturn conventional, inefficient habits of specialization and inequitable 
resource allocation. To understand how radically Fuller’s concept of “the ex-
periment” developed and transformed in his time at Black Mountain, and how 
substantially he, in turn, altered the rhetoric of experimentation at the College, 
it is helpful to contextualize these shifts. To grasp how Fuller arrived at the 
geodesic engineering his 1948–49 dome assemblies employed, it is necessary 
to understand his prior inventions: their effects in the period leading up to the 
Black Mountain domes, and their continuities and dissimilarities with the work 
he was doing in shelter design by the mid-1940s.

In the decades before coming to Black Mountain, Fuller had embarked on 
numerous ventures pitched as radical remedies to key problems in housing, 
automotive engineering, aeronautics, and cartography. Together, this body of 
inventions he termed “Dymaxion” constructions, in which portable, mass-pro-
duced goods and shelters efficiently delivered “the maximum gain of advantage 
from the minimal energy output.”12 Throughout the 1930s and 1940s, Fuller pro-
duced a variety of prototypical cars, houses, maps, and even bathrooms. Based 
on his initial 1927 “4-D House,” to which a Marshall Field’s advertising man had 
lent the “Dymaxion” moniker (a neologism derived from Fuller’s predilection 
for the words dynamic, maximum, and tension), the Dymaxion constructions 
emphasized the efficient deployment of resources through mass production. 
Encouraging portability, they used the weight and cost of the completed struc-
tures as central design criteria.

The Dymaxion designs innovated in a variety of ways. The original 4-D 
House, a circular structure with a flexibly arranged internal wall scheme or-
ganized around a central supporting “mast” rather than load-bearing walls, 
weighed one hundred times less than conventional structures of similar scale, 
and in today’s pricing could be purchased for approximately forty thousand 
dollars.13 The 1932–33 Dymaxion Car adopted the streamlined appearance of 
airplane design with unique three-wheel engineering14 (fig. 3.2). Prototypes 
reportedly reached speeds of 120 miles per hour, and the large twenty-foot-
long body comfortably seated eleven passengers.15 Fuller’s 1944–46 Wichita 
House, sometimes called the Fuller House, finessed the mast support of the 
4-D House with a new skin. Designed in collaboration with a Beech Aircraft 
engineering team, it featured a curved, sheet-metal aluminum exterior with 
continuous 360-degree windows encasing its radial plan, and was promoted 
as an easily transported, quick-assembly, affordable suburban home. In 1944, 
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Fuller patented a low-distortion projection of the earth and called it—what 
else?—the Dymaxion Map. A two-dimensional plan, the map folded into var-
ious orientations and assembled into a three-dimensional, globe-like shape. 
When viewed as a flat projection, the map could be organized according to var-
ious strategic schemes—with all landmasses grouped together, for example, or 
the seas oriented in one broad oceanic route (plate 14). Soon after he developed 
the projection, Fuller was touting it as a template for networked information 
display: it permitted a global comparison of shifting economic and social data 
on energy use and natural resource management, and it could be used to chart, 
for example, the unequal consumption of raw resources in industrialized versus 
underdeveloped nations16 (plates 15–16).

Despite his reputation as a prolific inventor, however, Fuller was hardly the 
top candidate for the position of architecture instructor at Black Mountain’s 
1948 summer session—the faculty had run through a list of several nominees too 
booked to attend, and he was a last-minute substitution for Harvard architect 
Bertrand Goldberg, a former Bauhaus student. His unflagging self-promotion 
aside, Fuller didn’t have the greatest track record in 1948. Several criticisms 
were dogging him by the late 1940s, raising a chorus of dissent he attempted 
to outshout with the tenacity of a carnival barker. Once featured in influential 

Figure 3.2
Buckminster Fuller, Model of Dymaxion Car, 1932–33. Screenprint 
on Lennox paper, 30 × 40″. From Inventions: Twelve Around One 
(Cincinnati: Carl Solway Gallery, 1981). Edition of 60. Courtesy 
Carl Solway Gallery, Cincinnati, Ohio.
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and popular-culture magazines such as Fortune, Time, and the Saturday Evening 
Post, his inventions tended to languish soon after the prototype development 
stage.17 Advance publicity for the Wichita House generated numerous serious 
buyers—from among approximately thirty thousand inquiries—throughout 
the mid-1940s, yet production had stalled as Fuller struggled with his backers 
at Beech. (In fact, his Black Mountain invitation had followed closely on the 
heels of a spring 1948 article in Fortune revealing the collapse of his plans to 
mass-produce the Wichita House design. Coincidentally, some years earlier a 
College faculty member had proposed purchasing one for the campus.)18 The 
Dymaxion Map was intended as an educational distribution for elementary 
school students, but the project foundered when costs proved prohibitive 
for mass distribution. A fatal accident involving the Dymaxion Car at the 1933 
Chicago World’s Fair led automotive engineers to note that the car’s emulation 
of aeronautic airstream capabilities encouraged dangerous drift on city roads. 
Fuller’s projects all seemed so speculative, unrealizable, or downright danger-
ous that by 1948 a profile on him proposed for Science Illustrated generated the 
following internal queries: “Can you include in the piece some of the reasons 
why Fuller’s plans and projects have failed. . . . Shouldn’t there be some mention 
of the fact that Fuller never seems to carry things through? Doesn’t look as 
though he ever will. Why?”19 Grumblings of increasing frequency and intensity 
were voiced about Fuller’s inability to shepherd a project beyond the realm 
of conjecture, thereby undermining his claims to efficiency through the mass 
production and distribution of his inventions.20

Fuller had long faced criticisms about the wider applicability of his designs, 
and his rhetoric of experimentation as an acceptance of failure was also am-
bivalently received. To critics, flaws in his inventions were exacerbated by his 
cultivation of a self-consciously prophetic breadth of thought, which permitted 
him to deflect specific criticisms of his projects by attacking his skeptics’ nar-
row vision. To Fuller, because his projects were “evolutionary,” they could be 
adequately realized only years or decades after his initial insights, an assertion 
that some found convenient, if not downright proleptic. Equally alienating to 
others was Fuller’s style of argumentation—self-aggrandizing and portentous 
statements written with an autodidact’s proclivity toward showcasing largely 
irrelevant information, evidenced in his epic lectures and notoriously lengthy 
digressions. Willfully falling between the two chairs of visionary design and 
practical execution, engineers found Fuller’s proselytizing unserious, quaint, 
or fantastical, and dismissed his (frequently patented) schemes to mass-pro-
duce his inventions as being as difficult to implement as those of any backyard 
tinkerer.21
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In Fuller’s mind, his work demonstrated a form of predictive holistic 
thinking that by its very nature confounded specialists. As a result, his dis-
coveries were subject to especially jealous and vehement critique, or so he 
alleged. When his 1927 plan for airlifted “4D Towers” high-rises was ridiculed 
as utterly unworkable and consigned by critics to the realm of science fiction, 
Fuller waved off disparagements of himself as a “radical” as quibbles from an 
establishment fearful of visionary design. He declaimed that critics beholden 
to the familiar would be refuted by the “highest order” of his “instrumental 
science”:

The blinders of habit persuaded man to accept the ignorant “reality.” . . . 

“Fixed” brains will apprehend as “radical and revolutionary” every discovery.22

It would be no understatement to say that Fuller thrived on criticism, using it 
to fashion a myth of himself as the world’s most forward-looking innovator. The 
malfunction of his inventions, both practically and according to their potential 
for mass distribution, to him paradoxically demonstrated the prescience of their 
design. It was up to someone else to make them workable and to accomplish 
global implementation. His vision was too prophetic for immediate gains, his 
productivity too great to bother with final production. To Fuller, failures were 
incidental given the scope and force of his greater program. By embracing fail-
ure, and positioning it as a defining characteristic of his practice, he cloaked 
himself with a Teflon-like invulnerability to his critics’ dismissals.

However, Fuller’s embrace of the sleek styling of airliners did foster a 
trend toward aerodynamic, cost-efficient automotive designs, and his notion 
of lightweight (and possibly airborne) portable housing was taken up as an 
alternative shelter design, at least initially by the US military. As he roamed 
through various disciplines, he blamed the turf battles and animosity his work 
engendered on wary specialists, who, corrupted by the narrow and incremen-
tal procedures of traditionally conceived science, rejected the foresight of his 
synthetic vision of shelter design as operating across the fields of art, design, 
urban and regional planning, structural engineering, and architecture. The 
totalizing vision of “anticipatory design science” as holistic and altruistic 
problem solving—an idea always contentiously received in architectural and 
planning communities—contributed to the tremendous receptiveness of stu-
dents at Black Mountain and elsewhere to Fuller’s demand that they scale up 
design to the level of a social practice. To him, the strength of any design 
innovation was inextricably linked to its potential common applications in 
mass distribution.
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Yet the efficiency, either functionally or in terms of consumer interest and 
widespread consumption, of Fuller’s Dymaxion designs was never tested in the 
crucible of mass production. Fuller brushed off criticisms about his inability to 
mass-produce Dymaxion products with a claim that his type of testing required 
prophetic design, which he could offer; marketing, promotion, and commercial 
distribution, though important, were secondary concerns. To him, experimen-
tation was a form of “total thinking,” which he defined as “experimental strate-
gies which embrace potentially powerful forecasting capabilities.”23 Uncovering 
the universal principles of form could allow him to anticipate future problems 
and test provisional solutions; ultimately, his forecasting vision would always 
outpace implementation. In Fuller’s model, experimental procedures were 
those by which the “valid data” of “what is really going on in nature” could be 
formulated conceptually by artists (also known as “comprehensive designers”), 
thereby making possible a higher standard of living for all people through ef-
fective resource management.24 In attempting to think comprehensively about 
society, Fuller advocated inferring future experiments from existing postulates: 
as he proclaimed, “the design grew out of the philosophy.”25 Experimentation, 
to him, was the process of aligning specific failures of a method with the regu-
larities of holistically conceived systems, a process not unlike a deductive ap-
plication of the scientific method, in which a general hypothesis is offered and 
its merits then tested. In his model of experimentation, apparent complexities  
or impasses were subject to the skepticism of a holistic-thinking mind, with 
exposure of general underlying rules the result of the experimental protocol.26 
Anticipatory design science, as he defined it, demanded that findings be “gen-
erated by experimental discovery of the natural laws involved.”27

The comprehensive designer’s project of rendering technology less special-
ized and more efficiently and humanely distributed was one by which Fuller 
intended to bring “generalized principles into unique experimental control 
patterns.”28 Design was the revelation of heretofore hidden global codes: “By 
‘design’ I mean: conscious employment of experimentally discovered princi-
ples governing pattern modulation.”29 To him, “design science” did this work of 
pattern recognition using a process of simplification “arrived at by separation 
of constituent factors of the problem . . . [so as] to deduce and classify the 
fundamental principles involved.”30 Reducing situations to basic principles 
revealed underlying truths, shaping a positivist endeavor to think empirically 
about everything on earth. As Fuller noted, “The progress of knowledge has 
been essentially a matter of separating things out very carefully from a matrix of 
confusion and isolating these pure, simple facts.”31 Simplifying, observing, and 
ordering the manifestations of a “problem” to discover underlying and universal 
patterns demonstrated that “science is the antithesis of chaos.”32
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Fuller’s conception of design envisioned that postwar technocratic society 
would enrich the role of the artist, while the artist-as-generalist could in turn 
benefit society. (And, as we will see later, an artist played a decisive role in 
the development of Fuller’s thinking at Black Mountain.) In 1927, he had an 
epiphany about the scope of this responsibility: as he described it, he “set about 
deliberately to be a comprehensivist in an era of almost exclusive trending and 
formal disciplining towards specialization,” and “gave up forever society’s gen-
eral economic dictum that every individual who wants to survive must earn a 
living, substituting instead a search for the tasks that needed to be done that no 
one else was doing or attempting to do, which if accomplished, would phys-
ically and economically advantage society and eliminate pain.”33 These were 
lofty ambitions to be sure, but executable by an elite cadre of comprehensive 
designers (after Fuller’s time at Black Mountain, they also came to be called 
“artist-scientists”), “an emerging synthesis of artist, inventor, mechanic, ob-
jective economist, and evolutionary strategist.”34 The important contribution 
of artistic practice toward this hybrid role would be to “formulate conceptually 
. . . all of the as-yet unknown or unproven” in preparation for a process of ex-
perimental verification.35

In a most idealizing fashion, the role of the “artist” represented the unfet-
tered freedom to pursue broad-minded investigations of society against a cul-
ture of professionalization and specialization, and the example of artists’ labor 
was the privileged model of autonomy. As Fuller asserted,

The artist . . . is a predominantly non-frustrated individual holding vigorously 

to his innate freedoms of exploration, evaluation, self-expression, and . . . his 

appreciation of liberty of inquiry and initiative is precisely what we hold most 

valuable.36

The conception of artists’ “innate freedoms” and “liberty” as exterior to the 
power structures of the status quo rehearses one of Fuller’s common tendencies 
to see in design an uncorrupted “outside” to social processes, a place of dissent 
from which to attack and colonize the “center” and transform its moribund 
values. His heady proposition of artist-scientists seeking truths beyond orga-
nized politics was a self-described “design revolution,” the parameters of which 
could be understood only years into the future.37 A new hybrid role for creative 
producers—joining features of many professions for the greater good—would 
also necessarily involve a closer and more supervisory role for designers vis-à-
vis capitalist production. In a 1949 letter to media magnate Henry Luce, Fuller 
explained that the “reinspiration of the individual” required that “artists . . . 
become the capital patrons of initial enterprise.”38 If engineers and industrial 
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designers became “artists” and initiates to creative production, according to 
Fuller, their creativity would in turn benefit society in economic terms: “The 
community looks to the artist for this function of upping its standards.”39 His 
technocracy presented a picture of total design transacted in a world of self-sac-
rificing nonspecialists risking failure in order to improve unproductive habits in 
society. The artist’s license to think creatively could fuse with the competence 
of the engineer to revolutionize shelter design in particular—the traditional 
province of the architect that, to Fuller, was unfortunately too often merely 
“traditional architecture.” (In the early 1940s Fuller coined the term debunk, as 
one contemporary noted, in order to “point out the flaws in traditional archi-
tecture which his type of housing was intended to correct.”)40

Fuller actively cultivated such a “debunker” persona, having dedicated the 
previous twenty years to separating himself from “the conventional way of 
doing things,” particularly with respect to how housing resources were tradi-
tionally allocated.41 His sense of the historic implications of the Black Mountain 
dome projects was likewise informed by his well-rehearsed renegade biography 
that emphasized his lifelong fascination with shelter as well as air-, land-, and 
sea-vessel design. Born to a well-situated and culturally active New England 
family, Fuller had little success as an undergraduate at Harvard University and 
quit to join the US Navy.42 Engaged in various capacities in the building trades 
(his wife’s family business) following World War I, he found himself disaffect-
ed by the conventions and inefficiencies of housing construction. He began 
to explore prefabricated housing options and briefly managed a corporation 
producing modular building materials. Various personal crises during the mid-
1920s, most notably the death of his eldest child and a layoff from his corporate 
directorship, galvanized Fuller to act on his dissatisfaction by setting forth an 
alternative to existing ideas about architecture, shelter, and design.

To Fuller, home design was the essential field for innovation; not only was 
it a basic and universal requirement, it demanded a high premium on scarce 
land, labor, and material resources. Taking as his example the aeronautic and 
maritime industries, he realized that structures on land had a tremendous 
implicit advantage that encumbered greater efficiency: an almost complete 
avoidance of the factors of mass and mobility. Both air and sea vessels were 
preeminently concerned with weight, for purposes of either buoyancy or lift. 
This factor separated more vulnerable constructions for flight and sailing from 
the fixed, overbuilt, and inefficient architecture on land. As Fuller lamented, 
“No architects even know what buildings weigh. . . . Buildings are being built as 
fortresses, historically, really, the heavier, bigger the better.”43

His first proposal for lightweight shelter design, the 4-D House, anchored 
a cylindrical tower with a single enormous mast from which the walls and 
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floors would be hung using high-tension wires rather than being supported 
from below. Suspending the shell permitted the enclosure of the structure 
in a series of innovative, easily adaptable, screen-like glass panels. Hence, 
understanding weight as a previously unacknowledged factor in building 
construction enabled greater flexibility in designing prototypes and exper-
imenting with new designs. As Fuller noted, “You can’t make many experi-
ments with big stone blocks, they’re going to kill you. So heavy that it’s really 
dangerous to experiment.”44

Traditional construction compresses a great deal of a structure’s weight 
in load-bearing beams or walls requiring significant reinforcement to remain 
upright. Fuller’s successive Dymaxion houses in fact underscored this element 
by relying on a massive central post to support the structure’s cylindrical skin. 
In contrast, his explorations of geodesics in cartographic projections and 
schematic representations of the globe stimulated a shift in his research to-
ward the smooth and continuous tension of spherical surfaces as opposed to 
the rigid stress points created by right angles in post-and-lintel structures.45 
Because spheres emulate the form of the earth itself, to Fuller they epitomized 
the universal form of nature that was “Spaceship Earth.” Indeed, according to 
historian Mark Wigley, “reconfiguring the relationship between structure and 
image” motivated his topological plotting of the sphere-as-earth onto the facets 
of a polyhedron, a geometric solid composed of multiple plane faces: “Fuller’s 
spheres are always surrogate planets.”46 In analyzing spherical forms, Fuller 
extracted the tetrahedron—a pyramid with four sides—as the fundamental 
element, the ur-form, from which one could then extrapolate the structural 
behavior of all spheres.

Though superficially different in appearance, tetrahedrons and spheres 
share certain characteristics: in regular tetrahedrons each joint of a triangular 
plane forms a point of contact upon which even pressure is exerted (by the 
edges of three planes converging to one point), thereby distributing weight 
in a dynamic and continuous manner as a sphere does. A series of regular and 
irregular tetrahedrons could be combined to constitute a near-spherical form, 
thereby distributing load through multiple points spaced throughout the 
structure. These innovations in geodesic construction Fuller termed “energet-
ic geometry,” and he made several models in which combinations of polyhe-
drons were utilized to create circular hinged forms (fig. 3.3). Because the sum 
of the components performed better than the constituent parts (in terms of 
load distribution and overall strength), he termed this increased tensile and 
load-bearing capacity “synergetic.”

Yet the methodology of experimentation Fuller termed comprehensive 
design—with its tests of synergetic and energetic geometries—was only be-



Figure 3.3
Hazel Larsen Archer, Buckminster Fuller at Black Mountain 
College, summer 1948. Courtesy of the Estate of Hazel Larsen 
Archer and the Black Mountain College Museum + Arts Center.
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ginning to be articulated as he accepted his first-ever teaching commission 
in the summer of 1948; the invitation to Black Mountain provided respite at 
a time when his career was beset by setbacks and criticism.47 Upon his arrival 
at the campus in June, in a three-wheeled Dymaxion motor home filled with 
energetic geometry models, his unfailing optimism and capacity for charming 
audiences by the sheer force of his ebullient personality won converts im-
mediately.48 Faculty and students were invigorated by his impish enthusiasm, 
which he unleashed in marathon lectures on topics ranging from global re-
source management to industrialization by way of military innovation, with 
“our dear friend, the hypotenuse” among the asides he’d sneak in.49 Fuller had 
the sort of avuncular, mad scientist personality that nearly everyone on cam-
pus found endearing, and at Black Mountain he received his most enthusiastic 
reception to date—at least until he became a countercultural phenomenon at 
other colleges and universities by the early 1960s, and a veritable pop-science 
guru by the end of that decade. And after his time at the College, as we will 
see, education became a major prong of Fuller’s public self-definition, with 
pedagogy’s role in initiating the reorganization of social life a chief preoccu-
pation of his extensive writings.50

When he arrived at the campus in 1948, Fuller met sculpture student Ken-
neth Snelson, who became excited by the new instructor’s ideas. The next sum-
mer, in 1949, Snelson showed Fuller X-Piece, an approximately one-foot-tall 
column he had constructed of wood and plastic (fig. 3.4). In the work, two 
wooden cruciform shapes of equal size are perpendicularly oriented to each 
other, one above the other. They are supported by nylon wires connecting the 
center and the upper arms of both X forms, suspending the topmost wood form 
in midair while the lower form acts as a strut. Load is distributed through the 
wires’ high tension, rigging both figures to balance upright as thin wires boxing 
the exterior of the Xs keep the forms oriented at an exact right angle to each 
other. The top form is therefore held aloft by a wire support system mirroring 
that of the base, implying that further iterations could rise up out of the same 
system. The sculpture therefore disperses compressive forces, creating what 
Snelson termed a “floating compression,” an engineering principle of discontin-
uous compression and continuous tension that uses the mass of the structure to 
generate tension, which strengthens synergistically with the addition of further 
elements.

Snelson’s unique concept inspired Fuller, who saw in it a new and efficient 
engineering principle. He asked Snelson to build a modified version, to which 
he later assigned the name “tensegrity”—short for tensional integrity, the way 
the work’s integrity (its structural stability) was maintained through a pervasive 
tensional force. Fuller declared that tensegrity would eventually transform the 
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building industry; for example, it would allow towers to rise to great heights 
without external buttresses, deep anchors, or foundations. Separately, each 
man patented his version of the tensegrity principle.

Fuller and Snelson’s developments in tensegrity can be seen as a response 
to Fuller’s plan to construct a large-scale, twenty-two-foot-high geodesic 
dome at the College (figs. 3.5, 3.6). One damp morning, after an extensive 
series of (pre–computer era) calculations, dozens of cheap, flexible, commer-
cially available Venetian-blind slats were assembled as the dome’s armature. 

Figure 3.4
Kenneth Snelson, Early X-Piece, tensegrity structure, 1948–49. 
Wood and nylon, 11½ × 53⁄8 × 53⁄8″. Collection of the artist. 
Photograph by Kenneth Snelson. © Kenneth Snelson. Courtesy 
Marlborough Gallery, New York.
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Figures 3.5 (previous page) and 3.6 (above)
Beaumont Newhall, Buckminster Fuller Constructing Dome from 
Venetian Blinds at Black Mountain College, 1948 (pictured in fig. 
3.5: Buckminster Fuller, Elaine de Kooning, Josef Albers). © 1948 
Beaumont Newhall; © 2012 the Estate of Beaumont and Nancy 
Newhall. Permission to reproduce courtesy of Scheinbaum and 
Russek Ltd., Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Not surprisingly, the dome failed to rise, and was good-naturedly named the 
Supine Dome51 (fig. 3.7). According to Fuller, though he was aware that the 
slats needed to be doubled up in order to have sufficient strength and tensile 
capability to elevate the dome, he decided to push ahead with insufficient 
materials so as to demonstrate that structures could be gradually built up to 
the point of standing, thereby creating materially and economically efficient 



Figure 3.7
Beaumont Newhall, Buckminster Fuller Constructing Dome from 
Venetian Blinds at Black Mountain College, 1948 (pictured, Elaine de 
Kooning). © 1948 Beaumont Newhall; © 2012 the Estate of Beaumont 
and Nancy Newhall. Permission to reproduce courtesy of Scheinbaum 
and Russek Ltd., Santa Fe, New Mexico.
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buildings. Lightness was a prime feature of the dome’s design; as he stated, “I 
want to build a building that they’re not afraid of having it collapse because 
it’s so light it can’t hurt anybody, it’s like confetti . . . [you] stop having it fall 
down . . . [to] make it stand up. . . . So you start with this supine thing, and 
then keep fortifying until now . . . it’s standing up.”52

To Fuller, investigational prototyping was inextricably part of any exper-
imental method—“I designed this thing so it would deliberately fall down, 
would not stand.” As disorderly as the process of constructing the dome may 
have appeared to participants—wet Venetian blinds scattered throughout the 

Figure 3.8
Clemens Kalischer, Buckminster Fuller in “The Ruse of Medusa,” 1948. 
Gelatin silver print. © Clemens Kalischer. Courtesy the artist.
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landscape of Black Mountain’s Lake Eden campus—the dome was, according 
to him, engineered and “measured by comprehensive and strict practices of 
calculation and test.”53 Fuller wanted students to think structurally about build-
ings, questioning underlying engineering principles without accepting formal 
architectural conventions. He excoriated the way most art and architecture 
programs “teach otherwise innocent students to make pathetic attempts to 
out-Mies Mies while overlooking the energetic and economic fundamentals 
governing development of truly evolutionary design initiative, and design re-
sponsibility.”54 His emphasis on the engineering principles that uphold struc-
tures, rather than the manipulation of buildings’ superficial appearances, added 
radical new focus on the material constitution and structural considerations of 
architecture. Innovations in the appearance of structures should follow tests 
of new engineering principles, as opposed to older architectural methods that 
modified surfaces, only later to ascertain their structural integrity. (This would 
become the central tenet of his developing critique of Bauhaus design, to which 
I’ll return.)



Figures 3.9 (previous page) and 3.10 (above)
Masato Nakagawa, Buckminster Fuller’s dome of 
thirty-one great circle necklace structure of tubular 
beads and continuous internal cable with double 
heat-sealed, pneumatic, transparent skin. Designed 

and constructed at the Institute of Design, Chicago, 
1948–49. Plastic skin tested at Black Mountain Col-
lege, summer 1949. Courtesy of the State Archives 
of North Carolina.



Figure 3.11
Kenneth Snelson, Buckminster Fuller’s Dome, Demonstration of 
Strength. Black Mountain College, summer 1949. © Kenneth 
Snelson. Courtesy Marlborough Gallery, New York.

Fuller’s presence—and his memorable performance as the Baron Medusa 
in John Cage’s production of Erik Satie’s play The Ruse of Medusa (fig. 3.8)—so 
electrified the campus that upon Josef Albers’s resignation in the spring of 1949, 
he was offered the vacant rectorship of the College. Although he refused the 
position, Black Mountain, particularly its enthusiastic students such as Snel-
son and Ruth Asawa, provided Fuller with the unique opportunity to continue 
conducting what he termed “exploratory work.”55 That year he returned to the 
College as Director of the Summer Institute, accompanied by a dozen or so ID 
students from Chicago. He also brought along a newly manufactured proto-
typical dome influenced by the cable engineering of Snelson’s X-Piece, this one 
more modestly scaled than the earlier Venetian-blind model and composed of 
flexibly constructed aluminum tubing with an internal cabling system56 (figs. 
3.9, 3.10, 3.11). The second dome was erected successfully (it had been prepared 
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months earlier for a demonstration at the Pentagon in Washington, DC), and a 
new plastic weather-insulating skin was tested57 (fig. 3.12).

The success of the second dome assembly reflected the achievement of a 
“synergetic” process, but not only in the sense that the lattice structure, when 
erected, became stronger than its constitutive parts. To Fuller, when an entire 
system’s or holistic theory’s synergy (in this case, the theory of tensegrity) 
was experimentally validated, it reinforced the presuppositions supporting 
the entire method, and therefore strengthened the total system. Synergy was 
“evolutionary”—it compelled progressive improvements of knowledge from 
a state of chaos to one of order (unlike evolution understood non-teleologi-
cally, as biologists in the legacy of Darwin such as Jacques Monod would see 
it).58 The success of synergetic thought was, Fuller believed, an indication of 
the “inherent success” of humanity, or what he termed human beings’ role as 
“the most comprehensive anti-entropy function of the Universe.”59 He viewed 

Figure 3.12
Masato Nakagawa, Buckminster Fuller’s Dome, Demonstration of 
Plastic Skin. Black Mountain College, summer 1949. Courtesy of 
the State Archives of North Carolina.
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“total thinking” as a model of scientific speculation that had been confirmed 
by the success of the dome assembly. Paradoxically, it was the failure of the 
initial dome construction that supported his claim to be, in fact, a compre-
hensive experimentalist with the vision to undertake large-scale dome con-
structions, not a mere technician tweaking small modulations. Thus, Fuller’s 
main preoccupations were encapsulated in the Black Mountain dome experi-
ments: his focus on shelter as the primary site of innovation; his emphasis on 
the central role of artists in accomplishing design advancements; his concern 
that designers challenge problems creatively while risking short-term failures 
and possible ridicule by the “Establishment”; and his demand that single ex-
periments support larger, systemic planning.60

thE ExpErImEntal FInIshIng school

Fuller found an unlikely ally at Black Mountain in John Cage, and in the 
summer of 1948 they began articulating a model of risk and failure in exper-
imentation that discouraged incremental change in the interest of a nearly 
libertarian freedom from restraint. Cage, after his first encounter with Full-
er, deemed experimentation an American individualist “utilitarianism” as 
distinguished from purposeful, collective (read: European), and ultimately 
failed politicizations of form.61 Superseding that decline, the men jointly pro-
posed a new model of the test as an act of radical transformation by renegade  
experimentalists, quite unlike the systematic testing of variables character-
izing Albers’s method. “Comprehensive design”—Fuller’s terminology—or 
“indeterminacy”—Cage’s—were couched in language directed against the 
system of methodically varied modifications in Albers’s pedagogy and artis-
tic process. (And yet both men, like Albers, were quite methodical in their 
approaches to formulating “experiments,” and singularly regimented in their 
daily lives.)

As Fuller recalled of his first summer at Black Mountain,

John Cage and Merce [Cunningham] and I had breakfast every morning to-

gether out under the trees. And we really did have a very great deal of fun 

because I spent that summer with them on a fun schematic new school, and I 

called it “the finishing school.” We would finish anything. In other words, we 

would really break down all of the conventional ways of approaching school. 

And “the finishing school” was going to be a caravan, and we would travel 

from city to city.62
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It’s hard not to read Fuller and Cage’s iconoclasm about the “finishing school”—
itemizing “all of the conventional ways of approaching school”—as both trig-
gered by and directed against the existing experimentation models endorsed by 
German émigrés at Black Mountain. Though Fuller was sympathetic to Albers, 
calling him a fellow “experientialist,” he found Bauhaus architectural design 
misleading in its claims of engineering structural innovations.63 When in 1955 
Fuller was asked by John McHale of the London Independent Group if Bauhaus 
ideas had influenced his work, he testily replied, “I must answer vigorously 
that they have not.”64 He isolated two major methodological differences sep-
arating him from Bauhaus predecessors. First, he believed in the teleological 
nature of technological innovation as an “absolute principle”—as he claimed, 
“The more you used technology, the more it improved.”65 Second, his model 
of experimentation emphasized the construction and operation of structures 
as opposed to buildings’ aesthetic appearances. He decried the “international 
style thus brought to America by the Bauhaus innovators,” which operated 
“without . . . knowledge of the scientific fundamentals of structural mechanics 
and chemistry.”66 In sum, “they only looked at problems of modification of the 
surface of end products.”67

Upon his first visit to Black Mountain, Fuller’s distance from Bauhaus prece-
dents was immediately noted. As Elaine de Kooning commented, “Bucky, with 
his emphasis on how things worked and his total disregard for the Bauhaus 
concern with design—with how things looked—was a bit of an irritant to the 
regular faculty.”68 Snelson, for his part, soon realized that the geometric mod-
els Fuller was testing—experiments that had emerged from close study of the 
structural properties of tetrahedrons and spheres—would produce architec-
tural forms very different from the basic Bauhaus unit of the cube. He credited 
Fuller with demonstrating that in most design, “how you occupy space with 
architecture . . . has nothing to do with structure. And it became clear to me 
what kinds of experiences or experiments you had to conduct before you know 
what a structure really is . . . because it’s a result of forces which can form stable 
systems. . . . That’s what I got from Bucky, quite opposite to the loose notions 
of structure that the Bauhaus ideas were involved with.”69 For all Bauhaus mem-
bers’ interests in axonometric projections and dynamic geometric perspectives, 
to Fuller these were merely static representations; instead, he foregrounded 
architectural forms as embedded in systems (transportation, energy, mediatic 
communication, and so on) seen holistically and as functions of society’s total 
needs.70

Upon closer examination, Fuller’s emphasis on the “experimental” as tests of 
total systems can be situated within a cultural lexicon that had in fact emerged 
at the Bauhaus just a few years earlier. His philosophy of efficiency, and the 
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economy of resources and labor, echoes that of Bauhaus practitioners, much 
like what Albers had earlier called the “ratio of effort to effect.”71 In Albers’s 
version of experimentation, reduction to the fundaments of form (and form was 
always understood in its structure and appearance, despite Fuller’s stereotyping 
of Bauhaus methods otherwise) was a way to induce complex comparisons 
between subtle variations often overlooked in “macro” judgments. Yet to Fuller, 
the goal was not reduction and economical presentation—“less is more,” one 
could say—but rather the effective employment of existing resources to appear 
and function greater than their parts—that is, synergistically. As he wrote, 
“The whole strategy of [the] artist-engineer initiative comes under the head of 
progress by comprehensive simplification, by constantly doing more with less.”72 

“Doing more with less” implied efficiency at the level of labor-saving technol-
ogies and in the interest of ever-increasing technological productivity, not in 
order to think of production processes themselves as human endeavors worthy 
of close study and complex attention. In this, Fuller’s emphasis on systemic 
rather than formal concerns can be clarified by comparison with the work of 
László Moholy-Nagy, Albers’s partner (and sometimes antagonist) in teaching 
the required foundation course at the Bauhaus.73

Moholy-Nagy had been a member of the Bauhaus faculty from 1923 to 1928 
and went on to found the New Bauhaus in Chicago (ID, where Fuller himself 
taught during the academic year between his summers at Black Mountain). 
Exact contemporaries (both were born in 1895), Moholy-Nagy died of leuke-
mia in 1946, two years before Fuller arrived at ID. Though they never worked 
together directly, in important ways Fuller’s deductive experimental model, 
which edged design toward a vision of a new technological utopia, overlapped 
with Moholy-Nagy’s ambitious project of experimentation as radical techno-
logical innovations undertaken by artist-designers.

Moholy-Nagy called for a culture of artistic production, driven by scientific 
advancements, that would reject disciplinary specialization while understanding 
the designer’s responsibility to the total system of society. Like Fuller, he wanted 
to reclaim science from its misapplication by specialists; as he wrote in his 1938 
book The New Vision: Fundamentals of Bauhaus Design, Painting, Sculpture, 
and Architecture, “Specialists—like members of a powerful secret society—ob-
scure the road to all-sided individual experiences.”74 Instead, Moholy-Nagy saw 
design as “an integration of intellectual achievements in politics, science, art, 
technology, in all the realms of human activity. . . . Our time is one of transition 
striving toward a synthesis of all knowledge.”75 His emphasis on cross-disci-
plinarity was similar to what Fuller would soon be defining as comprehensive 
design. To Moholy-Nagy, this disciplinary fusion could be accomplished by 
the universal application of technological innovations. As he contended,
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The possibilities of the machine—with its abundant production, its ingenious 

complexity on the one hand, its simplification on the other, had necessarily 

led to a mass production which has its own significance. The task of the ma-

chine—satisfaction of mass requirements—will in the future be held more and 

more singly and clearly in mind. . . . Invention and systematization, planning 

and social responsibility must be applied in increased measure to this end.76

Systematization allowed designers to categorize the structure and function of 
materials, as opposed to manipulating superficial characteristics that might in 
fact be quite subjectively understood. Altering the mere appearances of forms 
facilely disregarded the complexities of production; Moholy-Nagy claimed 
that the artist “today knows usually very little of engineering problems . . . 
nothing about statics, mathematics, technology, although an understanding 
of these would be more helpful than aesthetic rules in suggesting an efficient 
working method.”77 In art, for example, dynamic, not static elements of forms 
should be accentuated, a result Moholy-Nagy referred to as “equiposed sculp-
tures,” in which volume and material were unified in balanced yet mobile sys-
tems. With such objects, “the path to the freeing of a material from its weight” 
could be found.78 The equiposed sculpture not only brings “more and more 
new single pieces into relation,” it expands the notion of sculpture into its 
environment, and “demonstrates the whole borderland lying between archi-
tecture and sculpture.”79

The second-to-last image of Moholy-Nagy’s The New Vision is striking in 
how it posits structural lightness—material freed from weight—as an inherently 
positive social value (fig. 3.13). The photograph, taken in 1926, depicts a dozen 
or so men balanced on a soaring, intricate lattice of triangular struts; the cap-
tion indicates that they are constructing the framework for the Carl Zeiss plan-
etarium in Jena, Germany.80 The description continues: “A new phase of our 
victory over space: men poised in a swaying open network, like airplanes flying 
in a formation.”81 As was the case for Fuller, Moholy-Nagy’s vision of lightness 
as the new, universal property of modern construction linked engineering in-
novations to unified yet networked social design. The ability of technologically 
advanced structures to represent, metaphorically, the interconnected matrix of 
social systems was key. Like Fuller’s dome designs, whose shape simultaneously 
referenced the enclosure of domestic life, kiosk-like community shelters, and 
the networked systems of Spaceship Earth, Moholy-Nagy’s networked forms 
could inspire a “universal outlook” that would posit design improvements as 
part of a pattern of growth applicable to the whole of society.82 The artist-de-
signer would deal above all with information and its representation; in an issue 
of the journal ANY devoted to Fuller it was noted, “The ability to gather and 
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coordinate vast amounts of information enables the designer to deal once again 
with the ‘design of the whole.’”83

To Fuller and Moholy-Nagy, architecture was hybrid in many ways, most 
essentially so when it provided shelter while managing the representation of 
networked resources. In particular, Fuller envisioned the dome as itself a net-
worked building—a site connected to real-time information feeds updated in 
various media. One can see this sensibility encapsulated in his 1962 “Geoscope” 
proposal, a precursor to today’s “digital globes.” The Geoscope was envisioned 
as a two-hundred-foot-diameter spherical display covered with colored lights. 

Figure 3.13
Network Lattice-Framework for a Zeiss Planetarium, n.d. Reprinted 
in László Moholy-Nagy, The New Vision: Fundamentals of Bauhaus 
Design, Painting, Sculpture, and Architecture (Mineola, NY: Dover, 
1938/2005), 203. Source: Zeiss Archiv.
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Fuller planned to have the enveloping space—literally, the environment—of the 
Geoscope updated with networked information, data that would allow individ-
ual spectators to visualize, study, and possibly redesign the total human ecology 
in order to quickly and efficiently apportion resources globally.

In contrast to Fuller, Moholy-Nagy envisioned planning on a centralized 
and collective level, and called for workers’ control of industrial capital for 
the benefit of all.84 Yet like his American counterpart, he believed that the 
benefits of technological gains could be extended to many more individuals 
through socially transformative educational experiences. Training subjective 
awareness about perception through group exercises and individual assign-
ments could make the larger public proficient in complex visual and structur-
al phenomena. Education could therefore allow students to understand the 
components of form in order to rethink the structural constitution of prob-
lems, rather than letting solutions be executed from habit or tradition. Ad-
ditionally, education was a process in which outcomes were unfixed (as they 
would not be in industry) and therefore allowed for greater experimental 
freedom. Both Moholy-Nagy and Fuller invested heavily in their respective 
pedagogical efforts, and in some ways one could consider design for these 
men as a polemical project of shaping minds.

Gyorgy Kepes, Moholy-Nagy’s colleague at ID, also believed design peda-
gogy was the key to representing complicated variables as intelligible patterns 
rather than as static objects, so as to train a new and unique breed of designer. 
As historian Reinhold Martin has commented, for Kepes this new designer 
“was, in effect, a new social type, bearing a humanistic, universal outlook, 
an evolutionary adaptation capable of managing the reorganization of vision 
for the benefit of humanity as a whole.”85 Encouraging this universal outlook 
while teaching at ID and later at MIT, Kepes connected design with other vi-
sual systems, increasingly, marketing and product design. Thus, for both Kepes 
and Moholy-Nagy, systems-based analysis depended on the training of visual 
perception, which linked their models to Albers’s and others from Bauhaus. 
This perceptual emphasis recedes in Fuller’s model, as the focus on structure 
over appearance produces judgments of dynamism linked more to engineering 
than to vision.

In 1956, Kepes invited Fuller to contribute to The New Landscape in Art 
and Science, a book he was assembling that set out to synthesize and system-
atize the whole of scientific and aesthetic knowledge around the concept of 
organizational patterning. Primarily a visual compendium, The New Landscape 
featured images of Fuller’s geodesic dome and other recent inventions, along 
with objects by Charles and Ray Eames, Le Corbusier’s modular figure, and 
all manner of microscopic and magnified images from nature, such as snails’ 
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tongues and the Crab Nebula—examples of the harmonious unity of nature 
organized around morphologies of repetition and networked structure. Kepes 
later invited Fuller to submit an article to a collection of essays he was editing 
titled Structure in Art and in Science; according to Kepes, the volume would 
provide a “structure of structures” in order to focus “the power to see our world 
as an interconnected whole.”86 In Fuller’s contributed essay, “Conceptuality 
of Fundamental Structures,” he argued, after musing on the complex math of 
bubbles and other closely packed spheres, that nature does not “do what we 
call fudging of her design which means improvising.” Instead, it is the artist 
who could reveal that mathematical constants such as pi—an irrational (not 
fractional), transcendental (without end) number—are merely models to help 
us understand the world, and that patterns beyond calculation exist in nature.87 
Kepes characterized Fuller’s essay as providing “an inspiring bridge between 
our comprehension of the structural principles of nature and the potential 
application of this knowledge to creation of man-made forms.”88 It was this 
potential for detecting and understanding patterns shared by natural forms and 
artistic and architectural constructs that Kepes viewed as the communicative 
prospect of experimentation and a vital educational tool in Fuller’s work.

In his post–Black Mountain College writings, Fuller increasingly em-
phasized design pedagogy, but for him a student’s understanding of dynam-
ic structures and the way they relate to social problems could emerge only 
through heuristic experimentation rather than the focused perceptual train-
ing advocated by Moholy-Nagy and Kepes. In contrast to the deductive (and 
predictive) methods of his own comprehensive teleological social planning, 
Fuller believed that laboratory teaching methods ought to involve a freedom 
to try out responses to problems without regard for success—what he termed 
“intuitive probing” in his Kepes essay. To achieve this, he discouraged stu-
dents from concentrating on surface appearances; as he wrote in 1948, “I am 
particularly anxious not to ‘picture’ in advance the nature of logical solutions 
(à la Beaux-Arts programs), thus leaving the student only those superficial 
tasks of decoration or assemblage of preconceived components.”89 He der-
ogated the language of visual form (note the deployment of “pictur[ing]” 
as a negative value leading to rote “superficial” and “decorative” work). To 
him, open-ended experimentation without repeated trials allowed students 
to invent a variety of possibilities that a narrower focus—as Josef Albers re-
quired—would foreclose, while still demanding the intense examination of a 
problem in which the stakes were as high as people’s lives: “[As] in aircraft 
technology, nothing is taken for granted.”90 Free experimentation was en-
couraged because Fuller’s system was so encompassing, so universal, that its 
operations required wide-ranging tests to keep pushing toward a horizon of 
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complete and finite knowledge. As he explained, “Instead of a teaching meth-
odology successfully employed in the past, I assume that all past undertak-
ings are in some degree obsolete, as the total environment of the technical 
frontier is constantly providing improved means.”91 By discouraging study of 
the visual appearance of form, in his pedagogy he emphasized the benefit of 
leaping to connect form to its social utility.

In this sense, too, failure became the essential feature of experimental peda-
gogy and design; failure represented the freedom to stumble on the unforeseen. 
As Fuller declared,

Design must imagine and discern . . . in as informed a manner as possible. 

Design, however, cannot guarantee its results. Failure . . . provides pivotal data 

for the efficient designer. . . . Failure in design is honourable, in science and 

engineering it is found to be mark of incompetence and failure in politics and 

finance is ruinous.92

He regarded the ethos of speculative experimentation, and its risks of failure, 
as reflecting the process of personal growth and transformation possible in 
education itself, and to some extent as helping to shed preoccupations about 
immediately determining a work’s success. Every experimental failure yielded 
data and therefore revealed the rules and patterns underpinning the test. The 
Supine Dome typified his experimentation model; it allowed tactical failures 
as part of a larger strategy and emphasized the dynamic process of educational 
risk, not the success or failure of the discrete form of a single dome. For Fuller, 
alleviating struggles for scarce resources demanded uncovering the principles 
of a perfectly ordered world of predictable outcomes that could be revealed 
through experimental verification. As he remarked in 1949, the “integration of 
a complex series of failures represents the only means of attaining from nature” 
a plan about where to go next.93 “Nature” would reveal its elusive secrets only 
after a prolonged campaign of discovery, each failure reinforcing the exper-
imental methodology and yielding more data about the overarching system.

In Fuller’s sometimes overweening confidence about the inevitable accep-
tance of his Dymaxion and dome designs, an important pedagogical precedent 
is found, despite and sometimes because of these inventions’ often spectacular 
and highly publicized failures. His work represented an influential model for 
how students could—before they were tracked into disciplinary specializa-
tions—think holistically about their own roles in shaping a better and more just 
society. Although his methodology was cloaked in the flamboyant, self-import-
ant, and sometimes baffling rhetoric of his verbose written tracts and pseudo-
scientific neologisms, Fuller’s inventions, and his discursive construction of ex-
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perimentation as not incompatible with failure, continue to influence a diverse 
array of practitioners in art, architecture, design, engineering, and science (a 
class of dome-shaped carbon molecules has even been named for him).94 He 
sensed dangerous cultural decline in specialists’ inability to act in concert to-
ward macro-level planning, and spent his long lifetime proposing alternative 
collaborative models between disciplines. His justification for risk, and the ac-
ceptance of failure as contributing to “systems-level” thinking, proved irresist-
ible to those attending the 1948 and 1949 summer sessions at Black Mountain 
College. As John Cage paraphrased Fuller, “I learn much more when I have 
a failure than when I have a success.”95 Beyond Black Mountain, his “failure-
as-risk” formulation influenced students of future generations as he became a 
sought-after speaker on the college lecture circuit by the 1960s. Yet instead of 
his dream of a technological utopia, it was the paradox of self-declared success 
in the face of apparent failure, of an experimentation model accommodating 
individual setbacks for the good of the larger holistic program, that is perhaps 
Fuller’s greatest contribution to pedagogy and design teaching. To accomplish 
this holistic program, his “design revolution” had to be cleaved from political 
connotations, and technologically determined functionalism substituted for the 
vicissitudes of political action.

thE polItIcs oF thE DEsIgn rEVolutIon

Fuller’s yoking of pedagogy with risk meant that anyone could join the ranks 
of the comprehensive designers:

What impressed me about me in making the experiment with me was that I 

was so very average. . . . I knew when I started in 1927 that I could not jump 

very high and I could not swim very fast and I hadn’t earned the best marks 

in the class, and I was very obviously very average and inasmuch as I was in-

terested in what the average individual could do, I was a very good case for 

experimentation.96

Fuller’s universalization of experimentation—his sense that all students could 
participate in total thinking as comprehensivists because nature’s universal 
laws were true and unchanging—was attractive at Black Mountain, to Cage in 
particular. Fuller’s acceptance of accidents and failures demystified the role of 
the artist; as Cage noted, “I would like to make it, as Bucky Fuller does in his 
talks, where he says ‘I’m just an average human being’—and to make it clear 
that anybody can do marvelous things.”97
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Cage credited Fuller’s zeal for technological innovation as the necessary 
practical foundation for greater social and artistic freedom, linking it to his own 
belief in anarchy: “You see what anarchy needs in order to be practical is that 
all the utilities work. . . . If, in other words, the water works, the food works, 
and if there’s money, and so on, if people have what they need, then anarchy 
gets along beautifully.”98 Despite the apparent differences between their exper-
imental models, one deductive in the name of total design, the other at times 
mechanistic in the name of aleatory processes, Cage felt his view of apolitical 
experimentation was closely aligned with Fuller’s:

Bucky . . . agreed that there was no conflict between us. He said he was try-

ing to make a world through his ideas that would work so well for everyone 

that they could live as I was suggesting. In other words, without intention, he 

was using his intention to make a world in which there could be the presence 

of non-intention. It would be organized so well that it could be, so to speak, 

without government.99

How two disparate approaches to experimentation could make such happy 
bedfellows at Black Mountain College reflects an underlying homology in their 
seemingly conflicting systems. Cage and Fuller were mutually suspicious of 
electoral politics, which they associated with the powers of governmental or 
other organizational authority over individuals’ freedoms and creative indepen-
dence. In a budding friendship that became a lifelong alliance, they proclaimed 
the distance of their respective experimental models from any political agen-
das, and shared a discomfort with organized political acts of any form. As was 
common in postwar, nascent McCarthyite America, they also claimed that the 
diminishing relevance of such acts, and their replacement by “total” planning 
and design, foreshadowed the decline of European culture, with its protracted 
history of political revolutions.100

Cage noted that despite the evident paradox of such an alliance, their 
parallel visions of a highly efficient utilitarianism anticipated a world eman-
cipated from the human struggles technology would soon render obsolete. 
The great distance between this and perceptual formalisms such as Albers’s 
turns on this very issue, perhaps more so than any other. What is Viktor 
Shklovsky’s proposal to “make forms difficult” but a demand to uphold the 
intensity of art, as an ethical claim, in order to educate subjects about the 
complexity of art with respect to other social relations?101 For Cage, the pos-
sibility of perceptual intensity remained open, if one can call an openness to 
the non-intention of void-like events “involvement,” but only after Fuller’s 
comprehensive designers had stitched up the logistical difficulties hampering 
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social progress. To Albers, in contrast, art had special purchase in developing 
better attentiveness, by and through the complexity of form; this attentive-
ness could itself produce a better culture.

“I can’t see much hope in the political solutions,” Fuller announced in a 
1948 talk at ID.102 His pessimism was evident on the micro and local levels at 
Black Mountain College: he saw the changes in College leadership, changes 
that resulted in his assuming a more prominent role there in 1949, as an epic 
and deleterious political battle of left- versus right-wing Cold War ideology 
that comprehensive design and total thinking would resolve. The departure of 
the Alberses and Ted Dreier, the latter one of the College’s original founders 
and a chief financial supporter (by way of his wealthy family), was, to Fuller, a 
result of a Communist plot to take over the College by purging the old guard; 
as he stated, “One of the places where cold psychological warfare probably 
first [started] was right at Black Mountain.”103 (Fuller’s anti-Communism was 
always hyperbolic, to be sure; in actuality, that schism at the College resulted 
from debates about whether practical arts training or liberal arts courses should 
be emphasized.) Disdaining the power struggles that characterized the campus 
administration, Fuller claimed that in his tenure “I had a very free field on my 
comprehensivity at Black Mountain.”104

Because Fuller felt himself to be above the political fray, in an interview he 
distinguished his position throughout the internecine battles at the College 
thusly: “I’m certainly not a Communist but I’m certainly not a capitalist, I’m 
really very transcendental to political—I think that politics is now irrelevant 
and obsolete so I don’t belong to any of the camps.”105 Rather than participating 
in skirmishes at the College, he aligned himself with Cage, Merce Cunningham, 
and others he considered to be separate from or agnostic to political conflicts. 
In this, he repeatedly invoked “democracy” as a blanket form of counter-Com-
munism, but his could be said to be a most quixotic form of democracy, applied 
speedily and efficiently from above as a kind of universal value whose main 
purpose was to ensure a population’s free and equal access to technological 
improvements—less direct democracy than direct design.106 Comprehensive 
designers would buck “traditional” electoral politics, acting instead as tech-
no-gurus or omniscient cosmologists selflessly plotting global change in the 
interest of a radical, egalitarian dissemination of technology—the key example 
being Fuller’s own advocacy of the geodesic dome as a comprehensive design 
solution to many if not all the world’s problems.

After the success of the second geodesic dome assembly at Black Mountain, 
Fuller set about promoting it as a design revolution with a strenuous public 
relations campaign; the benefit of domes was touted to journalists, military 
strategists, and students alike. Lightweight and portable, geodesic domes could 
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be airlifted to sites previously inaccessible to construction, and their use of 
inexpensive building materials such as aluminum meant that large structures 
such as airplane hangars could be manufactured cheaply. Featuring Fuller’s 
newly developed octet truss (a lattice-like system of triangular struts braced in 
60-degree configurations) that utilized the tensegrity principle, domes became 
exponentially stronger as their surface area increased107 (fig. 3.14). The dome’s 
curved exterior profile reduced external wind drag, and its circular shape 
encouraged internal heat circulation. Precise factory prefabrication would 
facilitate speedy on-site assembly and keep labor and construction costs low. 
Moreover, the large internal volume of the dome could be effectively utilized 
by suspending multiple decks from its frame, thereby adding further square 
footage. And because the surface area of the enclosing dome skin equals twice 
the area of its base (in contrast to traditional rectilinear housing construction, 
in which the outer area is between three to five times as large as the enclosed 

Figure 3.14
Buckminster Fuller, Tensile Integrity Structures—Tensegrity, 
technical drawing for 1959 patent filing. Screenprint in white ink 
on clear polyester film overlaid on a screenprint on Lennox paper, 
30 × 40″. From Inventions: Twelve Around One (Cincinnati: Carl 
Solway Gallery, 1981). Edition of 60. Courtesy Carl Solway Gallery, 
Cincinnati, Ohio.
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square footage), domes required less material and energy resources to con-
struct than other buildings of equivalent size.

Not content with merely industrial applications, Fuller envisioned the dome 
as an easily transported shell for a prepackaged home system he termed the “au-
tonomous dwelling machine” (fig. 3.15; plate 17). Shipped via freight container, 
the dwelling machine already contained all infrastructural elements (plumbing, 
refrigeration, heat, electrical wiring) in addition to all appliances and furniture 
that occupants generally purchased separately, what he called the “standard of 
living package.” Yet he contrasted such a dwelling with the range of prefabri-
cated homes then popular in the housing market.108 To Fuller, in prefabrication 
“the box is primary,” that is, a set of rectilinear panels are perched on a preexist-
ing foundation. Additionally, the contents of the house—furniture, appliances, 
and fixtures—are rarely supplied. Though the prefab house is originally mobile, 
once it finds its platform it remains fixed and permanent. Even before his suc-
cessful dome assembly, in other words, Fuller was contending that the notion 
of the house as a static object was outmoded: “‘Prefabricated’ houses represent 
the latest phase of treating with the obsolete concept that the individual and 
the family are identified with only one spot on this earth’s surface.”109 A lattice 
dome’s collapsible and mobile aspect presented a new, “evolutionary” prospect 
of shelters that could be as peripatetic as human beings’ own ambulatory char-
acter, and would use postwar innovations in containerization to treat homes 
as cargo. But beyond humanity’s history of migration and nomadic patterns, 
movement was perhaps the single most defining quality of the universe itself, 

Figure 3.15
Buckminster Fuller, Standard of Living Package, 1947. 
Courtesy The Estate of R. Buckminster Fuller.
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its universal law, so to speak. This was a strikingly prescriptive sense of archi-
tecture literally moving humanity toward its technologically enriched destiny: 
as Fuller wrote in 1945, it was nothing less than “the emancipation of society 
from its shackled environment.”110 Indeed, according to historian Antoine Pi-
con, “Fuller dreamed of a fluid society in the universe’s own image with all of 
its components in radiation and flow.”111

By connecting architectural structure to dynamic energy flows, the dwelling 
machine responded to patterns of nomadism Fuller believed should and would 
supersede the fortress/mansion model of home construction. The dwelling ma-
chine’s integrated and portable network of infrastructure knit together “a tight 
but neat assembly of various mechanical units,” permitting the “shell”—the 
form and façade of the home—to remain secondary to the “dwelling activi-
ties” within.112 Aiming to mass-produce the entire house package, Fuller hoped 
to make a standard version available to lower-income groups while enticing 
wealthy customers with deluxe editions. In the immediate postwar period, he 
predicted, housing would be the most “outstanding demand” globally.113 Yet 
fragmented and localized housing construction markets encouraged short-term 
profits and static design considerations rather than a dynamic reconsideration 
of the industry’s goals and potential. As Fuller wrote, “I am dubious of any good 
coming from those who promote for the sake of making money instead of for 
the sake of mass producing up-standard housing.”114

Selling the mobile dome as a bundled package, however novel a sales gim-
mick, failed for several important reasons. The dwelling machine package did 
not allow for much customization, and neglected that many potential buyers 
had invested heavily in existing possessions and appliances, most of which were 
duplicated or made superfluous by a bundled purchase. And though hypothet-
ically several size options were available, in effect the dome was a standard-
ized silhouette; in art historian Branden Joseph’s words, for Fuller “universal 
accessibility [was] gained at the cost of rendering the world universally simi-
lar.”115 Moreover, the shape of the dome itself was not amenable to customary 
furniture—its curved interior walls were unsuitable for most existing interior 
designs—and the affordable costs Fuller publicized presupposed high-volume 
mass production, though in reality each single package was prohibitively ex-
pensive. Additionally, domes as “autonomous dwelling machines” were envi-
sioned as single-family homes in suburban land tracts or rural areas, atomized 
and disconnected from existing, occupied central-city areas.

Perhaps it is not surprising that Fuller’s view of architecture as dispersed 
through the extra-urban frontier found its greatest fiscal patronage in US 
military agencies that sporadically used his geodesic domes for remote Arctic 
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utility outposts and as helicopter hangars. And though the dome later found its 
broadest nonmilitary audience in countercultural communities of the 1960s and 
1970s who adopted it in part due to Stewart Brand’s advocacy of Fuller in the 
Whole Earth Catalog, even in these manifestations the structure was a symptom 
of decentralized, low-density sprawl. Some have argued that “dropping out” 
and living in a dome became a subcultural alternative to active participation 
in urban society.116 And yet, with their “access to tools” ethos, the Whole Earth 
Catalog and its other do–it–yourself satellite publications and organizations 
were particularly important forums for exploring, testing, and propagating 
Fuller’s demand to think of experimentation as an often absurdly impractical 
prototyping.117 It was this freedom to fail that had been an immensely liberating 
lesson at Black Mountain, too.

In the case of Fuller’s propagation of the dome, can we see both a libertar-
ian individualism and a messianic technocratic determinism at play? As Mark 
Wigley has commented, in Fuller’s world “a quasitheological view underpins 
the questionable sense of the beauty of ‘natural order,’ the ‘harmony’ of the 
cosmos, and so on. Ecology is a barely disguised form of theology.”118 Fuller 
had argued that designers were the ultimate apolitical seers: “My envisioned 
transcendental world design plan would be inherently non-political, because it 
would be utterly independent of any need for authority beyond that [necessary] 
for initiation of its study and development.”119

In positing a utopian place outside politics, some have suggested that Fuller 
misrecognized social rule as the repression of individuals’ creative initiative, 
thereby dismissing political participation as a confusing cacophony of ineffi-
cient, conflicting interests.120 Comprehensive designers were ultimately re-
sponsible to that abstraction called democracy else they appear as Communist 
master planners, yet actual democratic processes remained sidelined in a vision 
of society as a hyperefficient architecture of networked domes outfitted with 
“standard living packages.”121

Fuller’s suspicions about politics as a collective social process ran deep. 
What he viewed as the most advanced political system—America’s multiparty 
representative democracy—he simultaneously accused of having intractable 
structural flaws, and he was deeply skeptical of the slow pace and retrograde 
pluralism he attributed to postwar mass elections. He was even more distrustful 
of the politicians such a process voted into power, and dismissed voting out-
right, claiming of his own “preventative pathology,”

Ipso facto this is a technical rather than a political scheme. Therefore the ref-

erendum cannot be initiated by politics. Political referendums have become 
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negative referendums in which the lesser antipathy is registered. However, 

our industrial-consumer referendum, which is proposed here, can and will be 

ultimately recognized and incorporated by politics as mandatory.122

Fuller condemned political leaders of all stripes for the slow pace of change, and 
denied them praise for any successes in improving living standards.123 To him, 
humanity had been raised from material deprivation by technological improve-
ments, not by the political gains of revolutions. He argued that with a closer 
relationship to capitalism, scientific design could unleash greater freedoms for 
individuals. But as “clients” of industry, public will conversely could be seen as 
subordinated, and supervision remained firmly in the hands of designers. As 
Fuller crowed, “Comprehensive anticipatory design science assumes that the 
client knows absolutely nothing about what he needs or what should be done 
about it.”124

To Fuller, experimentation itself was a profoundly altruistic though non-
partisan enterprise. Society’s tendency toward specialization was anathema; it 
dispersed accountability for global concerns through a field of compartmental-
ized political agencies in competing nations. The charge to designers, then, was 
to convert reactive and compensatory political thinking into “anticipating and 
laboratory experimenting.”125 The problem was politics, and the solution was 
more technology, distributed in a more equitable fashion. Thus, Fuller’s uni-
versalist proposals aimed to redistribute access to global resources, including 
the resource of design thinking itself, in the name of the public good. Yet rather 
than redistributing existing wealth, he proclaimed that the pace of development 
could be accelerated so that those without technological advantages could soon 
be raised up into the “natural world equilibrium” of a universal class.126 What 
Fuller advocated was nothing less than “a design revolution and not a political 
revolution.”127 He insisted as much:

All previous revolutions have been designed where the vast majority of the 

underprivileged pulled down the undeserving few. In a design revolution you 

don’t pull anything down; we elevate not only the previously underprivileged 

but [also] those who thought they were privileged to something really good. 

We get equality attained at the top, and not at the bottom. We’ve never had a 

revolution like that before.128

As he pointed out, the “design revolution . . . this was an entirely new idea, 
and was not political. And it simply took the initiative away from politics.”129 
The transformation from pointless voting to economic Easy Street could be 
accomplished after a “critical point” was reached—when more than 50 percent 
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of the global population would equally benefit from access to all available tech-
nologies (estimated by Fuller in 1952 to occur in 1972; peak industrialization 
and commodity distribution were to be attained in the year 2000). At that time, 
“everybody will realize that their physical success is in terms of man as con-
sumer instead of man as a producer (because very rapidly in a technical sense, 
we are transferring from man as a muscle machine to man as a prototyping and 
reorganizing, redesigning initiator).”130

Technology should be equitably distributed, Fuller maintained, but it also 
should be applied scientifically. In a key statement of his goals, he wrote a memo 
to the J. Walter Thompson Company, a leading advertising agency, seeking to 
inform it of his “plan for reconversion of a major portion of the war aircraft 
industry to mass production of dwelling machines.”131 Dome structures, made 
of the same lightweight aluminum as airplanes, of course fit the bill splendidly 
for such a project. For Fuller, the way total thinking tested “practical principles” 
demonstrated “a preventative philosophy of living instead of a now excruciat-
ingly curative psychology of necessity,” the results being “far greater than will 
ever be manifested by politics or lip service.”132 He regarded this preventative 
work of comprehensive design as “a sociological science of precisely definable 
and equatable mechanics.”133 Here emerges a key paradox of Fuller’s claims to 
total planning—and indeed the limitation of all technocratic thinking—that 
social desires can be “precisely definable” and mechanical. It can be argued 
that he succumbed to a deterministic functionalism in which social agency is 
subject to “all-pervasive laws” discernible by designers alone.134

In this vein Reyner Banham, inspired by the spirit of language play that 
coined the “Dymaxion” slogan, christened Fuller a “dymaxicrat.”135 By joining 
the already compound Dymaxion with technocrat, he underscored Fuller’s con-
tradictory position in design circles—as both a technological innovator and a 
(prolix) spokesperson for technology (and Banham humorously remarked on 
the problem of writing around Fuller’s neologisms and linguistic animations: 
“Comprehensibility survives into print, if the text is Bucky’s own, but if it is 
written by another hand . . . trouble!”).136 He recognized that Fuller’s confidence 
in technology was a kind of blind trust, in that “he operationally demonstrate[d] 
a true hot-rodder’s faith that when he want[ed] a component or adapter, one 
[would] pop out of the cornucopia of U.S. technology.”137 Perhaps this faith was 
in fact a kind of hubris, if the “technocrat” part of Banham’s formulation is given 
equal weight with “Dymaxion.” The comprehensive designer—“the artist”—in 
effect becomes a kind of redeemer, elevating society out of the quagmire of 
inefficiency and stagnation that to Fuller characterized indecisive political 
processes.138 The faith in technological solutions and the broad application of 
his design principles were undertaken in the name of public good, yet without 
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the public’s participation. In effect, Fuller had substituted techno-boosterism 
for democracy, experimentation for politics. His emphasis on comprehensive 
design implied that only exceptional individuals could save the masses from 
themselves, and his criteria for who in fact qualified as a designer were never 
clearly defined or transparent.139

In sum, Fuller’s “total thinking” experimental model is open to several 
possible criticisms. The first stems from a tautological fallacy at the heart of 
many totalizing justifications for technocratic social planning: that in thinking 
holistically about the “big picture,” failures today will assuredly be credited 
later as deferred proofs. The second relates to Fuller’s attempts to liberate de-
sign from the tyranny of short-term expediency caused by ineffective political 
stewardship with a promise of smoothly functioning and equitably distributed 
technological solutions for all. In the wholesale adoption of a totalizing sys-
tem, however, modifications and actions beyond the prescribed architectural 
program were unaccounted for, and the agency of those individuals in whose 
names he acted were subsumed in large-scale master-planning initiatives. 
Claiming to facilitate the “body politic” being given a “controlling voice,” Fuller 
instead acted as if emancipation from poverty, hunger, and material want were 
absolutely, not merely routinely, neglected by the “special interests” of demo-
cratic squabbling.140 As he declared, liberation from the “monopoly” of majority 
rule “will be provided only by scientific organization.”141 Was there room for 
contingency, change, and individual agency in Fuller’s “total process”?142 Or was 
“total thinking” a scheme of paternalistic oversight—or worse yet, a regime of 
totalitarian design?

The answer might be: both. Fuller was perhaps the postwar period’s most 
enthusiastic technophilic utopian; he believed that the world’s population 
could be fed and housed with existing global resources, but only if master 
planners were allowed to efficiently allocate them. He saw the tremendous 
benefits of technological development—for example, in raising standards of 
living worldwide—but few of its pitfalls. Those problems he patly attributed 
to an inequitable distribution of technology on the part of governments. He 
disavowed technocracy by name, distancing himself from the concept by claim-
ing that technocracy was political and because he was apolitical, he was “not 
a technocrat . . . there is no political aspect to my talk.” Yet technology was in 
effect an electric messiah, and he its prophet promising the end of labor and ma-
terial want: “When the environment is scientifically conceived and rendered, 
the human occupants can then divest themselves of the necessity of onerous 
and Puritanic hardship.”143

Postulating a world of voluntary or unalienated labor has been a hallmark 
of utopian thinking from Jonathan Swift to Karl Marx to László Moholy-Nagy, 
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yet Fuller’s vision had several distinct characteristics. Historian Reinhold 
Martin has noted of Fuller’s predictive and deterministic logic that “he sought 
to reconcile disunities into a contrived unity in the service of ‘the future.’”144 
Additionally, Fuller believed that technology was at heart universally positive: 
“Technology was a basic resource that improved, or self-multiplied, with each 
repeated opportunity of its application.”145 Although he was critical of the mu-
nitions industry, for example, he supported developments in war technology 
because of the many practical applications in the civilian sector; such appli-
cations, he felt, justified the research and its devastating effects.146 Nor did he 
view technological development as selective in its applications when driven by 
financial considerations.

Criticisms of Fuller’s relationship to profit-driven development gained 
momentum in subsequent decades; indeed, many found his uncompromising 
endorsement of capitalism problematic and discomfiting. To some, Fuller’s 
design revolution was willfully naïve regarding technological advancement, 
neglecting that the competitive economies for research and the distribution 
of technology were frequently controlled by capitalist, not magnanimous, 
imperatives. Instead, he believed that industrialization was at root a process 
of extending the benefits of scientific innovation throughout the world.147 To 
Fuller, private industry was the main engine of technological progress, and he 
believed it had the public good as its primary interest. Countering this thinking, 
in an epistolary debate from the 1930s Meyer Schapiro upbraided Fuller’s shel-
ter designs for several forms of disingenuousness.148 Schapiro’s essay pointedly 
criticized Fuller for his

faith in an automatic evolution of society through improved housing tech-

niques, irrespective of the conflict of class-interests. For how can one suppose 

that a new device for manufacturing cheaper houses, controlled by the corpo-

rations, which are, by their very nature, party to overproduction, competition, 

wage-slashing, unemployment speculation, will by itself work any appreciable 

change in the structure of capitalist society?149

In positioning citizenship within a consumer model, the capitalist economy 
became for Fuller the engine running civic participation. Admitting that the 
current organization of capitalist production was inadequate and perpetuated 
patterns of unequal access to housing and other basic resources, he could not, 
however, overcome his optimistic belief that industry would “evolve” of its 
own goodwill. As Schapiro remarked: “Precisely how technology will yield 
this result [a less wasteful industry] is never stated. . . . Capitalism, it seems, will 
simply wither away. The ruling class will awaken one morning and discover that 
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its holdings are valueless, but that its services to humanity will continue on a 
more noble technological level.”150 That the private sector never fully accepted 
or financially underwrote Fuller’s schemes was due perhaps to this fundamental 
misapprehension about the ostensibly unselfish objectives and charitable goals 
of profit-driven technologies.

Additionally, Fuller thought scientific innovation could be applied more 
justly by encouraging scientists to reflect generally on society’s problems as 
opposed to working narrowly as specialists. But in assuming that society’s prob-
lems are coextensive with the problems of science, Fuller was committing the 
common error of seeing the social benefits of innovation as the primary factor 
motivating scientific discovery. As many philosophers of science from Karl 
Popper to Thomas Kuhn have noted, scientific progress is sometimes driven 
by internal protocols having more to do with professionalization and the but-
tressing of confirmed postulates on which career successes are based than any 
notion of scientific altruism as an interest in progressive social change.

In sum, Fuller provided few insights as to how the structure of society could 
be transformed; functionalism does tend to avoid asking such questions in its 
pursuit of mapping existing systems. In scorning political action, he placed no 
faith in the pace of democratic change. To him, it was a matter of exceptional 
individuals stepping up to the task of envisioning social problems holistically. 
Fuller clearly wanted inequalities ameliorated, but he did not mean for the 
underprivileged to take matters into their own hands in any other way than 
to become trained as comprehensive designers. He foreswore mass political 
action as mass populism, or what he termed “mob outburst.”151 In 1952 he wrote, 
in words that echo the rhetoric of present-day right-wing pundits, that it was 
“historically easy for insurgent politicians to excite the 99% who were have-nots 
against the few ‘privileged’ men.”152 Nor did he ever question the sanctity of pri-
vate property or private enterprise. Equality was simply a matter of capitalism 
waking up to its inefficiencies.

Never is it explored that capitalism might produce class and other inequal-
ities as an effect of its rampant technological development. Fuller believed 
that social problems could be isolated from the fabric of systemic inequality, 
prototypes generated that could attempt to solve such problems, and finally 
a “testing thereof under both theoretical and working conditions, in all ways 
consistent with the best technical practices in late phases of industry.”153 He was 
experimenting with refining the veneer of capitalist production to encourage a 
wider distribution of technology’s boons, yet he never questioned the structure 
of class inequity. His positivist fixation with facts led Fuller to reduce experi-
ence to its quantifiable features: as he claimed, “One of the most important 
contributions of science to society is its development of the ability to consider 
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all of the wonders of the physical universe as measurable and rational and of 
immediate practical significance.”154 To borrow from Max Horkheimer’s de-
scription of this sort of positivist empiricism, Fuller’s instrumentalized reason 
never “[rose] above the consideration of immediate utilitarian values . . . [to] 
devote itself to reflections about the social order as a whole.”155

Though he may have neglected “the social order as a whole,” Fuller’s un-
derlying argument that shelter was a crucial problem, and that inadequate 
housing for the poor could be redressed on a global scale, was a persuasive one 
in its time and into the present. The limitation of politics, in his view, was its 
inability to see beyond compensatory fixes to pressing concerns. Such expe-
dient thinking occasioned a crisis-response pattern that foreclosed long-term 
strategic planning, which in turn triggered a series of avoidable emergencies 
that required extensive resources to ameliorate. The comprehensive, antici-
patory designer could alleviate this pattern of inefficient short-term spending. 
As Fuller stated, “It is up to the creative pioneer to see to it in advance that his 
good life-saving equipment has been carefully designed and tested and made 
ready to hand against the certain coming of the emergency.”156 Moreover, his 
“creative pioneer” of technocracy would ostensibly “render the total tonnage of 
world resources effectively distributable to the physical advantage of the total 
world population.”157 In these claims, Fuller was part of a larger “post-scarcity” 
technocratic utopianism claiming that the tools for such a redistribution were 
available, and only needed to be systematically applied by social planners.158 
But justifying such means-ends rationalisms is more difficult—in Fuller’s ca-
pitulation to a quasi-autocratic design process of total thinking, only very few 
individuals, in practice, were able to see the big picture and deduce the appro-
priate problems to test.

His skepticism about political action was in part tied to wider cultural fears 
pervasive in the post–World War II nuclear age, and his work stands at the 
crossroads of a period in which war’s destruction was frequently attributed to 
political shortsightedness, not to overinvestment in a limited range of (often 
military) technologies. One of the comprehensive designer’s main tasks was 
anticipating the effects of an imminent, devastating nuclear episode, an event 
Fuller portrayed as yet another indictment of the political misapplication of 
technology, in no way connected to munitions profiteering and the inter-
penetration of science research with military spending. In 1949, his lectures 
at the Institute of Design presented his students with the following problem 
of apocalypse-cum-homework assignment: “The city is to be evacuated. All 
residential and industrial concentrations of 50,000 persons or more are in im-
mediate danger of annihilation. Consumable goods now directed towards these 
areas will be diverted to smaller decentralized communities. . . . Everything 
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not decentralized will be destroyed.”159 To Fuller, suburban dispersal was the 
optimal response to the threat of nuclear attack; existing urban centers could, 
however, be selectively shielded. One of his most ambitious proposals was for 
the construction of a giant transparent dome covering Midtown Manhattan: a 
colossal fallout protection device160 (fig. 3.16). Such eschatological musings lent 
urgency to his projects in much the same way that totalitarian impulses have 
often traded in fear and insecurity.

Fuller attempted to move beyond specialization—artistic, political, or other-
wise—toward a unity of technological progress and industrial design. His call 
for a comprehensive approach to mass housing and emergency planning, and 

Figure 3.16
Buckminster Fuller and Shoji Sadao, Dome Over 
Midtown Manhattan, 1960. Courtesy The Estate 
of R. Buckminster Fuller.
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Figure 3.17
Hazel Larsen Archer, Buckminster Fuller with Dome, Black Moun-
tain College, summer 1949. Courtesy of the Estate of Hazel Larsen 
Archer and the Black Mountain College Museum + Arts Center.

his prototyping of viable alternative structures in the absence of robust gov-
ernmental initiative or private patronage, represent an important ad hoc ethic 
to solving problems of unequal access to shelter. His time at Black Mountain 
coincided with the optimistic moment before the escalation of Cold War mili-
tary spending, similar to the recent post–Cold War one, in which a reallocation 
of global resources to social justice ends seemed possible.

Yet Fuller’s language of experimentation was coextensive with a midcentury 
cultural lexicon emphasizing scientificity in a spirit of American technolog-
ical optimism and exceptionalism. Design would henceforth be the central 
element of social planning, superseding political processes: design toward the 
telos of efficiently distributed technology. Fuller believed that technological 
development stimulated progress beyond politics along a “great circle course 
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of transition from absolute ignorance to absolute technical knowledge.”161 His 
design revolution—technocracy by another name—advocated the efficient dis-
tribution of resources in a society reoriented toward the complete acceptance 
of scientific authority. His idea of the dome as a manifestation of the patterns 
of nature to him proved the infallible truth of his discoveries, in which alterna-
tives and the unknown gradually fell away as the universal order of total design 
was revealed. Fuller’s experimental method may be best understood as design 
striving for the elimination of unpredictability, contingency, and chance, so as 
to allow art to remain open to those self-same concerns.
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epilogue legacies of
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The category of the experimental in art is a porous one. Experimentation can 
encompass practices that are incongruous, even fundamentally irreconcilable, 
and its very porosity has often elided competing visions about spontaneity and 
rationality, improvisation and discipline, order and chaos, or the relationship 
of art and life that charged midcentury discussions about it.

At Black Mountain College in the immediate post–World War II period, 
experimentation was adopted by some faculty and students who rejected the 
drift toward expressionism.1 One could even call experimentation, in its di-
versity, the Black Mountain College idea, marking an important, yet relatively 
overlooked episode in the history of midcentury American art practices, peda-
gogy, and modernism more generally. What emerged from this episode was not 
a single alternative to expressionism. The models of experiment Josef Albers, 
John Cage, and Buckminster Fuller proposed—in Albers’s case, the methodical 
testing of the various appearances and constructions of forms in the interest 
of designing new aesthetic experiences; in Cage’s example, an exploration of 
how aleatory processes can be organized in order to anarchically generate in-
determinate outcomes; and in Fuller’s paradigm, a type of “comprehensive, 
anticipatory design science” that tests traditional artistic and architectural 
forms in order to teleologically progress toward a utopia of efficiently managed 
resources—represent a set of disparate directions for postwar art, music, and 
architecture.
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Though it would be beyond the purview of this project to trace the consid-
erable repercussions of Albers’s, Cage’s, and Fuller’s models of experimentation 
into the present, it is worthwhile to sketch some directions for future research. 
Despite their different definitions of experimentation, the intensity of these 
men’s Black Mountain dialogues and the intersection of their various efforts 
at an arts education institution consequently mapped Black Mountain–era de-
bates onto later artistic practices. This emphasis on pedagogy lent a designer 
like Fuller and a composer like Cage tremendous influence in art practices and 
discourses of the 1950s and 1960s: Neo-Dada, Fluxus, Judson Dance Theater, 
the Independent Group, Experiments in Art and Technology, and Land Art, 
as well as art ventures associated with the Whole Earth Catalog and the jour-
nal Radical Software such as Ant Farm and Drop City, can be traced to their 
inspiration or direct participation. Yet practices of experimentation at Black 
Mountain in the late 1940s and early 1950s should themselves always be situated 
within the larger historical context of artistic experiment or laboratory-based 
production—of the Bauhaus in Albers’s case, or Francophone Dada in Cage’s, 
or interdisciplinary applications of scientistic methods in Fuller’s.

Albers’s influence at Black Mountain College and Yale University on 
students such as Ray Johnson, Kenneth Noland, Robert Rauschenberg, Eva 
Hesse, and Richard Serra has been broached in recent scholarship, but would 
profit from further analysis.2 In particular, how and why does Albers’s rhet-
oric of experiment and contingency, in the vocabulary of Hesse’s and Serra’s 
work, increasingly become a phenomenological argument about the condi-
tions under which art objects are tested and made contingent by forces such 
as gravity, and put in a relational field with other objects and bodies? Also, 
Albers’s emphasis on process led some of his students to perceive art objects 
as artifacts of rehearsed performances, but in ways that pushed the logic of 
variation toward a concern with the serialized mark—Robert Rauschenberg’s 
Factum I and Factum II of 1957 are perhaps the best examples of this, but Ray 
Johnson’s painting-collage Moticos also repeated motifs increasingly divorced 
from their source material, as in his 1957–58 series using images of James 
Dean3 (plates 18–20).

The secondary reception of Albers in the mid-1960s by those who were 
not his students is also relatively underanalyzed. The recovery by minimalists 
of early twentieth-century formalisms foregrounded the relativity of percep-
tion at the level of color and proportion, and heightened concern about the 
contextualization of works by situating their seriality in relation to the envi-
ronments in which they were displayed.4 Albers’s model of experimentation 
was revisited, by artist-critic Donald Judd, artist Sol LeWitt, and particularly 
by critic John Coplans, as a progenitor to serial practices as they shifted from 
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explorations of sequentiality (works on consistent subjects, themes, or forms) 
to works based on systems.5

Albers did not cultivate disciples, and it would be too simple to see his in-
fluence merely in works that refer to his idea of the relativity of color, such as 
those presented in the 2008 contemporary art exhibition at the Museum of 
Modern Art, Color Chart: Reinventing Color from 1950 to Today, or to register 
the effect of his work on painters that continue practices of geometric abstrac-
tion.6 Like Albers, many artists today deploy a language of experimental testing 
and variation toward understanding how the visual appearance and material 
constitution of form represent the foundational elements of artistic practice, 
in large part because Albers’s students trained further generations by adopting 
his teaching methods as faculty at Yale, the University of Pennsylvania, and the 
Cooper Union, in particular.7

In moving from a midcentury modernist project to the present, it is worth 
probing the relevance today of the Albersian notion of art as attentiveness to 
form, as a strategy of carefully attending to, and possibly altering, habits of per-
ception.8 To Albers, the better “vision” of art that attentive perception would 
trigger is an awareness of the ways in which the individual is sited in the larger 
field of social relations. Everything in the world has form, he claimed; training 
the eye in the composition of form was a precondition for understanding and 
possibly transforming the world. Today, this idea of the function of art as open-
ing eyes wide to the phenomena of the world might offer a criterion by which to 
distinguish artistic practices from other types of visual or sensory experiences. 
The Albers pedagogical tradition, with its emphasis on illuminating viewers 
about the fundamental (and often overlooked) elements of form by demanding 
a close attention to their own perceptual stimuli, is rich with potential for both 
artists and art historians today.

Albers’s strenuous emphasis on order and disciplined work was frequently 
cast as dogmatic and single-minded at the College and elsewhere, but it must 
be remembered that his vision of a diverse art curriculum was the impetus 
behind his invitations to Cage and Fuller to join the Black Mountain faculty. In 
contrast to this rigorous emphasis on pedagogy, experimentation for Cage and 
Fuller was less rooted in a codified teaching practice in their years at the Col-
lege, which in some ways explains the different reception their ideas received in 
subsequent years. The thoroughness of Albers’s model was sometimes chafing 
for more advanced students; for others, the parameters for contingency were 
too narrowly conceived as painstaking trial-and-error experimentation. In con-
trast, Cage’s emphasis on indeterminate outcomes, and Fuller’s acceptance of 
failure, often allowed for more risky and complex ventures that brought artistic 
practices into a more immediate relationship to their audiences.
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Although figures such as Cage and Fuller were in residence for relative-
ly brief periods, the events they initiated at the College colored their future 
work and the reception of their careers. It is no coincidence that Cage staged 
the chance-derived happening and several of his other early groundbreaking 
experimental performances at the same Black Mountain that was home to 
Albers’s pioneering tests of perception in design. Cage’s work was a crucial 
new element taking its place among various tendencies of performance al-
ready present at the College that charted a spectrum of possibilities about 
order, chance, and design. In the case of performance-specific events, these 
new explorations focused on the body—its relation and perception in space, 
its interactions with objects and audiences, its movement in time, its intelligi-
bility (or not) within narrative structures, and its role in fabricating illusions 
or, conversely, stressing quotidian gestures—in ways that reemerged in Cage’s 
influential Experimental Composition courses taught at the New School in 
New York from 1957 to 1959. There, Cage introduced future Fluxus-bound stu-
dents Jackson Mac Low, Allan Kaprow, Al Hansen, George Brecht, and Dick 
Higgins to the possibility of contingency in scoring and performance, which 
they expanded and reworked.

Of course, even a quick summary of Cage-inspired art would far exceed 
the scope of this discussion, yet it is worth noting that tracing and comparing 
the shifting reception of his work by his students—first at Black Mountain by 
Rauschenberg, Johnson, and Cy Twombly, and later by those that took his New 
School courses—would be fertile ground for research.9 For example, at least 
three directions were taken up by his students in response to the provocation 
of Cage’s experimental model developed at Black Mountain: explorations of 
the minimal denotation of form and monochromatic painting stemming from 
his arguments about Zen, silence, and void-like experiences; the scripting of 
simultaneously occurring events in the form of happenings; and the notion that 
quotidian events could be fodder for artistic practices in the development of 
the “event score.”10

Cage’s institution of a chance protocol fundamentally altered the landscape 
of possibilities for performance art in postwar America, as is particularly ev-
ident in its adoption by Fluxus and Judson Dance Theater performers in the 
early 1960s. But, as we have seen, certain precedents were overshadowed in its 
preeminence. In particular, the mapping of the body in terms of its architec-
tonic relations championed by Oskar Schlemmer, Walter Gropius, and László 
Moholy-Nagy offers underrecognized though vital precedents for thinking 
gesture: the body’s effects in specific environments and its determinations by 
preexisting conditions in those environments. It is worth rethinking the bene-
fits of the disorienting sensory overload that Cage (through Antonin Artaud) 
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evoked, and questioning how he plotted the dissolution of art into life through 
indeterminate events.

As opposed to the rationalist and focused visual illusions of Albers and other 
Bauhaus figures, Cage’s chance-derived phenomenological overload and un-
focused attention broadened the boundaries of perception by using control 
and reason to arrive at unreason, flux, and disorder. Yet in this, it may come to 
resemble entertainment, diversion, and a wash of confounding effects that im-
merse the subject. Cage proposed “letting sounds be themselves.”11 This implies 
that not only is the composer abdicating control over final results, but that the 
spectator is asked to remain a relatively passive observer of a score’s “infinite 
play of interpenetration.”12 As Merce Cunningham Company dancer Carolyn 
Brown has commented, such an approach may present a “philosophy . . . of 
reluctance, even refusal, to let people be themselves.”13 Cage’s chance protocol 
was compelled by a much deeper philosophical critique of non-intention and 
“carelessness” that posited experimentation beyond verbal intention, redefin-
ing it as attention scattered through a field of independently transacted and 
seemingly unrelated events.14

In the case of Fuller’s work, many today are stimulated by his postwar dome 
technologies to radically rethink architectural structures, both as a practical 
solution to urban housing crises (proposing ad hoc, lightweight, portable, 
and efficient shelters), and as a key historical trope of innovative “guerilla”—
decentralized and possibly unauthorized—architecture. Fuller’s rambling, 
sometimes haranguing exhortations can be distilled to a basic set of claims that 
have subsequently proved immensely influential: he proposed that a radical 
and equitable redistribution of global resources (including natural and existing 
technological resources used to house, feed, and clothe the world’s population) 
could be accomplished through an experimental study of dynamic patterns of 
consumption. In turn, the universal application of pattern knowledge would 
use the criterion of efficiency in design to allocate the sufficient resources of the 
planet, “Spaceship Earth.” In these claims, Fuller was part of larger “post-scar-
city” technocratic arguments claiming that the tools for such a redistribution 
were available, but simply needed to be applied more fairly.

Probing the influence of Fuller on art practice today and understanding 
how his ideas of equitable resource management and holistic planning—what 
he termed “comprehensive design”—are received in the present will always 
be mediated by his reception in the 1960s and 1970s. Of particular importance 
in exploring, testing, and propagating Fuller’s ideas during that period were 
the “access to tools” ethos of the Whole Earth Catalog and other DIY satellite 
publications and organizations; the examples in practice of the network of 
intentional communities such as Libre, Drop City, and Red Rockers profiled 
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by the Whole Earth books that were constructing domes and deploying other 
Fuller-inspired alternative technologies throughout this time; and finally, the 
challenge of radical art and architectural collectives such as Ant Farm, bent 
on politicizing the libertarian logic of Fuller’s theories often embraced by his 
acolytes.

In Fuller’s case, his reception by artists has been pronounced from the 1960s 
into the present, and many explicitly cite him in ways that very nearly consti-
tute a revival. A wide array of contemporary artists and collectives are today 
reassessing the legacy of his work with mass shelter solutions and just resource 
management.15 So many more are interested in or inspired by the Bucky Fuller–
Whole Earth–Drop City–Ant Farm constellation that it would be impossible to 
detail each invocation of Fuller, or every exploration of the geodesic dome or its 
related alternative architectures, undertaken by contemporary artists. Instead, 
the task would be to investigate how artists have inherited and reexamined 
Fuller’s experimental model of total design, even though their interest is often 
mediated by suspicions about teleological “anti-entropic” utopian forms—par-
ticularly as this critique was articulated by one of his most astute critics in the 
1960s and early 1970s, Robert Smithson.16

Yet the articulation of “total thinking,” culminating in the invention of 
the geodesic dome, was not the lasting consequence of Fuller’s time at Black 
Mountain. It was his proposal of an experimentation model that accommodated 
failure in the name of the larger holistic program that proved to be Fuller’s 
greatest contribution to Black Mountain and beyond. Dropping the totalizing, 
holistic, technocratic program, while picking up the practical demand to think 
of experimentation as an often preposterously impractical or absurd prototyp-
ing, is a means by which artists today engage Fuller’s utopian imagination, just 
as Cage did at the College.

In this vein, an in-depth study of the aftereffects of the Cage-Fuller friend-
ship nurtured at Black Mountain would be tremendously generative. Just as 
Black Mountain found an important precursor in the Bauhaus, so did the mid-
1960s collaborative movement Experiments in Art and Technology (EAT) look 
to Black Mountain as a touchstone of its interdisciplinary approach to consider-
ing methodologies of experiment.17 This key offspring of the College, heavily in-
fluenced by Fuller’s argument about networks as comprehensive systems, was 
composed of a broad array of ex–Black Mountain faculty and students such as 
John Cage, Robert Rauschenberg, and pianist David Tudor, as well as scientists, 
dancers, and artists such as Billy Klüver, Yvonne Rainer, and Robert Whitman. 
EAT sought to collapse the distinction between technology and everyday life 
by using concepts of experimentation and laboratory testing that had earlier 
been debated, and provisionally defined, at Black Mountain in the late 1940s 
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and early 1950s. Its legacy is crucial in understanding hotly contested notions of 
experiment in science and aesthetics, then and today. Similarly, a study of the 
impact on artistic practices of John Cage’s wholehearted embrace of Fuller’s 
(and Marshall McLuhan’s) technopolitics by the 1960s would be a productive 
avenue for approaching this research.

From the 1960s Cage-Fuller nexus arises a related question: why did Albers’s 
methods, once so dominant at Black Mountain, lose out to the more enthusias-
tically received Cage and Fuller models? That Albers was a master teacher with 
dedicated students is obvious. Yet his experimental methodology largely circu-
lated within a network characterized by degrees of personal connection; Cage 
and Fuller are now, and have been for some time, about as close to household 
names as twentieth-century cultural figures could ever be.18 Albers’s demand 
for artistic discipline and his emphasis on the specific conditions of perceptual 
awareness, which he held would generate situations of greater contingency, 
were often considered rigid and lacking in spontaneity. Perhaps his modernist 
model of order and design, birthed in the 1920s in Weimar, Germany, and nur-
tured in a small village in western North Carolina between the wars, isn’t what 
people expected or even wanted from art by the 1960s. His example has none 
of Fuller’s visionary, utopian romanticism; it lacks Cage’s sense of freewheeling 
freedom and anarchy.19

Cage “won out” by inverting the Albersian formulation: design would 
henceforth be subordinate to chance in the deployment of protocols toward 
indeterminacy. Fuller, however outrageous his rhetoric, tried to connect  
Bauhaus concerns about the appearance and structure of form to the prop-
osition that an efficient allocation of global resources could induce social 
responsibility. Among Black Mountain’s explorations of chance and design lie 
a great many possibilities for addressing how artistic experimentation might 
be defined today.

As much as the concept of experimentation has been understood as a meth-
odological practice shared by artists and scientists, similar common ground can 
be found between works of visual art, musical composition, and architectural 
design by using the notion of experiment proposed here.20 That is to say, if 
experiment can be understood as both a test of tradition and a search for inno-
vative outcomes more generally, we can begin to see the work of a composer, an 
artist, and an architect as organized by a shared methodology, albeit with very 
different results. Invoking the test as a primary procedure of modernist culture 
and practice underscores the central role played by experimentation, which 
alters the limits of representation to depict in form—whether visual, theatrical, 
or architectural—conditions of process, change, and contingency.
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EpIloguE

1. For a discussion of this topic, see my essay “Experiment, Expression, and the Paradox 
of Black Mountain College.”
2. Serra arrived after Albers retired, and assisted Albers on the preparation of Interaction 
with Color. For more about Albers’s legacy at Yale, see Jeffrey Saletnik, “Josef Albers, 
Eva Hesse, and the Imperative of Teaching,” Tate Papers, Spring 2007 (available at www.
tate.org.uk/research/tateresearch/tatepapers/07spring/saletnik.htm), and Horowitz 
and Danilowitz, Josef Albers. For a general treatment of Albers’s pedagogy on selected 
students, see Goldstein, “Teaching Modernism.”
3. This interest in performance should be distinguished from the manner that Jack-
son Pollock’s work in particular, and gestural abstraction more generally, were being  
reinterpreted in the late 1950s by Allan Kaprow in his important essay “The Legacy of 
Jackson Pollock,” collected in Kaprow’s Essays on the Blurring of Art and Life, ed. Jeff 
Kelley (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1993), 1–9. Regarding Ray Johnson’s 
Moticos, artist Nayland Blake describes their process: “Early on, in works he dubbed 
‘moticos,’ Johnson worked directly, cutting and pasting images from magazines and 
newspapers. As time went on, however, each gesture became more considered and 
distanced from the source material. He would draw a squiggle and then photocopy the 
drawing, paste the result onto board, and sand the image until it nearly disappeared. This 
procedure would be repeated over and over until the gesture and the chronology of the 
piece became impossible to disentangle. Johnson would work and rework his collages, 
which ultimately left many of them airless in their intricacy.” Quote is from Blake’s review 
of the exhibition Ray Johnson: Correspondences at the Whitney Museum of American Art 
in Artforum, March 1999, 107–8.
4. For example, speaking about an Albers work he owned (discussed on p. 18), Donald 
Judd claimed, “The change of color provides changes in proportion, which is unusual in 
recent art, and which I am interested in my own work.” Judd, “Josef Albers,” 10.
5. See John Coplans, “Serial Imagery,” Artforum 7, no. 2 (October 1968): 34–43. For a 
discussion of the import of this essay today, see Brian O’Doherty, “Critically Literate; 
Provocations: Writings by John Coplans,” Artforum, February 1998, 11–12. For further 
reading on discussions of seriality in the 1960s, see Lawrence Alloway, introduction to 
Systemic Painting, an exhibition catalog (New York: Solomon R. Guggenheim Foun-
dation, 1966), 11–21; and Mel Bochner, “Systemic,” Arts Magazine 41, no. 1 (November 
1966): 40; “Serial Art, Systems: Solipsism,” Arts Magazine 41, no. 8 (Summer 1967): 
39–43; and “The Serial Attitude,” Artforum 6, no. 4 (December 1967): 73–77.
6. Organized by curator Ann Temkin, Color Chart ran from March 2 to May 12, 2008. In-
terestingly, Temkin’s exhibition toggled between treating color as a readymade—empha-
sizing the artist’s use of unmixed paint and paint chips (in this vein Frank Stella’s quip, “I 
tried to keep the paint as good as it was in the can,” was mentioned in the show’s press 
release and subsequently quoted in the New York Times review of the exhibition)—and 
Albers’s notion of the relativity and relationality of color perception. Karen Rosenberg, 
“Primary Season at the Modern,” New York Times, March 4, 2008.
7. For example, Albers’s student William Bailey went on to teach painting and sculpture 
at Yale and served as the dean of the School of Art there. Richard Lytle, Albers’s student 
at Yale, taught painting there from 1960 until very recently, and continued to teach from 
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Albers’s Interaction of Color. Another of Albers’s students at Yale, Neil Welliver, taught 
painting there (1955–65) and at the University of Pennsylvania Graduate School of Fine 
Art (1966–89). Robert Slutzky also studied with Albers at Yale and went on have a great 
influence as a teacher at the Cooper Union from 1968 to 1990. Julian Stanczak, associated 
with Op Art, studied under Albers at Yale and taught at the Art Academy of Cincinnati 
from 1957 to 1964, and was a professor of painting at the Cleveland Institute of Art from 
1964 to 1995. For a discussion of the legacy of Albers’s teaching, see page 95 of Fred 
Horowitz’s essay “Albers the Teacher,” in Horowitz and Danilowitz, Josef Albers, 72–97. 
Horowitz was himself a student of Albers’s at Yale.
8. The notion of creative experimentation as the primary legacy of the Bauhaus was 
embraced by artists such as Asger Jorn, who criticized functionalist design practices 
associated with the School of Design in Ulm founded by Bauhaus alum Max Bill. For a 
discussion of Jorn and the International Movement for an Imaginist Bauhaus, see Jörn 
Etzold’s essay “Honoring the Dead Father? The Situationists as Heirs to the Bauhaus,” in 
Bauhaus Conflicts, 1919–2009: Controversies and Counterparts, ed. Philipp Oswalt (Ost-
fildern, Germany: Hatje Cantz Verlag, 2009), 152–70; and McKenzie Wark, The Beach 
Beneath the Streets (London: Verso, 2011).
9. Some of this work has begun: see, for example, Branden Joseph’s Random Order: 
Robert Rauschenberg and the Neo-Avant Garde (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2003).
10. For more on the event score, please see Liz Kotz, “Post-Cagean Aesthetics and the 
Event Score”; and Julia Robinson, “The Brechtian Event Score: A Structure in Fluxus,” 
Performance Research (UK) 7, no. 3 (September 2002): 111–23.
11. Cage, “Experimental Music,” 10.
12. Cage, “Composition,” in Silence, 59.
13. Carolyn Brown, Chance and Circumstance: Twenty Years with Cage and Cunningham 
(Evanston, IL: Northwestern University Press, 2007), 239.
14. Kirby and Schechner, “An Interview with John Cage,” 56.
15. Some of these include Caitlin Berrigan, Matt Bua, Molly Corey, Fritz Haeg and the 
Sundown School, Dave Hardy, Heather and Ivan Morison, N55, Nils Norman, Sarah Op-
penheimer, Nosey Parker, Plastique Fantastique, Marjetica Potrc, Raumlabor, Michael 
Rakowitz, Tomas Saraceno, Oscar Tuazon, and Holly Ward. See also Marta Herford and 
Markus Richter, eds., We Are All Astronauts: The Universe of Richard Buckminster Fuller 
Reflected in Contemporary Art (Bielefeld, Germany: Kerber Verlag, 2011).
16. See chapter 3, page 124, for more discussion about anti-entropy. For more informa-
tion about Robert Smithson’s view of Fuller, see his interview with Alison Sky, “Entropy 
Made Visible” [1973], in Robert Smithson: The Collected Writings, ed. Jack Flam (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1996), 301–9; and Dana Miller, “Thought Patterns: Buck-
minster Fuller the Artist/Scientist,” in Buckminster Fuller: Starting with the Universe, ed. 
Dana Miller and Michael Hays (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2008), 21–43.
17. A dissertation by Michelle Kuo is currently in progress at Harvard University on this 
topic, and is titled “‘To Avoid the Waste of a Cultural Revolution’: Experiments in Art 
and Technology (E.A.T.), 1966–1979.”
18. This argument is not about degrees of fame and notoriety but about those of influ-
ence—always more difficult to discuss.
19. Although, as Carolyn Brown has written, “The by-products of anarchy made [Cage] 
extremely uncomfortable.” His anarchy could appear hypocritical given his demand that 
performers interpret his work soberly. The quote is from page 264 of her memoir Chance 
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and Circumstance; see also the passages on pages 198–99, 239, 264–67, and 334 for more 
discussion of the topic.
20. On thinking about experimentation as a process of research shared by art and 
science, see my article “Futures: Experiment and the Tests of Tomorrow,” in Curating 
Subjects, ed. Paul O’Neill (London: Open Editions, 2007), 92–99; Alpers, “The Stu-
dio, the Laboratory, and the Vexations of Art”; and Hans Ulrich Obrist and Barbara 
Vanderlinden, eds., Laboratorium, an exhibition catalog (Antwerp, Belgium: Provincial 
Museum of Photography, 1999).
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